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Abstract 

Many clustering algorithms have been proposed to improve energy efficiency of ad hoc 

networks as this is one primary challenge in ad hoc networks. The design of these 

clustering algorithms in sensor networks is different from that in mobile ad hoc networks 

in accordance with their specific characteristics and application purposes. 

A typical sensor network, which consists of stationary sensor nodes, usually has a data 

sink because of the limitation on processing capability of sensor nodes. The data traffic of 

the entire network is directional towards the sink. This directional traffic burdens the 

nodes/clusters differently according to their distance to the sink. Most clustering 

algorithms assign a similar number of nodes to each cluster to balance the burden of the 

clusters without considering the directional data traffic. They thus fail to maximize 

network lifetime. 

This dissertation proposes two clustering algorithms. These consider the directional data 

traffic in order to improve energy efficiency of homogeneous sensor networks with 

identical sensor nodes and uniform node distribution. One algorithm is for sensor 

networks with low to medium node density. The other is for sensor networks with high 

node density. Both algorithms organize the clusters in such a way that the cluster load is 

proportional to the cluster energy stored, thereby equalizing cluster lifetimes and 

preventing premature node/cluster death. Furthermore, in a homogeneous sensor network 

with low to medium node density, the clusterhead is maintained in the central area of the 

cluster through re-clustering without ripple effect to save more energy. The simulation 

results show that the proposed algorithms improve both the lifetime of the networks and 

performance of data being delivered to the sink. 

A typical mobile ad hoc network, which usually consists of moveable nodes, does not 

have a data sink. Existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms maintain clusters by 

periodically broadcasting control messages. In a typical mobile ad hoc network, a greater 

speed of node usually needs more frequent broadcasting. To efficiently maintain the 

clusters, the frequency of this periodic broadcasting needs to meet the requirement of the 

potentially maximum speed of node. When the node speed is low, the unnecessary 

broadcasting may waste significant energy. Furthermore, some clustering algorithms limit 
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the maximum cluster size to moderate the difference in cluster sizes. Unfortunately, the 

cluster sizes in these algorithms still experience significant difference. The larger clusters 

will have higher burdens. Some clustering algorithms restrict the cluster sizes between the 

maximum and minimum limits. The energy required to maintain these clusters within the 

maximum and minimum sizes is quite extensive, especially when the nodes are moving 

quickly. Thus, energy efficiency is not optimized. 

This dissertation proposes a clustering algorithm to improve energy efficiency for mobile 

ad hoc networks by reducing unnecessary broadcasting and by adaptively balancing 

cluster sizes. Control messages are broadcast adaptively in accordance with the 

requirement of respective node speed. The unnecessary broadcasting is therefore reduced. 

Furthermore, the cluster sizes are maintained adaptively in accordance with the node 

speeds. When the speed is low, maintaining to a similar size is applicable because it better 

balances power consumption among clusters. However, when the speed is high, the 

difference in cluster sizes is more relaxed, freeing the network from frequent re-clustering. 

The simulation results and analysis show that the control messages are broadcast 

adaptively in accordance with the node speed, energy efficiency is improved and the first

node lifetime of the network is extended. 
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Glossary 

50% availability lifetime for single-hop sensor networks: The period when the network 

starts to work up to the time only 50% of the sensors remain alive. 

BPC: BPC is the abbreviation of the algorithm proposed in Chapter 5, which balances 

power consumption (BPC) throughout the homogeneous clustered sensor network with 

high node density. 

BRPC: BRPC is the abbreviation of the algorithm proposed in Chapter 4, which balances 

and reduces power consumption (BRPC) in homogenous cluster sensor networks with low 

to medium node density. 

Clustered Ad Hoc Network: In a clustered ad hoc network, the nodes are grouped into 

clusters according to some special rules. Typically, each cluster has a clusterhead (CH) to 

act as a local controller or coordinator. Usually there are three types of nodes in a 

clustered ad hoc network: member node, gateway node and CH. Both CHs and gateway 

nodes form the backbone of the network with only CHs being essential. 

Connectivity lifetime for multi-hop sensor networks: The period when the network 

starts to work up to the time connectivity between the sink and the network is lost. 

Data aggregation ratio, A: A data aggregation ratio of A: 1 means that, for every '1' unit 

of that must be sent to the sink when no data aggregation is performed, only 'A' (which is 

smaller than 1) units of data must be sent to the sink after local data aggregation is 

performed. 

First-node Lifetime: The period when the network starts to work up to the time any node 

dies in the network. 

LEACH_C_F: LEACH is the abbreviation of low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy. 

LEACH_C_F is the abbreviation of the algorithm that is used for comparison in Chapter 4. 

LEACH_C_F combines both LEACH-C (centralized LEACH) and LEACH-F (LEACH 

with fixed clusters). 
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MSPB: MSPB is the abbreviation of the algorithm that is used for comparison in Chapter 

6. MSPB limits the maximum size of the cluster and broadcasts control messages 

periodically to maintain the clusters. 

MSSAB: MSSAB is the abbreviation of the algorithm that is used for comparison in 

Chapter 6. MSSAB limits the maximum size of the cluster, maximizes the service time of 

the CHs and broadcasts control messages adaptively to maintain the clusters. 

Network lifetime in sensor networks: Network lifetime is connectivity lifetime for 

multi-hop sensor networks, and is availability lifetime for single-hop sensor networks. 

RBBPC: RBBPC is the abbreviation of the proposed algorithm in Chapter 6. RBBPC 

broadcasts control messages adaptively and balances cluster sizes adaptively. 

Re-clustering with ripple effect: Re-clustering with ripple effect means that any re

clustering process caused by CH rotation or cluster maintenance alters the cluster 

topology over the whole network. 

Round of data collection: A Round of data collection initiates the cluster set-up when the 

clusters are organized and ends when the sink receives all data from the CHs. During this 

procedure, some frames of data are delivered from the member nodes to the CH and on to 

the data sink. 

SSCA: SSCA is the abbreviation of the algorithm that is used for comparison in Chapter 5. 

SSCA organizes clusters with similar sizes and allows only the CH to be active in each 

cluster. 

SSMR: SSMR is the abbreviation of the algorithm that is used for comparison in Chapter 

4. SSMR organizes clusters with similar sizes and requires the CHs to relay data to the 

sink over multi-hop routes. 

Total delivered entire-network data: Data delivered to the sink from the entire network 

where all sensors are alive up to first-node lifetime. 

Total delivered network data: Data delivered to the sink from the network up to the 

network lifetime. 

Total delivered partial-network data: Data delivered to the sink from part of the 

network where sensors are still alive after first-node lifetime. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Clustered ad hoc networks 

1.1.1 Ad hoc networks 

The past few years have witnessed the proliferation of devices such as intelligent sensors, 

laptops, palm-tops and mobile phones. The need for easy and spontaneous 

communications between such devices led to the development of a new class of wireless 

networks without infrastructure. These networks, known as "ad hoc networks," represent 

complex distributed systems comprising wireless nodes in arbitrary and temporary 

network topologies [1, 2]. Each device in an ad hoc network functions as a router to relay 

data from other devices by multi-hop routes. 

According to the purposes of application and the features of the nodes forming the 

network, ad hoc networks can typically be divided into wireless sensor networks and 

mobile ad hoc networks [3,4]. 

1.1.2 Wireless Sensor networks (WSNs) and mobile ad hoc networks 

(MANETs) 

A typical WSN, as shown in Fig. 1-1, consists of small sensor nodes, which are usually 

immovable after being deployed in the network, with sensing, data processing and 

communication capabilities. These networks are usually deployed to accomplish particular 

tasks, such as target-field imaging, intrusion detection, weather monitoring, disaster 

management and ambient-condition detection [5]. The resource and capability of a typical 

sensor node is extremely limited. The data that the sensors generate are therefore not 

conclusive and a data sink is usually necessary in a typical WSN to collect data for further 

analysis. These unique characteristics present many challenges for the development and 

eventual application of ad hoc WSNs [6]. Furthermore, the extremely limited energy 

supply of sensor nodes makes energy efficiency one of the primary challenges [7, 8]. 

A typical MANET is shown in Fig. 1-2. Differing from the application purpose of a WSN, 

a MANET usually aims at enabling communication between the nodes in the network. 

The nodes in a MANET can usually move freely and arbitrarily [9]. As with sensor nodes, 
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Figure I- I. Scmor network with data sink. 

Figure 1-2. Mobile ad hoc network. 
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As explained above that a WSN uwal!y is fOfmed by stationary llOdes and has a data 

sink/data sinks, wherea, a MANET usually il formoo by mohile nrxlcl and has not any 

data sink, during [he (opo]ngy or routing protocol design, such question, as the direction 

of data lraffic and the stability of [he network topology needs 10 be taken into acconnt 
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1.1.3 Clustered ad hoc networks 

The absence of infrastructure makes it convenient to build an ad hoc network [3]. This 

infrastructureless network, however, also brings many challenges to topology design. 

Much research has been conducted and many topology structures have been proposed. 

The existing structures can be typically classified into flat topology and hierarchical 

clustering topology, as shown in Fig. 1-3. 

------ ... --------, , . 
;~---- __ ,,/~ ..~ I. I " I 

, I, Gateway' uode I 
I I', ' ...... *" 

I I \.. . ........ ( . .i .... v ,." . \ ...... ~ ...... ~ ..,"\ 
, . v I ,"",,- \ 

• . ............. <."":'---;/~.::/,.'. \ 
, ~..... '" _). __ ".f 1 

I .......' I • ~ I 
I Clusterhead ···.'0 ... ~..................... I 
\ I I Backbone I 

\ J • .: 
,. I ,/ • 

" , "" ___ , ''',. Member node ' 
.... --------------

(a) Flat topology (b) Hierarchical clustering topology 

Figure 1-3. Topology structure of an ad hoc network. 

An ad hoc network with a flat topology (Fig. 1-3(a)) is a peer-to-peer network. This 

structure is simple yet makes the topology complicated, especially in a large ad hoc 

network. Hierarchical clustering topology is therefore proposed. In a clustered ad hoc 

network (Fig. 1-3(b)), the nodes are organized into different virtual groups. The nodes 

geographically adjacent are allocated to the same cluster according to specified rules with 

different behaviors for nodes included in a cluster from those excluded from the cluster 

[11]. In a clustered ad hoc network, the nodes may be assigned a different status or 

function, such as clusterhead (CH), gateway node, or member node. A CH normally 

serves as a local controller or coordinator for its cluster, performing intra-cluster 

transmission arrangements, cluster maintenance, data aggregations and data forwarding. A 

gateway node is a non-CH node with inter-cluster links so it can access neighboring 

clusters and forward information between clusters. Both CHs and gateway nodes form the 

backbone of the network with only CHs being essential. A member node is a non-CH 

node without any inter-cluster links [11, 12]. 
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A hierarchical clustering topology provides at least five advantages over a flat topology. 

First, it is more convenient especially in a WSN for a CH to aggregate data when it has 

collected all data from its member nodes. This consequently decreases power consumption 

by reducing the amount of data in inter-cluster communication [13, 14]. Secondly, in a 

clustered ad hoc network, only the CHs and gateway nodes form a virtual backbone for 

inter-cluster routing, thereby leading to a simpler backbone. The generation and spreading 

of routing information can then be restricted in this set of nodes. This consequently 

reduces the flooding to search for a backbone route [15]. Thirdly, a clustering topology 

makes an ad hoc network more stable, especially in MANETs [16]. When a mobile node 

changes its attaching cluster, only mobile nodes residing in the corresponding clusters 

need to update the link information [17]. Thus, local changes need not be seen and 

updated by the entire network, thereby greatly reducing information processed and stored 

by each node. Fourthly, a clustering topology results in a better scalability of the network 

[18]. This hierarchical topology structure makes it more convenient to set up the intra

cluster cooperation as most nodes in the same cluster are usually deployed in a closer area 

[18]. Finally, a clustering topology facilitates the spatial re-use of resources to increase the 

system capacity, thereby resulting in higher energy efficiency [19]. With the non

overlapping clustering topology, two clusters may deploy the same frequency or code set 

if they are not neighboring clusters. Also, a cluster can better coordinate its transmission 

events with the help of a CH residing in it. This can save many resources used for re

transmission because the transmission collision is reduced [19]. Clustering topology 

therefore represents a solution with great potential. 

1.1.4 Routing protocols 

Three typical routing protocol types for ad hoc networks have been proposed: the 

proactive, the reactive and the hybrid. 

Proactive and reactive routing protocols are usually applied in flat topology [20]. When a 

node applies a proactive routing protocol to communicate with another node, such as in 

[21, 22], it maintains the routing information of the entire network. When it is ready to 

send data packets, the routing information to a destination node can be derived from its 

routing table. The network topology may be changed because of node failure or movement, 

which requires the routing information be updated by broadcasting control messages to 
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acquire new links between the nodes. Proactive protocols are efficient for ad hoc networks 

with stable topology, such as WSNs formed by immovable nodes. However, to store the 

routing information of the entire network needs large memory size, thereby limiting its 

application in large sized WSNs. When a node applies a reactive protocol to communicate 

with another node, such as in [23, 24], it first explores its cache. If the cached routing 

information is not expired, it will send the data along this route. If there is no routing 

information to the destination or the cached routing information has expired, it needs to 

flood a route request to find an available route. Reactive protocols are more suitable for a 

network with an unstable topology, such as a MANET. Serious flooding, however, 

becomes a problem and challenge to control. 

A hybrid routing protocol combines a proactive and a reactive routing protocol in a 

network. This hybrid protocol, usually applied in a clustered ad hoc network, features less 

routing table overhead than the proactive protocol and less flooding than the reactive 

protocol [25]. Typically, in a clustered ad hoc network, intra-cluster communication uses 

proactive routing protocol whereas inter-cluster communication applies reactive routing 

protocol [11]. 

1.1.5 Energy saving for WSNs using clustering algorithms 

As the energy supply for sensor nodes is extremely limited, it is essential to improve 

energy efficiency or to optimize the lifetime for WSNs [26]. Clustering algorithms, as the 

potentially most energy efficient organization, witnessed wide application in the past few 

years [27] and numerous clustering algorithms have been proposed for energy saving. The 

most recent clustering algorithms that can be accessed are investigated and classified into 

six categories [12]. 

The first category aggregates the data that need to be sent to the sink. This aggregation can 

be realized over each hop or at a CH. The amount of data is greatly reduced after 

aggregation. Energy associated with data routing to the sink is therefore saved. 

The second category balances the power consumption among the nodes by rotating the CH 

role. A CH needs to collect data from its member nodes, aggregate the collected data and 

then relay the aggregated data to the sink over a single-hop or a multi-hop route. A CH 
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therefore will have a much higher burden than a member node. Rotating the CH role 

distributes this higher burden among the nodes and protects a CH from dying prematurely. 

The third category balances the burden among clusters/CHs. The algorithms in this 

category assign (approximately) the same number of nodes to each cluster/CH to balance 

the burdens of the clusters/CHs, thereby preventing nodes from dying prematurely. 

The fourth category reduces the total intra-cluster power consumption. Power 

consumption of sending data from each member node to the CH is relative to the hop 

distance in a single-hop cluster or number of hops in a multi-hop cluster. Selecting the 

node in the central area of a cluster to be CH reduces the total distance/hops from the 

member nodes to the CH, thereby saving energy of intra-cluster communication. 

The fifth category optimizes the routes by combining different power-level hops. In a 

sparse WSN with an uneven node distribution, the nodes are organized into clusters with 

different power levels. Each node can find some routes towards the destination with 

different combinations of power-level hops. Selecting the most energy-efficient route 

reduces power consumption of routing data. 

The sixth category reduces the power consumption of each communication link. 

Assigning the minimum needed transmission power to each link reduces the total power 

consumption of that route. 

1.1.6 Energy saving for MANETs using clustering algorithms 

Energy efficiency is a primary challenge in MANETs as well as in WSNs. To extend the 

network lifetime, a clustering algorithm for MANETs needs to consider the cost of 

maintaining the clusters. As with WSNs, the most recent clustering algorithms for 

MANETs are investigated and classified into four categories. 

The first category distributes the higher burden of a CH among the nodes. Similar to the 

CH in a clustered WSN which plays the role of local controller, a CH in a MANET 

usually plays the role of coordinator. It needs to relay all data from its member nodes and 

maintain the cluster. A CH therefore has a higher burden than a member node. Rotating 

the CH role distributes this higher burden among the nodes. 
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The second category reduces the difference in burdens among clusters. The power 

consumption is also relative to the cluster size. The nodes in a larger sized cluster 

typically encounter a higher traffic burden, especially the CH. Limiting the maximum size 

or limiting both the maximum and the minimum sizes of the cluster moderates the 

difference in size, which reduces the difference in the traffic burden among the 

nodes/clusters and thus better balances the power consumption. 

The third category reduces the power consumption of maintaining the cluster. The free 

and arbitrary node movement may frequently change the clusters. Reducing energy 

consumed by cluster maintenance results in higher energy efficiency. 

The fourth category locates the CH in the central area of the cluster to reduce the power 

consumption of intra-cluster communication. This idea is similar to the one in WSNs. The 

node movement, however, makes realization in MANETs more difficult. 

1.2 Weaknesses 

algorithms 

in existing 

1.2.1 Clustering algorithms for WSNs 

energy -efficient clustering 

In a WSN, the data generated by sensor nodes are usually not conclusive and need to be 

sent to the sink for further analysis, thereby making the data traffic directional towards the 

sink. This directional traffic burdens the clusters differently according to their distance to 

the sink. In a clustered WSN, in which the CHs send data to the sink over multi-hop routes, 

the clusters nearer the sink will usually have higher burdens because they need to relay 

more data from others. Most clustering algorithms assign (approximately) the same 

number of nodes to each cluster, which means (approximately) the same energy store in 

each cluster in a homogeneous WSN with identical nodes. Clusters with higher burdens 

will die prematurely. The areas in which these sensors are deployed will be out of 

coverage due to this premature node death, thereby degrading network performance. 

Furthermore, this premature cluster death will not only increase power consumption but 

also disconnect the sink and the network. When the clusters nearer the sink die 

prematurely, the clusters that are farther away from the sink need longer transmission 

range to reach the sink to avoid data loss, thereby increasing power consumption. The 

width of the area that exhausts energy keeps increasing. When this width exceeds the 
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maximum transmission range of the sensors, the data generated by other nodes that still 

have residual energy can no longer be relayed to the sink. This residual energy is wasted. 

Therefore, the directional data traffic not only degrades the network performance, but also 

reduces the energy efficiency. Unfortunately, most existing energy-efficient clustering 

algorithms for WSNs do not take directional data traffic into account. 

By contrast, locating the CH in the central area of the cluster minimizes total distances 

between the CH and the member nodes, thereby reducing the power consumption of intra

cluster communication. However, most clustering algorithms maintain the CH in the 

central area of the cluster by re-clustering the nodes with ripple effect. Re-clustering with 

ripple effect means that any re-clustering process caused by rotation of CH or cluster 

maintenance alters the cluster topology over the whole network. Therefore, ripple effect of 

re-clustering makes the total amount of clustering-related exchange of messages for re

clustering phase similar to that in the cluster formation phase [11]. The flooding caused by 

the nodes being frequently re-clustering with ripple effect consumes significant energy 

[14]. This fails to optimize energy efficiency. 

1.2.2 Clustering algorithms for MANETs 

The topology of a clustered MANET may be changed frequently due to node movement. 

The application of the proactive routing protocol in intra-cluster communication requires 

the routing information be updated. Most existing algorithms broadcast control messages 

periodically to update this information. Typically, a higher speed of node will change the 

topology more quickly, thereby requiring higher frequency of broadcasting. In order to 

maintain the clusters and the routing information efficiently, the control messages need to 

be broadcast periodically according to the requirement of the potentially maximum node 

speed. The node speed may change from time to time. When it is low, the unnecessary 

broadcasting wastes energy. 

In a clustered MANET, it is difficult to maintain clusters with similar sizes. Limiting the 

maximum size of cluster moderates the difference in cluster sizes, thereby alleviating the 

difference in cluster burdens. However, the cluster may still experience significant 

difference in sizes and thus in burdens, thereby resulting in some nodes dying prematurely. 

Limiting the cluster size within a strict maximum and minimum range better balances 

burdens among the clusters. The power consumption of maintaining these cluster sizes, 
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especially when the speed of node is high, however, will consume significant energy. This 

technique also fails to optimize energy efficiency. 

1.3 Objectives 

Energy efficiency is a pnmary challenge in ad hoc networks as is evident from the 

previous sections. The main objective of this research is, therefore, to improve energy 

efficiency of the entire network to maximize the network lifetime. 

1.3.1 Clustered WSNs 

As the directional data traffic towards the sink not only degrades network performance but 

also reduces the energy efficiency of clustered WSNs, the first objective is to equalize 

cluster lifetime of WSNs so as to actually balance the burden among the clusters. No node 

or cluster will die prematurely, thereby improving both network performance and energy 

efficiency. 

Since maintaining the CH in the central area of the cluster by re-clustering with ripple 

effect fails to optimize energy efficiency, the second objective is to maintain the CH in the 

central area of the cluster as long as possible through re-clustering without ripple effect to 

further improve energy efficiency. 

1.3.2 Clustered MANETs 

Periodic broadcasting of control messages to update intra-cluster routing information and 

to maintain clusters causes unnecessary broadcasting in a MANET, which wastes energy. 

The first objective in MANETs is to adapt the broadcasting in accordance with the node 

speed to reduce unnecessary broadcasting. 

The uneven cluster sizes burden the clusters differently, causing the clusters with higher 

burdens to die prematurely. The second objective is to maintain and balance cluster sizes 

adaptively in accordance with the node speed. The power consumption can then be better 

balanced among clusters throughout the network. 
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1.4 Scope of research 

This research focuses on energy conservation in clustered ad hoc networks. Other issues 

like Quality of Service (QoS) and security are not covered in this project yet may be 

investigated in future. Considering that the key features of a WSN and a MANET are 

quite different, these two types of networks are treated separately. 

In traditional wireless systems, node lifetime can be extended either by: increasing the 

capacity of the battery; minimizing power consumption of the electronics; using efficient 

coding and modulation methods; or by optimizing signal processing techniques or antenna 

design [28]. Differing from traditional wireless systems, ad hoc networks do not have 

associated infrastructure and each node, typically powered by batteries with limited 

energy supply, acts as a router to relay data for others. When a node exhausts its available 

energy, it ceases to function. This shutdown may potentially result in partitioning or 

disconnecting the entire network. 

1.4.1 Clustered WSNs 

The major scope of this research is to improve energy efficiency throughout a 

homogeneous WSN with identical nodes and uniform node distribution. During the design 

and performance evaluation, only the power consumption that is relative to data 

aggregation and communication is considered. Power consumption of other tasks, such as 

sensing data, is beyond the scope of this research. 

Furthermore, though some research has been conducted in WSNs with mobile sensor 

nodes [29-31], this research only considers a WSN in which all sensors are immovable 

after they are deployed. 

1.4.2 Clustered MANETs 

The major scope is to improve energy efficiency of the homogeneous clustered MANETs 

with identical nodes. During the design and performance evaluation, only the power 

consumption that is relative to cluster maintenance and data communication is considered. 

Power consumption of other tasks, such as re-sending data due to link failure, is beyond 

this research. 
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Other issues in clustered MANETs like limited bandwidth, variation in link and node 

capabilities, low quality issues and network scalability [3, 32] are beyond the scope of this 

research. 

1.5 Contributions 

Different to most previous research which improves energy efficiency for some special 

links or routes between the source node and the destination node, this thesis mainly 

contributes to improving energy efficiency of the entire network. In WSNs, it contributes 

to both balancing power consumption throughout the network and improving energy 

efficiency; in MANETs, it contributes to both reducing unnecessary broadcasting and 

balancing power consumption throughout the network. 

1.5.1 Clustered WSNs 

First, a clustering algorithm, which reqUIres the sink to participate in orgamzmg the 

clusters during the cluster formation when the network starts to work, is proposed to 

equalize cluster lifetime and to maintain CH in the central area of the cluster. This 

algorithm takes the directional data traffic towards the sink into account. The relationship 

between the traffic, power consumption and energy store in a cluster is built. An effective 

algorithm to equalize cluster lifetime is then proposed. Furthermore, by building the 

relationship between the residual node energy in the central area and the cluster lifetime, 

the service time as a CH of the nodes in the central area is maximized. The simulation 

results show that the power consumption is well balanced throughout the network, the 

energy efficiency is increased and the performance of delivering data to the sink is 

improved with this proposed algorithm. 

Secondly, a clustering algorithm which combines clustering and scheduling is proposed to 

balance power consumption throughout network for homogeneous WSNs with high node 

density. Simulation results show that this proposed algorithm improves both energy 

efficiency of the network and performance of delivering data to the sink. 

1.5.2 Clustered MANETs 

A clustering algorithm for MANETs is proposed to broadcast control messages and to 

maintain the cluster size adaptively. First, it proposes a method to build up the relationship 
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between the node speed and the rate that this speed changes the cluster topology. It then 

proposes a method to determine the needed broadcasting frequency which can actually 

meet the requirement of the respective node speed. The control messages are then 

broadcast adaptively according to this requirement, thereby reducing the unnecessary 

broadcasting. Secondly, the cluster size is maintained and balanced adaptively in 

accordance with the node speed to balance power consumption through the network. 

Simulation results and mathematical analysis show that the control messages are really 

broadcast adaptively, energy efficiency is improved and the first-node lifetime of the 

network is extended. 

1.6 Thesis outline 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Energy-efficient clustering algorithms for 

WSNs and for MANETs are investigated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively. The 

organization of both chapters is similar. Following the classification of the algorithms, the 

major features of each category are summarized and some representative algorithms are 

described in detail in each category. The strengths and weaknesses of each category are 

then analyzed through detailed examples. 

The outline of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is shown in Fig. 1-4. Chapter 4 proposes a clustering 

algorithm to balance power consumption throughout the network and to improve energy 

efficiency of WSNs with low to medium node density. The strategy of the algorithm is 

first presented followed by the detailed design, in which the methods to equalize cluster 

lifetime and to maintain the CH in the central area of the cluster are analyzed. To evaluate 

the performance of the proposed algorithm, new parameters are defined and simulations 

are conducted. Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm to balance power consumption throughout 

the network with high node density by combining clustering and scheduling. The 

organization of this Chapter is similar to Chapter 4. Chapter 6 proposes a clustering 

algorithm for MANETs to reduce unnecessary broadcasting and to balance power 

consumption throughout the network. The strategy of the design is first presented 

followed by the detailed design, in which the methods to broadcast control messages and 

to balance cluster sizes adaptively are analyzed. To evaluate the performance, a new 

energy model is built and simulations and mathematical analysis are conducted. 
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Clustering Algorithms for WSNs and ~ MANETs to Improve Energy Efficiency I 
! 

Major Contribution: 
(I) Balancing power consumption throughout the network 

1 1 1 
(2) Maintaining CHs in the central (2) Joint clustering (2) Reducing unnecessary 
area of the cluster by re-c1ustering and scheduling broadcasting of 

without ripple effect 

1 
control messages 

1 1 
Chapter 4: WSNs with Chapter 5: WSNs 

I 
I Chapter 6: I 

Low to Medium Node Density with High Node Density MANETs 

Figure 1-4. Outline of Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the contribution of the thesis, and discusses the foreseen 

challenges of the algorithms. 
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2 Review of energy -efficient clustering algorithms for 

WSNs 

This chapter investigates existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for WSNs. 

Section 2.1 classifies the algorithms and describes some representatives for each category. 

Section 2.2 analyzes these algorithms and addresses their weaknesses. 

2.1 Energy-efficient clustering algorithms for WSNs 

Energy efficiency is one of the primary challenges in WSNs. Clustering schemes strive to 

reduce power consumption in order to prolong the network lifespan. This chapter 

classifies the existing clustering algorithms into six categories [12], as shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Classification of energy-efficient clustering algorithms for WSN s. 

Categories Objectives 

Aggregating data To reduce the amount of data that need to be sent to 
the sink 

Rotating the role of CH To distribute the higher burden of a CH among the 
nodes 

Equalizing cluster size To balance the burden among the clusters 

Locating CH in the central area of the cluster To reduce the total power consumption of intra-cluster 
communication 

Assigning the lowest needed power to the To minimize the power consumption of each hop 
nodes 

Optimizing route using different power level To select the route with the lowest energy to relay the 
clusters data 

As most existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms share the same energy model, this 

chapter describes this model for further explanation. The energy dissipated in sending an 

a-bit data message from a source node to a destination node can be typically expressed by 

(2.1) [13,33-37], with the definition of each parameter in Table 2-2. 

(2.1 ) 
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Table 2-2. Definitions of the parameters of the energy model. 

Parameters Definitions 

E Total energy dissipated during the communication 

ET Energy dissipated in the transmitter of the source node 

ER Energy dissipated in the receiver of the destination node 

e, Radio dissipation of the transmitter circuit 

er Radio dissipation of the receiver circuit 

eamp Parameter of transmitter amplifier 

d Transmission range of the hop 

n Power attenuation (2:Sn:s4) 

a Data amount 

2.1.1 Aggregating data 

The basic operation in a WSN is the systematic collection of sensed data to be eventually 

transmitted to a data sink for processing [7, 13]. The key challenge in such data gathering 

is to conserve the sensor energy to maximize sensor lifetime and thus network lifetime 

[38]. Data aggregation has emerged as a basic tenet in WSNs. The key idea is to aggregate 

data from different sensors to eliminate redundant transmissions [39]. In a clustered WSN, 

two typical methods to aggregate data are proposed: one is to require a CH to aggregate 

data when it has collected all data from the member nodes before the inter-cluster 

communication occurs [13, 34, 40, 41]; the other is to aggregate data over each passing 

hop [35, 38]. 

Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) applies local data aggregation to 

reduce global communication. This algorithm requires each CH to aggregate data 

collected from member nodes before it sends them to the sink. During the data 

communication process, a CH keeps its receiver 'on' to receive all the data from the 

member nodes in the cluster. When all the data have been received, a CH performs signal 

processing functions to aggregate the data into a single signal. For example, if the data are 

audio or seismic signals, a CH can aggregate the individual signals to generate a 

composite signal [13]. 

Unlike LEACH [13], Chen [35] proposes an algorithm to aggregate data over each hop. 

This algorithm assumes that N nodes are randomly deployed in the network. Chen 

proposes the concept of entropy to evaluate the relation of the data generated by one 
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sensor and the other sensors. A higher value of entropy means more correlative data. The 

information that is provided only by the sensor Si can be expressed by entropy (2.2): 

H(S) - H(S n SJ (2.2) 

where H (S) is the entropy of the total WSN and H (S n Si) is the entropy of the total 

network excluding sensor Si. The coefficient Ci is defined as the fraction of unique 

information of sensor Si compared to H(Si) (2.3): 

C = H(S)-H(SnS), O<c.:::;1 
I H(~) I 

(2.3) 

This coefficient Ci expresses the degree of correlation between a sensor and its 

neighboring sensors. The data can then be aggregated in accordance with this coefficient 

as they are relayed hop by hop. The data from two sensors have almost no correlation 

when they are located far away from each other. 

2.1.2 Rotating the role of CH 

In a clustered WSN, a CH has a higher burden than that of member nodes. This higher 

burden will consequently make it drain energy much more quickly than member nodes. 

Rotating the CH role distributes this higher burden among the nodes, thereby preventing 

the CH from dying prematurely [13,34,36,40,42-46]. 

LEACH employs the technique of randomly rotating CH role among all the nodes [13]. 

The operation of LEACH is organized in rounds where each round consists of a set-up 

phase and a transmission phase. During the set-up phase, the nodes organize themselves 

into clusters with one node serving as CH in each cluster. The decision to become a CH is 

made locally within each node and a predetermined percentage of the nodes serving as CH 

in each round. During the transmission phase, the CHs collect data from member nodes 

within their respective clusters and apply data aggregation before forwarding them to the 

data sink over a single-hop route. At the end of a given round, a new set of nodes with 

higher residual energy become CHs for the subsequent round. The higher burden of a CH 

is therefore distributed among the nodes. It has been shown that LEACH provides 
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significant energy savings and prolongs network lifetime over clustering schemes with 

fixed CHs. 

Compared to LEACH [13], the algorithm by Liu [36] better balances power consumption 

among the cluster by balancing the cluster sizes. The nodes in a WSN with identical nodes 

have the capability of adjusting their transmission power. They therefore can determine 

the number of neighboring nodes by adjusting their transmission range. If a node has too 

many neighboring nodes, it will reduce its power to reduce its neighbors. Alternatively, if 

neighboring nodes are lacking, it will increase its power to attract more. After the nodes 

are connected with their neighbors, they will be grouped into clusters. The node with the 

most residual energy in each cluster is selected to be CH of that cluster and to form the 

backbone of the network. Because a CH drains energy quickly, its role is rotated. When a 

CH period expires, the CH will become a member node and the node with maximum 

residual energy in that cluster becomes CH for the consequent CH period. Figure 2-1 is 

used to explain this algorithm. The neighboring relationship is first established according 

to one hop distance range and the number of the neighboring nodes is controlled by 

adjusting the transmission power of the node (Fig. 2-1 (a)). Next, the nodes in the network 

are partitioned into clusters and the node with the highest residual energy is selected as the 

CH for that cluster (Fig. 2-1(b)). During each CH period, the node with the highest 

residual energy in each cluster is selected as the new CH (Fig. 2-1(c)). The higher burden 

of CH is therefore distributed among the nodes in the cluster. 

Muruganathan [34] proposes a centralized clustering algorithm to better organize clusters. 

Similar to LEACH, each round of data collection in this centralized algorithm also 

consists of cluster set-up phase and data communication phase. During each set-up phase, 

the nodes send their residual energy information to the data sink. On reception of the 

energy information, the data sink calculates the average residual energy of the nodes and 

chooses a set of nodes whose residual energy is above the average residual energy. After 

this set is determined, the network is split into clusters, the number of which is 

predetermined. The higher burden of CH is thus distributed among the nodes. 
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(a) 

Figure 2-1. Energy-efficient clustering protocol (Adopted from [36]). 

2.1.3 Equalizing cluster sizes 

Rotating the CH role balances power consumption among the nodes. Power consumption 

can be further better balanced if the clusters have similar burdens. Many clustering 

algorithms therefore assign (approximately) the same number of nodes to each cluster or 

CH [34,47-51]. 

During the cluster formation phase, base-station controlled dynamic clustering protocol 

[34] by Muruganathan first selects the nodes with higher residual energy to be CHs and 

then splits the network into clusters with similar size. After the CHs are determined, the 

network is split into two sub-clusters, and these sub-clusters are further split into smaller 

sub-clusters. The base station repeats the cluster splitting process until the desired number 

of clusters is attained. The iterative cluster splitting algorithm ensures that the selected 

CHs are uniformly placed throughout the network by maximizing the distance between 

CHs in each splitting step. Furthermore, in order to evenly distribute the load among all 

CHs, each cluster will have approximately the same number of sensor nodes so that the 

cluster sizes are equalized. 

Krishman [49] proposes 'Rapid' and 'Persistent' algorithms, as shown in Fig. 2-2, to 

design the clusters with expected sizes. 
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In the 'Rapid' ~lgorithm, ~ dus t.:r size limit of B units (including t~ CHI i, ~% igneu to 

each CH. The CH distrihllt.es (R - I) units ~mong its neighhors. Fig. 2-2(a) provides an 

example when R equ~b six. In l'~se the CH distributes a hond whieh i" ocyond th~ tutal 

number of tbe reachable neighbors of the correSjl<Jnding node. the sife 01" the ('jll>ter will 

he les<; than expected. Figllre 2-2(bJ provides ~n ex~mple wht:n the dust.:r ,iz.: is expt:ded 

to be nin.:. However the CH assigns un.: node four units which in fact cannot find any 

reachahlc node, re.lu lting in a clllSler ~Lle of only six. The 'R~pid' algorithm is improved 

by the 'Persiqelll' ~lgori thm, which can acquire the cluster >in a> d.:sir.:d. In th.: 

'Persistent' algorithm, if the node is as<; igncd more Ulllt<; of nodes that can he reached hy 

one hop or more hops, it will send hack tillS Lnfonn~t i on to the CH. In Fig. 2-2(hl. the 

node that is assigned four units yet c~nnut lind ~ny neighbors will send lilt: residual three 

un its hack to t.he CH, which wi ll re-distr ill llte these three units to other nodes ~nd the 

clu>t.:r size nine is guarant.:ed, as ,hown in Fig. 2-2(c). Thus the cluster si/~s can be 

~qual i/ed. 

(.j o 
(ej 

O---D--<P. • r ~ I 
I ' , I 

f r ~'?Z? • ell 

(a) Jo(apid al gorithm Y/~'::)IJ K 
I --- 'I ---0 (b) , , , Clu<tcr .,i7.~ less than ex pected 

va lue I l I I 

6 " , o (c) P~"i'lem algurithm 

'" 
figure 2-2. Rapid and Persistent algori thms (Adupted from 14911. 

2.1.4 Locating CH in the central area uf the duster 

Th.: total power consumption of a ciu>ter is also relatiy.: to the location of th.: CH in lhe 

du>ter. Selecting ~ nock in the centr~1 ,Irea of ~ duster ~> CH 113, 14, 35, 471 reuuces the 
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tota1lxmer COOsllmplion 01- inlra-ciu<;ler communication. In a multi-hop ciu,tcr. in which 

a member nooc may send data to the el-l hy u multi-hop TOllle. Ih ~ i(>tul number of hops 

between the Il~mber node~ and the CH is minimized, thereby ~aying energy for relaying 

data. In a ,ingle-hop dw;ter. in which all member nooc<; send data to the CH by a Ilngle

hop roUle. the sum of square, of the dislance~ be(w~en the member node, und the CH ;, 

redu~ed. (h~r~by [edu~ing the {XIwer com.umplion of trammilling data. 

Chen [35] pro[XIses an algorithm which minim;{es the total number ofhop!i from member 

nodel to the Cl-], Fig. 2·3 shows his mcthoo to select CI-l. After the dusters arc fonned. 

ea<:h node in the dll,ter calClllate~ how <nuny hop<; thut L( need~ to accc~s any other node 

in the cluster. The numbers in Fig. 2-3 mean Ih ~ mininlllm number or hops needed by Ihat 

node to reach any other node within that cluster. The sensor with a number lWO can reueh 

311 other sen>OTS wi thin IWO hop~. whil~ a ~ensOl' "ith a number four r~quire> 3> many (L'; 

four hop~ to reach all other sensors. After all the nodes ucquire the information about their 

respective minimum number of hop<; to reach any Dlher node. they will nchange tili, 

information ~o that all nodes know the minimum number of hop~ of other nodes. The node 

with the ~mulles l nllm!Jt,r is ,eI~cted as the CH. thereby minimifing the total number of 

hops between the member nodes and the CH. Yet the flooding \:allsed by counting the 

number 01" hop> LO otherl and by exchanging ~uch informatioo will consume ~ignificant 

cnergy. 

Figure 2-3. SensDl's with maximum hop number 10 any other ~~nsor (Adapted fl'Om [35 n. 

Besides oplimizalion of CH <;election, Ghiasi [47] fmlner consider~ optimizing IIle dUller 

fonn~tion to minimize the ,um of the >quares of thc distance~ between the member nodes 
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amI (h~ CHs oycralltoc network. Fig. 2-4 ,how, lh~ optimization of tllC clusler formation. 

Eight nodes are organiled into two clmh:rs. Ea,h cluster has four lAAle,. Fig. 2-4 shows 

lwo pair., of du.'lering options named A-B and C-D. The ,urn of the squun:s of the 

di .'lan(:es bclwc<!ll the memher noocs and the CH in dusten, A ·,8 is ,mailer lhan lhat in 

clusters C-D. A<:(:onling (0 (2.]) when n==2, energy can he saved h)' the A-R partition. The 

above minimiwllOn is luhjcct to Ihe cOll>tra inl thaI (he power <:onsumplion of the CHs ,an 

he maintained 10 be approximately equal 10 each othel'. 

, ' 
" ,'---~----- " . \ -, ' ~ )\. 

',1 '-' CIl-' " 
~,' " dl \ ~~ r L __ , 

A " ~~----)"_-_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_-____ _ ( )_,,I 

,------, '. ~~ '\ ,_ .. 
, \C ~--~~~~-

" ' , , 
" ' , , -
'\ C I ,~~D , ,~ ~ ~ 

,~- - ~ 

Figure 2-4. Clustcring nodes 10 n:du<:e inlra-du5ler puwer consumptioo {Adopted from 

[47JJ. 

2.1.5 Assigning the lowest needed power to the nodes 

The power ~Oilwmpt i on of caeh link of the algOl"ilhm in Ihi, calegory i, minimizcd by 

a,signin/! (il to til<: member nodes or the CHs Il~ lowcst power nceded for intra-duster 

,·ommunieatioo. and (ii) 10 Ihc galcway nodes the lowesl power needed for imcr·duster 

,·ommunicali OIl. 

The algorithm in [52] assumes that thc node ha, the ,·apJbilily of adjusling the 

tmmmission power 50 Ihal the lowe't ~ces,>ary power of each ILnk can be assigned to 

ddfcrclll node~ . It first bring; togethel" the clo>cr node, in the nelwork to redu<:e the 

tmnsmi,sion rangc>. Then it a~signs each node in the cluster wilh tl~ lowe,\ po"ihle 

tmnsmission powel" while keeping the intra-dmler <:onne<:lion. The pair of nodes that have 

the minimum distaoce belween any two <:imler> are chosen a., gateway node.,. The 

communicalion bel ween the CA, i~ realiled through Ihese nodes. The la5t ,tep i, 10 as,ign 

the gateway node, Ihe lowest po,sihle Imnsm;"ion power 10 mainlain Ihe <:onnedion of 
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the backbone network. By as>lgmng these minimum ncedeJ \r~nsmission powers to the 

node>, the tota l power consumption of the route i, r~Juced , 

2. 1.6 OptimiJ:ing routes b)' using different power le ~'el clusters 

Most clcu;lCring algorithms assum~ a \VSN with uniform ncxlc dimihlllion. The .I ensor 

nodes, however, arc not always uniforml y dispersed in the network. Different ~reas in the 

WSr..; may have dilTerent node density. The node, in one area may access each other hy 

using a low lr~n>mi>s ion power through lllllilipic hop~. However, if the nodes in tlus ar~a 

want to acee.ls the nodes in anolhc-r area, lhey may not lind ally other nodes to relay the 

data so that they need a higher l.ran"nission power 10 a;;ce% Ih~t are~, The node, may 

therefore be l\fg~niled into c!usten with different power levels. By optimizing the routes 

consisting of diffeI1.'nt power levels, energy can be .Iaved. 

Kawadi~ [:'i3 1 gN<lpS the no<:ks into different power ievd cilisters, as sho ..... o in fi g. 2-5. 

rhe highe>t power level (lOOrnW) is n~eded to connect all the nodes in th~ entire network 

throllgh mliitiple hops. A lower power level ( ImW or 10rnW) will form clllsterl for only 

th~ nodes that are close enough to he c0nncctcd by multiple hops using this lower jXJ\\er 

level. Each noOC may be long to di fferent clll$terS of Jifferent power levels .1 0 that .Ieveral 

route> are po~sible hy takin g: di fferent combinations of these power levels for ea~h hop 

Each node along the route finds the next hop llsing the lo ..... est trall.lmi.lSion power level 

such that the destination LI reachable under the condition that the remaining hop.1 cannot 

exceed thi, lowe,t tr~n,mission pow~r level. Energy is then saved by oplirniling th",s~ 

rou tes from source to de>tin~tion . 

2.2 Analysis of existing energy-ellicient clustering algorithms 

for WSNs 

Thollg:h the exi,t ing clustering algorithm, hav~ improv~d energy d liciency for WSNs. 

they >till have wrne weakne,ses as analy /.ed below. 

Thc algorithms that aggI1.'gatc data reduce the data that need to be sent. thereby reducing 

energy of routing data to the l ink. For a CH to aggregate data hefore It send, data to the 

next hop or the .I ink, the CH needs some capability to jlcrform data aggregation. Requiring 

each node along the rOllie to aggregate data may present higher energy efficiency than just 
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requiring a Cll 10 aggreg~te [bt~ ~~ it m~y more eflidently aggregare the data. How~.,.er, 

this require~ e'l(.'h node to e\'aluate th~ entropy (correlation) with other nodes, whkh 

demand, the nodes to have more powerful pro(:e>~ing capability. Funhermore, this 

pro~e~:; wil l alw con~um~ wme energy. 

Figure 2-5. Group Ihe ll(>Cie, into different power level dn~rcn" 

A~ the CH~ have higher bunJen> than member nodes, fixing the CH.' throughout th~ 

lifetime m~ke., these CH, die qnickly, ending Ihe uselul hfctime of allnOOes belonging to 

rhose clu,ter~ l13j. Rotating the CH role di mihllle~ this higher hurden among the nodes, 

thereby pre\'enting the CII.' from dying premalUrely. Thi~ elI rotation :;ignilicantly 

ext~nd~ the lifetime [13]. 

The nod~ in ~ larger ,j/e<:l clu~ter m,ually ha:; high~r burden than the one in a smaller sizeti 

clu~rer. If it i" a member node. it need, higher tfansmis.,ion power to rea~h Ih~ CH III a 

single-hop clu~ler or Illore hop., to readl the CH in ~ mull i-hop ciU,lCr, If it is a CH, it 

n~eds to receive, ~ggregate and tran.~mit more data, ilJlam:ing the hurdens 01' the cluster, 

pre.,.ent~ the nexk, with higher hurdens from dying prenwturely. However, rhe existing 

~ I gorithlll~ which as,ign (approx imatei y) the ~ame number of nexic, to rhe e1mter.' or Clls 

fail ro oplimlle rh~ energy efficiency lx~au~e they do not take the direcrional data traffic 

IOwards the sink into account, This problem i" to be mwlyze<:l in dd~il in Section 2.2.1. 
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Locating the CHs in the central area of the cluster reduces power consumption of intra

cluster communication. However, most algorithms locate the CH in the central area of the 

cluster by frequently re-clustering the nodes with ripple effect. The flooding caused by 

this frequently re-clustering may consume significant energy [13], thereby failing to 

optimize energy efficiency. 

Assigning to each node the lowest needed power reduces the power consumption of each 

link. With the location information of the nodes, the transmission power can be efficiently 

assigned to each link. This algorithm can be applied in WSNs with the nodes being aware 

of their location information and having the capability to adjust transmission power. 

Organizing the nodes into clusters with different power levels in WSNs with uneven node 

distribution not only improves energy efficiency by optimizing the different power lever 

hops, but also increases network capacity. This algorithm, therefore, can be used for 

energy saving in WSNs with uneven node distribution and limited bandwidth. 

All the above algorithms improve energy efficiency of WSNs, though most of them have 

limitations. Energy efficiency of WSNs, however, can be further improved if the 

following two features are considered: the directional data traffic towards the data sink 

and the different power consumption when the CH is located in different areas in a cluster. 

2.2.1 Directional data traffic towards data sink 

In a WSN, all data generated by the sensor nodes need to be sent to the sink for further 

analysis, resulting in data traffic towards the sink. This directional data traffic burdens 

nodes/clusters differently. The nodes/clusters with higher burdens in a WSN formed by 

identical nodes will die prematurely [54,55,57,58]. If a CH sends data to the sink over a 

single-hop route, the clusters that are farther away from the sink will die earlier than other 

clusters that are nearer the sink as they need higher transmission power to reach the sink. 

If a CH sends data to the sink over a multi-hop route, the clusters that are nearer the sink 

will die earlier than other clusters that are farther away from the sink as they need to relay 

more data from other clusters. The premature node death takes some areas out of coverage, 

thereby degrading the network performance. The one-dimensional linear WSN shown in 

Fig. 2-6 is used to explain the impact of the directional data traffic towards the sink. 
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Data 
Sink 

60m 

1 

60m 60m 60m 

2 3 

Figure 2-6. One-dimensional linear WSN. 

60m 

1 
4 5 

Five identical nodes are evenly distributed in the network with a distance of 60m between 

two neighboring nodes. The initial energy of each node is 0.51. The lifetime of the linear 

network is measured by the number of rounds. During each round, each node sends a 

packet of 50 bytes to the sink either by a single-hop route or by a multi-hop route. The 

node is assumed to be dead when its residual node energy is lower than 0.011. The energy 

model described in (2.1) is used to evaluate the lifetime. As the value of eamp greatly 

affects the power consumption of sensor nodes and different eamp values have been used in 

some references [14, 34, 37], the author analyzes the power consumption below by using 

different eamp values and sets n=2. 

Single-hop route 

Table 2-3 shows the lifetime of each node when it sends data to the sink over a single-hop 

route. The node lifetime increases when the node gets closer to the sink. The node nearest 

the sink has the longest lifetime which is about 22 times that of the node farthest away 

from the sink when eamp=100 pJ/b/m2
. When eamp increases, the nodes need more energy to 

send data to the sink so that the node lifetime decreases. 

Table 2-3. Node lifetime (rounds) (single hop). 

Node eamp=100 pJ/b/m2 eamp=50 pJ/b/m2 eamp=lO pJ/b/m2 

1 2988 5327 14245 

2 832 1591 6315 

3 373 734 3726 

4 211 419 1957 

5 136 270 1290 
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Multi-hop route 

Table 2-4 shows the lifetime of each node when it sends data to the sink over a multi-hop 

route. The nodes keep the transmission range of 60m when they are transmitting data. The 

node lifetime decreases when the nodes get closer to the sink. The node farthest away 

from the sink has the longest lifetime which is more than 25 times that of the node nearest 

to the sink when eamp=100 pJ/b/m2
. When eamp increases, the nodes need more energy to 

relay data to the sink so that the node lifetime decreases. 

Table 2-4. Node lifetime (rounds) (multiple hops with the same transmission range). 

Node eamp= 100pJ/b/m2 eamp=50pJ/b/m2 eamp= 1 OpJ/b/m2 

1 545 908 1945 

2 685 1145 2480 

3 922 1551 3422 

4 409 2402 5519 

5 2988 5327 14254 

However, keeping a transmission range of 60m cannot guarantee all data packets to be 

delivered to the sink. When node 1 dies prematurely, no packet can be received by the 

sink if node 2 still transmits data with a transmission range of 60m. To make sure that the 

sink receives the data, when node 1 dies node 2 needs transmission range of 120m (at 

least). This process is iterative and finally when node 4 dies, node 5 needs a transmission 

range of 300m. The node lifetime in this scenario is shown in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5. Node lifetime (rounds) (multiple hops with necessary transmission ranges). 

Node eamp= 1 00 pJ/b/m2 eamp=50 pJ/b/m2 eamp= 1 0 pJ/b/m2 

1 545 908 1945 

2 585 986 2230 

3 629 1073 2578 

4 686 1187 3078 

5 790 1396 4088 

When eamp=50 pJ/b/m2, the first node dies at 270 rounds in the single-hop network (see 

Table 3) whereas at 908 rounds in the multi-hop network (see Table 5). If it is assumed 
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that the network dies when 50% of the areas in the network are out of coverage (as the 

performance of the network is greatly degraded), the network dies at 734 rounds in the 

single-hop system whereas at 1073 rounds in the multi-hop system. Sending data to the 

sink over the multi-hop route extends the lifetime. 

The results in Table 2-3 and Table 2-5 show that the lifetime of different nodes varies 

according to their distance to the sink. If the lifetime of all nodes is equalized, no node 

will die prematurely. Furthermore, as transmission range of the node is limited, it is 

infeasible to require all nodes to send data to the sink over a single-hop route in a large 

sized WSN. In Fig. 2-6, if the maximum transmission range of the nodes is limited within 

150m, when node 2 dies, node 3 cannot reach the sink any longer when the nodes send 

data to the sink over multiple hops, causing the connectivity between the network and the 

sink to be lost. The residual energy in node 3, 4 and 5 is wasted. Therefore, in a WSN

especially in a large sized WSN-equalizing node lifetime improves both energy efficiency 

and network performance. 

If each node in this linear system represents a cluster, as shown in Fig. 2-7, the lifetime of 

the nodes (cluster) can be equalized by allocating energy to each node (cluster) in 

accordance with its burden. In a clustered WSN, this can be realized by assigning different 

numbers of nodes to each cluster in accordance with its burden. This also means that in a 

homogeneous WSN with identical nodes and uniform node distribution, equalization of 

the cluster lifetime will make the clusters with different sizes. 

Data 
Sink 

r---------------T---------------T---------------r---------------T---------------~ 

: I I I I : 
60.h 60h. 60h. 60rlt 60h. 

1 1 j 1 j 1 j 1 i 1 
I I I I I 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
I I I I I 

I I I I I 

: I I I I Cluster I I _______________ ~ _______________ ~ _______________ ~ _____ __________ ~ _______________ J 

Figure 2-7. Each node in the linear system represents a cluster. 

Equalizing node lifetime by allocating energy to each node in accordance with its 

burden 

Using 'iP to express the total power consumption of a node, which includes power 

consumption of transmitting (Ptr), receiving (Pre) and relaying (Prelay) data in this case, and 
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Einilial to express the initial energy of that node, to equalize node lifetime, (2.4) must be 

observed, in which canst means a constant. 

Einitial = Einitial :=:: canst 
L P ~r + Pre + Pre/ay 

(2.4) 

The system in Fig. 2-6 has five nodes with each node has 0.5 J energy. Its total energy is 

thus 2.51. Table 2-6 shows the equalized lifetime of each node and the allocated energy to 

each node in the multi-hop system. 

As previously defined that the network dies when 50% of nodes run out of energy, when 

eamp=50 pJ/b/m2, compared to single-hop system and multi-hop system which allocate each 

node the same energy, equalizing the node lifetime increases the network lifetime by 

about 111 % and 45%, respectively. 

Table 2-6. Equalized node lifetime (rounds) and re-allocated energy (J). 

Node e arnp=100 pJ/b/m2 earn =50 pJ/b/m2 e amp=1O pJ/b/m2 

Lifetime Allocated Energy Lifetime Allocated Energy Lifetime Allocated Energy 

1 929 0.8459 1564 0.8545 3452 0.8799 

2 926 0.6729 1559 0.6772 3441 0.6899 

3 922 0.5000 1551 0.5000 3422 0.5000 

4 912 0.3271 1533 0.3227 3379 0.3100 

5 883 0.1541 1474 0.1456 3201 0.l201 

Related work 

Some existing clustering algorithms also take the directional data traffic into account and 

design clusters to make them have similar lifetime. 

Ye [40] improves LEACH [13] by assigning fewer nodes to the CHs farther away from 

the sink so that this higher burden is compensated. Unfortunately, to send the data to the 

sink over a long single hop is infeasible or not energy efficient, especially in a large sized 

WSN. 

Muruganathan [34] requires the CH to send data to the sink over a multi-hop route. This 

algorithm organizes clusters with similar sizes. By randomly selecting a CH along the 
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roUle from tile _,ource to the sink to '\end the data to the _,ink using a "ingle-hop wute, the 

higher hnrdc!\I of (h~ cluskrs nearer the ,ink are alkviat~J, However, (hi, algorithm 

require:; the lll.des 10 have high enough transmission power so that any ell along the route 

can reach the sink u,ing a single-hop route, which limits its application in large sized 

WSNs_ 

The Jirection~l <la ta traffic towards the sink is also accommodated in [37] by using a 

chcs"board configuration for heterogeneolls WSNs formed hy lEfferent semor nodes. The 

network is separateJ into ciu'>ler, (grius) as sbown in Fig. 2-8. Ea~h grid has a 'uP<'m()d~ 

(CH) which has more initial energy than the member IlC .. :k,. Within cacll grid, a member 

mille nearer the CH ..... ill have a higherhUH\t:n than Ih ~ one [anller away from the CH since 

it need, to rday more data from other member node>, The che>sl~xlf(j configuralion 

s.cparaw, the network lI fd ime Into two period" In the fir, t period, it schedule, tile Cl b in 

the grid, with darker (lighter) ~hade \0 b<c a~tive, After th~~e CHs run out of energy, the 

fir,t period expires, Tile Clls in the grids with lighter (uarkn) shade are a(:ti,e when the 

,ceond pcriotl in itiate~, The nodes wllich are closer to the CH with higher burden in the 

fir>t period are faaher away from the CH in the ,eeond period, (lwr~hy dislrihming the 

higher burden. "I11is algorithm is ,uirahle for heterogeneous \\'5;-.1, whi~h ha,e ,om~ more 

powerful nl.de,; than olher, to b<c CH" 

Figure 2-8. Clles>board configuration (Adapteu form r37]), 

Different to the ,tahle nodes and the data ,ink in l34, 37, 40], :>.Ia [59J and Lin [60J 

consider using mobile CIl> or a mobile sink to balance tile power comumption of the 

noues. The nodes which are nearer lhe CH, or the _,ink at one time may be farther away 

from them at the next _,(age, thereby distributing the higher burden, 
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2.2.2 Power consumption and location or C H 

The diTCC(i()~a] data tralTic burdens the nudes/clusters differently_ The seiectioo or CH 

also alTects th~ power cOll'mmption of the network. A, previ(lu<;ly 'lah:u. puwer 

cotl>lllnption can he dimin i,hed by locating the CH in (h~ centrJl Jrea of the cluster. This 

subsectiull uses examples to JnJiYlc it in morc detaiL 

Int ra-clu~ter communication 

Fig. 2·9 ,hows a climer with 20 Ilod~ distrihuted with in a~ area of ft()mx60m. Each TH.>C!C 

i~ allowed to ]x, CH and other, are member ~()des, When un}' ~(lde t.;,Cl)J1lt'S CH. each 

mcml~1' node will scnd a packd with 50 bytes to it. The total dissipated energy of intra

clllskr communication E" ." .,. which {)Illy consider, ,e~d ing, receivmg and aggregating 

dmJ. is expressed in (2.5i. 

,. 

"I 
• • , 

;-11 " • • , 

• " " , 
" • • " " • • " • • " " I 

, • c • • '" " , 
'" • " ., ." 
'" • .' • 11! 

°0.1 " 1 ~ 

'" '" '" ~ " .. 
Figure 2-9, Cluster to analyze puw~r con>umplioo when ,lIffcTcnt noo~ l~comcs CU. 

(2051 

in which" mean, the packd ~iz~, N mcan~ the numocr of node:, i[l the duster. r, me~ns th~ 

hop distance from the memher node lU the CU, l'A" means the fJuiu di"ipalion or 

aggregJling data, a x L (e, + 1".,..,. x~') is Ihe energy con,umed by ,ending dal~, 
,v I 
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ax{,V - Ilx e, i~ the energy consumed hy recelving d.!tu ami a X /I/x eA" is the energy 

dissipated by aggregating d~lU. 

The lotal dissipated energy when different nodes become CH is ~hown in Fig. 2-10. II c~n 

he seen thul when nolk8. 10. 12, or 13 as shown H1 Fig. 2-9 becomes CIL the lowl energy 

dissipation of the clU<;ICI' is lower than thul when other node like [, 2, 19 or 20. which is at 

the edge of the du,h,[, b.:comcs the Ci i. 

- ------- ----, 
~ \ ' ... ~ l ;:'~;b.'!n' , •• ,"~;I>'m' ,_,=-;;;10.""" ~ -1 
,? \. ,.. ' I :l.WrlE_IIJ -... ' I 

/ , . "- -..- , 
l' ' .- -0 \ ~ ..... 
~ / \ * ~ • - ·'-1 ;;; • ,_ 0- _... / \ / ~ 

_~ - '. __ ." - . ,o. , V. ~+---<O' •• - • • __ • 

4 1.00[,,')3 r-" __ "~"'_':_·_o •• _.,-:;._._;::.-•• _·_·;0_·_°;' _··_"_"_.'_ "_ 0'_ '_-' 

l 

J.OOE·QJ 

, , • 9 10 lJ 12 13 14 [5 I' 11 IS _"J" 
]';00< . 

Figure 2- 1 0_ Total dissipated energy of in lw-du>ler communication when different nll(k, 

become CH. 

It can tllCrefure be derermined that energy is savcd by locaring Ihe CH in the central area 

of thc dust~r. However. tllC improvement need, to he further evaluated according to 

differcnt CO"", va lues. 

Intcr-clu,tcr ~ommu nicntio JL 

TllC line~r clllSlCT. as sho ..... n in Fig. 2-1 1, is used to analyz~ inter-du>t~r communication. 

CH-A i> ,ending ao a-bit datu meS><lge to il~ neighboring CH, CH-13. Two scenarius are 

compared: CH-B is ar center of the liI~nT C1U~lCT or it is at any ..... hcre in thc linear cluster. 

Tl~ cnergy of scnding the message to the next hop wl~n CH-B is at the ccntre ul' thc 

linear cluster wi th thc hop distance of (r+m!2) is (2.6): 
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Figure 2-11, A lilleJr elm,leT to ~nalYle energy dissi p~le d in imer-du>t~T <:ummlink-atillll. 

The expected d i ssip~ICd energy of >endi ng this me>sag~ III the ne~1 hop "h~n CH-B is 

randomly located in the linear cluster is (2.7): 

(2.7) 

LocUling th" CH-B at the cent re of (he linear c!mtcr saves energy uver r~m!umly lu(:akd 

the CII ·B in the linear dll>ler by (2,8): 

[ 'j' - I ,, · m a xea ,xm" 
£-E=axe x -«r+ m)' -r'-(r+-] = ' 

'"'I" 3m ,,2 12 (2.8) 

Thlls P<J"er (:UI1~lIlnpt i lln ur irli er-duII"r COlTuTllln icalion 1<; al ~o reduced by locating the 

CH in the (:enlra] ar~a of the ciu'>kr, 

Related work 

Some clustering algorithms have <:UIlsidered mainta ining (he CH in \h~ central area of the 

cluster. such a~ m [14, 35] _ However, (hi, maintenance i, reali/ed by rrequently re-
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clustering the nodes with ripple effect. The flooding caused by this frequent re-clustering 

with ripple effect may consume more energy than the improvement achieved by 

maintaining the CH in the central area of the cluster [14], thereby failing to optimize the 

energy efficiency. On the other hand, if the CH can be maintained in the central area of the 

cluster by re-clustering the nodes without ripple effect, energy efficiency can be improved. 

2.3 Summary 

Existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for WSNs have been investigated in this 

chapter. These algorithms are classified into: aggregating data, rotating the role of CH, 

equalizing cluster sizes, locating CH in the central area of the cluster, assigning the lowest 

needed power to the nodes and optimizing routes using different power level clusters. The 

key features of each category were summarized and some representative algorithms were 

described in detail. The strengths and weaknesses of each were analyzed thereafter. The 

important feature of directional data traffic towards the data sink in WSN s was 

emphasized. Energy can be saved by equalizing cluster lifetime in WSNs. The relationship 

between power consumption of the intra- and inter-cluster communication and the 

location of CH was also discussed. Energy can be saved by maintaining the CH in the 

central area of the cluster through re-clustering without the ripple effect. These two issues 

will be taken into account in the proposed clustering algorithm in Chapter 4. 
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3 Review of energy -efficient clustering algorithms for 

MANETs 

This chapter investigates existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for MANETs. 

Section 3.1 classifies the algorithms and describes some representatives for each category. 

Section 3.2 analyzes these algorithms and summarizes their strengths and weaknesses. 

3.1 Energy-efficient clustering algorithms for MANETs 

Mobile nodes in a MANET normally depend on battery power during operation. The 

energy limitation therefore poses a severe challenge for network performance [12,61,62]. 

A MANET should strive to improve energy efficiency in order to prolong the network 

lifespan. This chapter classifies the existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for 

MANETs into four categories, as described in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Classification of energy-efficient clustering algorithms for MANETs. 

Categories Objective 

Rotating the CH role To distribute the higher burden of the CH among the nodes to 
better balance power consumption 

Limiting cluster size To alleviate the difference in burden caused by unbalanced 
cluster sizes 

Reducing power consumption of To more efficiently maintain the clusters to reduce power 

cluster maintenance consumption of cluster maintenance 

Locating CH in the central area To reduce the power consumption of intra-cluster 
of cluster communication 

3.1.1 Rotating the CH role 

As with the CH in WSNs, a CH in MANETs is more likely to die first. The lack of mobile 

nodes due to energy depletion may cause network partition and communication 

interruption [63]. Hence, it is important to balance power consumption among mobile 

nodes to avoid premature node failure. 

The movement of the nodes in a MANET already makes the topology unstable. The 

frequent rotation of CH role will further exacerbate the stability of the cluster and thus the 
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network, though it distributes the higher burden of CH among the nodes. Furthermore, the 

flooding triggered by exchanging node information when the rotation occurs also 

consumes some energy. To achieve the tradeoff between the stability of the network and 

the balance of the power consumption among the nodes, many algorithms prolong the 

service time of a CH by defining some special rules [64-71]. The rotation process is 

triggered only when the conditions of these rules are met. 

The mobility- and energy- aware clustering algorithm [64] by Xu selects CHs and rotates 

the role of CH according to the mobility attributes and the energy attribute. The mobility 

attribute is the sum of the neighboring time between the node and each of its current 

neighbors. If a node has a large number of neighbors and it has been with these neighbors 

for a long time, this attribute will have a large value, which indicates that it is a stable 

node in the mobility sense. Energy attribute means the residual node energy. A higher 

value of energy attribute means a more stable node with respect to energy. When the roles 

of the nodes are determined, the information relating to the node ID, the mobility attribute 

and the energy attribute is tabled and updated. The member node keeps the ID of the 

respective CH and the CH keeps the IDs of the respective member nodes. When no such 

information is found, which means that a CH cannot find any member node and a member 

node cannot find any CH, re-clustering is triggered. The node with a relatively higher 

mobility attribute and higher energy attribute in its area will be selected to be CH. When 

the connectivity among the nodes is set, each node will sort its neighbors according to the 

mobility attribute. Those that are lower than the threshold will not be considered for 

further CH selection. The node with the highest residual energy among the nodes with 

higher mobility attribute than the threshold will be a potential CH. The higher burden of a 

CH is therefore distributed among the nodes. 

The weighted clustering algorithm by Chatterjee [65] also defines some conditions for 

selecting CHs and rotating their roles. Unlike the algorithm by Xu [64], which only 

considers the node speed and residual node energy, the weighted clustering algorithm 

defines four parameters, named ~v, Dv, Mv and Pv to select CHs and to rotate their roles. It 

uses ~v, the degree-difference of the node v, to measure the number of neighboring nodes 

of v; uses D v , the sum of the distances between node v and all its neighbors, to measure the 

energy efficiency in intra-cluster communication; uses M v, the qverage speed of node v, to 

measure the stability of v; and uses Pv , the period that node v serves as CH, to measure the 
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stability of the cluster. The values of ~v, Dv, Mv and Pv are kept updated. Combining these 

four parameters, the equation to select CHs and to rotate their roles can be determined, as 

shown in (3.1): 

(3.1 ) 

where Wv is the combined weight, WI, W2, W3 and W4 are the weighting factors of ~v, Dv, 

Mv, and Pv respectively. The node with the lowest value of Wv in its local area is selected 

to be CH. The factors of these four parameters are adjustable according to different 

application purposes and requirements. In a network that needs to maintain the cluster 

sizes within exact values, WI~v may play an important role. In a network that needs to 

maximize the network lifespan, w2Dv is a major concern. In a network that needs stable 

CHs, w3Mv needs to be carefully considered. In a network that needs stable clusters to 

reduce the frequency of CH rotation, W4Pv is crucial. The CH election algorithm is 

invoked at the very beginning of cluster formation or when the current CHs are not able to 

cover all mobile nodes. The CHs are therefore rotated and the higher burdens of CHs are 

distributed. 

The algorithm by Amis [66] assigns each mobile node a variable virtual ID (VID). The 

value of VID is set as its ID number when the network begins to work. The mobile node 

with the highest ID in its local area becomes CH. The time period that a CH serves a 

cluster (CH period) is limited. When this period expires, a CH resets its VID to 0 and it 

becomes a member node. If two CHs move into the reachable range with each other, the 

one with the lower VID becomes a member node. Each member node keeps a circular 

queue for its VID and shifts the VID value by one every CH period in one direction. 

Therefore, when a CH resigns, a member node with the largest VID value in the 

neighborhood can resume the CH function and the higher burden of a CH is distributed 

among the nodes. 

The selection and rotation of CHs in the vote-based clustering algorithm [67] by Li are 

realized by considering the number of neighboring nodes and the residual node energy. 

Each node calculates its own vote that is the weighted sum of its normalized number of 

neighbors and its normalized residual energy. The node with the highest vote over its 

neighbors will be periodically selected as CH. 
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3.1.2 Balancing power consumption among CHs or clusters 

A data sink is unnecessary for a typical MANET. MANETs consequently do not have the 

feature of directional data traffic towards the sink. In a clustered MANET, organizing the 

nodes into clusters with similar sizes actually balances power consumption among the 

clusters. However, the movement of the nodes may change the size of the cluster and thus 

the cluster load. To alleviate the difference in loads, some clustering algorithms limit the 

maximum size of the cluster [72]. When the cluster size reaches the limited value, no node 

is allowed to join. Some not only limit the maximum size, but also restrict the minimum 

size of the cluster [73-76]. When the cluster size exceeds the pre-defined maximum value 

or is smaller than the pre-defined minimum value, a re-clustering procedure is invoked. 

Some algorithms balance the burdens among the CHs by taking the residual energy of the 

CH into account [77, 78]. The number of nodes assigned to each CH is determined by the 

residual energy of the CH. 

Ohta [73] proposes an algorithm to maintain multi-hop clusters based on load-balancing 

clustering. This algorithm sets upper (U) and lower (L) bounds on the number of member 

nodes that a CH can manage. When the number of member nodes in a cluster is less than 

L, the merge mechanism is invoked. The cluster tries to find a neighboring cluster to 

satisfy the requirement that the sum of the number of member nodes in these two clusters 

be less than U. If this sum value for all neighboring clusters is larger than U, it tries to find 

a cluster to minimize the sum value. When two clusters merge, the CH with more member 

nodes becomes CH and the other CH becomes a member node. When the number of 

member nodes in a cluster exceeds U, the division mechanism is triggered. The cluster 

will be separated into two clusters having similar sizes. The difference in the loads among 

the clusters is therefore alleviated. 

Chiasserini [77] proposes an algorithm to balance traffic loads of clusters and to regulate 

the transmission power of CHs to evenly drain energy from the CHs. This algorithm 

assumes a centralized network and a CH can dynamically adjust its cluster size through 

power control. In this algorithm, after the clusters are formed and the CHs are selected, the 

new values of residual energy of CHs are calculated and updated. If the difference in the 

residual energy of two successive updates exceeds the threshold, the network will perform 
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a re-clustering process. A different number of nodes will be assigned to each CH 

according to their residual energy to better balance the loads among the clusters and CHs. 

3.1.3 Reducing power consumption of cluster maintenance 

To maintain the clusters in a clustered MANET, some extra messages to update the links 

between nodes are necessary. The frequently changed network topology results in frequent 

cluster topology updates, thereby drastically increasing the control messages for cluster 

maintenance. These behaviors may consume a large portion of the network bandwidth, 

drain significant energy of the node and override the scalability and performance of the 

network [11, 71]. It is therefore important to reduce the cost of maintaining the clusters for 

energy saving considerations. Some clustering algorithms reduce the frequency of rotating 

the role of CH by extending the service time of the CH [72] or by selecting the relatively 

stable nodes to be CHs [79-81]. Some reduce the flooding or control messages (control 

overhead) [19, 70, 82-84] caused by routing discovery or cluster maintenance. Some sense 

the mobility of the nodes so that the clusters can be adaptively maintained to reduce the 

unnecessary message exchanges [72, 85-87]. 

1. Extending the service time of the CH 

Gavalas [72] proposes an algorithm which adds a handover penalty coefficient to a CH 

during the CH rotation to allow a node to serve as CH for a longer period. This algorithm 

rotates the CH role according to the CH competence (CHC) (3.2): 

CHC = (c1xd +c2xb)- p (3.2) 

where c 1 and c2 are weighted coefficients and c 1 +c2= 1, d is the number of neighbors, b is 

the residual energy of the node and p is the handover penalty coefficient. The CHC value 

of a node is kept updated, and the node with the lowest CHC value in its local area is 

selected as CH when CH rotation occurs. However, to improve the stability of the cluster, 

different penalty coefficients are allocated to the nodes. The value of zero is assigned to a 

member node whereas a positive integer value is assigned to a CH. Therefore, the CHs 

have the advantage in the consequent CH competition. Furthermore, re-selection of the 

CH only happens when the residual energy of the CH is lower than the threshold or when 

the topology of the network is dramatically modified [72]. This algorithm extends the 
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service time of a CH and thus reduces the message exchanges caused by CH rotation. The 

selected CHs, however, may drain energy quickly and die prematurely. 

The algorithm in [79] selects the most stable node in its area as CH to improve the 

stability of the cluster, so that the CH can stay in the cluster for a longer time. This 

algorithm reduces the amount of re-clustering caused by the absence of the CH. In this 

algorithm, a willingness factor (W) is adopted as a metric to elect CHs. W describes the 

respective mobility of a node and the relative mobility of a group of nodes, which are 

jointly represented by a stability factor S and the number of relatively stable nodes M. W 

can be expressed as a function of Sand M, W=j(S, M). A larger value of W means a more 

relatively stable node. The node with the largest W in its local area is selected as CH. The 

value of W is kept updated. The selection of a new CH will be invoked only when its W 

value is lower than the threshold or two CHs move into the reachable range. The node 

with the highest W value will be the new CH in its local area. This algorithm reduces the 

frequency of re-clustering nodes, thus improving energy efficiency. 

The algorithm by Basu [80] also selects the nodes with relatively low speeds to be the 

CHs during cluster formation when the network starts to work. The selection of CHs is a 

local activity so that a CH is determined by its neighbors and itself. The local speed of a 

mobile node is determined by calculating the variance of the speed of the node relative to 

each of its neighbors. A node with a higher variance value indicates it is a relatively more 

mobile node than its neighbors. Consequently, a node with lowest variance value in its 

neighborhoods becomes CH. The cluster maintenance phase is invoked when two CHs 

move into the reachable range or any node cannot access any CH. To reduce unnecessary 

re-clustering caused by the CH selection, such as when two CHs incidentally pass by each 

other during a short period, a threshold of time period is set. If the reachable time of two 

CHs is greater than the threshold, one CH will give up its role and become a member node. 

Otherwise, both will keep their roles. This algorithm also improves the stability of the 

clusters, therefore reducing the cost of maintaining the clusters. 

2. Reducing flooding or control messages (control overhead) 

Flooding in ad hoc networks is usually used to find a feasible route to a destination or to 

advertise routing information [82]. Clustering control messages are used to exchange the 

information of each link during the cluster maintenance and to build a virtual backbone or 
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infrastructure [11]. Energy can therefore be saved by reducing flooding or control 

messages [19,70,82-84]. 

The adaptive clustering algorithm proposed by Lin [70] considers reducing the control 

messages during cluster organization. In this algorithm, every node maintains its own ID 

and the IDs of its neighbors within one hop. Each node that declares itself as CH will set 

its own ID as its cluster ID (CID). Initially, a mobile node with the lowest ID in its local 

area becomes CH. The CID information includes a node's ID and the CID. If the node's 

ID is the same as its CID, then the CID information is a CH claim. Otherwise, it is just a 

claim of a member node. If a node gets CID information from a neighbor, it compares it 

with its own CID. If its own CID is unspecified or larger than the ID that it receives, it 

will join this node as a member node. This process continues till all mobile nodes access 

any cluster. This mechanism promises small control messages for cluster formation 

because each mobile node broadcasts only one CID message [11]. 

Passive clustering [82, 83] needs no dedicated protocol-specific control messages to form 

the clusters [11]. The nodes in this algorithm have four states: initial, CH, gateway node, 

and member node. When the network starts to work, all the mobile nodes are set in initial 

state. Only a node with initial state has the chance to be a potential CH. When a potential 

CH with initial state is ready to send out a message, it will include the claim as CH in its 

messages. When its neighboring nodes receive this message, two scenarios will happen: if 

a neighboring node only receives one claim from the CH, it will become a member node 

and join this CH; if a neighboring node receives more than one claim from the CHs, it will 

then become a gateway node. Because this algorithm does not broadcast any control 

message to maintain the clusters, each node needs to update its own cluster status by 

keeping a timer. When a member node does not receive any packet from its CH for a 

given period, its status reverts to initial [11, 82], Besides, in passive clustering, only the 

CHs and gateway nodes forward the flooding packets, which dramatically reduces the 

number of flooding packets. However, this clustering algorithm may generate many 

gateway nodes. To reduce the unnecessary gateway nodes, it allows a node to become a 

gateway node only when it observes a criterion ofaxNC+/J>NG, where a is the 

coefficient which is properly chosen based on the desired degree of gateway redundancy, 

that means if more gateway nodes are expected, a will be decreased; /J is the factor of 

gateway-node redundancy; NC is the number of CHs, and NG is the number of the 
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gateway nodes. Passive clustering performs cluster formation and cluster maintenance 

when the mobile nodes have data to send. It therefore completely eliminates the control 

messages (control overhead) for clustering [11, 82, 83]. 

3. Sensing mobility of nodes 

Mobility is a prominent characteristic of MANETs, and is also a main factor that causes 

topology change and route invalidation. It is therefore important to take the mobility into 

account in cluster construction to form a stable cluster [11]. This stable cluster reduces the 

cost of cluster maintenance. Mobility-sensitive clustering indicates that the cluster 

architecture is determined by the mobility behaviors of mobile nodes. Therefore, the re

affiliation and re-clustering rate can be naturally decreased [11]. 

Gavalas [72] proposes a clustering algorithm to broadcast the control messages adaptively. 

When the node speed is low, the broadcasting period is prolonged. Otherwise, it is 

shortened. The unnecessary broadcasting when the node speed is low is then decreased, 

thereby resulting in higher energy efficiency. 

McDonald [85] proposes a distributed (a, t) cluster framework to adjust the cluster sizes 

adaptively according to the node speed. The (a, t) criteria is that, every node in a cluster 

has a path to every other node, that will be available over a specified interval of time t 

with a probability larger than a, regardless of the hop distance between them. In the (a, t) 

cluster framework, when a source node enters the network it should find a cluster to join. 

The source node can join the cluster if the destination is reachable via an (a, t) path. 

According to the speeds of the nodes, the size of the clusters in the (a, t) cluster 

framework can be adaptively adjusted. If the speeds are low, (a, t) clustering provides an 

infrastructure that is more proactive and clusters with large size are needed. However, on

demand routing will dominate when the speeds of the nodes become high. Cluster sizes 

will then be diminished. Unfortunately, if the node speed changes frequently between low 

and high, this framework may be busy adjusting the cluster sizes, thereby making it 

inefficient [11]. 

The algorithm by An [86] groups the nodes with similar mobility characteristics into 

clusters, as shown in Fig. 3-1, thereby making cluster maintenance easier. A node named n 

in this algorithm will periodically disseminate its own velocity information to its 
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neighboring nodes. Upon reception of this velocity information, a neighboring node called 

m calculates its relative velocity between itself and node n respectively. Defining Sm as 

the set that includes node m and all the nodes from which node m receives mobility 

information, the node that has a value lower than the threshold and has the lowest ID is 

selected as a tentative CH. If two tentative CHs move into the area that can reach each 

other, these two clusters will be merged. However, this mergence is subject to the 

limitation of the maximum size. When a node p in cluster Ci moves into a cluster Cj, if the 

CH of cluster Cj has a lower mobility value than the threshold, node p will request to join 

cluster Cj. The procedure of cluster organization improves the stability of the cluster, 

thereby decreasing the power consumption of cluster maintenance. 

~ ~~ ~ 0 
node al ~ ~ ~ 0 

e cluster 

----+ 
node velocity vector 

hI 
@c 

Figure 3-1. Mobility-based clustering protocol (Adopted from [86]). 

Sivavakeesar [81] proposes an algorithm to manage the mobility of the nodes through a 

prediction-based clustering approach. In this approach, each mobile node can anticipate 

the availability of its neighbors through a mobility prediction algorithm called (p, t, d)

model, where p is the probability that one node, which has the distance d from the center 

of the cluster it belongs to, stays within the cluster for some specific time period t. In the 

(p, t, d)-model, each node is supposed to have complete location information of the center 

of the virtual cluster, which is a circular area. If greater accuracy of mobility prediction is 

required, each virtual cluster can be further split into a number of equal sub-clusters. A 

node generates the strings of virtual-cluster identifiers and maintains its mobility database 

at a specific time to predict future movement. Each CH knows the predicted mobility 

patterns of its member nodes. The mobility management functions will then be performed 
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in a proactive manner with low cost. This algorithm improves the stability of the cluster, 

thereby also reducing power consumption of cluster maintenance. 

3.1.4 Reducing power consumption of intra-cluster communication 

Similar to WSNs, the CH selection in MANETs is also related to the total power 

consumption of the cluster. Locating the CH in the central area of the cluster reduces the 

power consumption of intra-cluster communication. However, the realization has more 

challenges in a MANET than that in a WSN because of the movement of node. 

The algorithm in [88] aims at minimizing the power consumption of data communication 

summed by all CH-member node pairs. Single-phase clustering and double-phase 

clustering are proposed. 

In the single-phase clustering, initially every CH pages at the same maximum power level 

and the member node will join the CH from which the highest power was received, which 

is assumed to be the nearest CH. It therefore reduces the power consumption of data 

communication between the CH and the member node. Since a CH can only serve a 

limited number of member nodes, it first allocates channels for member nodes that only 

receive a single signal from itself. If there are still some channels available after allocation, 

they will be allocated to member nodes that receive more than one signal in the order of 

the power level of the signal received from the CH. The member nodes that receive more 

than one signal try to communicate with the nearest CH. The communication cost of each 

pair of CH and member node is possibly minimized, thereby improving energy efficiency. 

To further lower the call-drop rate, double-phase clustering adds a channel re-allocation 

phase on the basis of single-phase clustering. Each CH, with free channels after its first

round allocation, re-allocates these channels to the member nodes which did not receive a 

channel in the first round in its range. The channel allocation procedure also follows the 

strength of the received signal. Though this algorithm is reported to save energy for 

MANETs, the allocating process may consume significant energy for both CH and 

member nodes. Furthermore, no detailed method to select CHs and to maintain the clusters 

is provided [11]. 
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3.2 Analysis of existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms 

forMANETs 

Rotating the CH role in MANETs distributes the higher burden of the CH among the 

nodes. The way to rotate the CH role in clustered MANETs, however, becomes a 

challenge, because this rotation exacerbates the stability of the clusters, which are already 

changed frequently by the movement of the nodes. Therefore, in a MANET, the tradeoff 

between the cluster stability and the balance of power consumption needs to be achieved. 

Many clustering algorithms though improve the stability of the cluster and thus the 

network by prolonging the service time of CH. This means that the CHs in the network 

will drain energy quickly and die prematurely. Therefore, besides the need to improve the 

stability of the cluster, the distribution of the higher burden of CH also needs to be 

carefully considered. 

Balancing power consumption among the clusters or CHs prevents premature node death 

in MANETs. Limiting the maximum size of the cluster may still make the clusters 

experience significant difference in sizes. Limiting both the maximum and the minimum 

sizes of the clusters better balances the burdens among the clusters. However, maintaining 

the cluster sizes within a strictly limited range is quite expensive in a highly mobile 

MANET. If the cluster sizes can be adaptively balanced according to the node speed, 

energy efficiency of maintaining the clusters and cluster sizes can be optimized. 

In a MANET, significant energy is consumed in maintaining the clusters. Extending the 

service time of a CH reduces the message exchanges for re-selecting the CHs. However, 

the node that serves as CH drains energy rapidly and will die prematurely. Selecting a 

relatively stable node as CH improves the stability of a cluster. However, the capability of 

estimating the speed of node requires more powerful nodes and this algorithm is also not 

suitable for the networks with frequent speed 'burst'. Forming and maintaining the 

clusters only when the nodes have data to send dramatically reduces the control messages 

for cluster organization and maintenance. However, for a network with 'bursty' traffic, the 

cluster structure is difficult to maintain and cannot be guaranteed to be able to serve 

upper-layer routing or data forwarding [11]. Adaptively adjusting cluster sizes to make the 

network more proactive or reactive according to the speeds improves the efficiency of the 

routing protocol. However it may not be suitable for the network in which the node speed 
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changes frequently, because these frequent changes in speed will make the network busy 

with re-clustering and alternating routing protocols. 

Locating the CH in the central area of cluster reduces power consumption of intra-cluster 

communication. This algorithm proposes an effective method to determine the distance 

between a member node and a CH by evaluating the strength of the signal that this 

member node receives from the CH. 

These existing clustering algorithms have prolonged the lifespan of MANETs. The energy 

efficiency of the network can be further improved if the unnecessary broadcasting to 

maintain the clusters is reduced and the burdens of the clusters are balanced adaptively. 

3.2.1 Unnecessary broadcasting in a clustered MANET 

In a typical clustering algorithm, intra-cluster communication usually uses a proactive 

routing protocol whereas inter-cluster communication usually applies a reactive protocol. 

In a single-hop cluster, in which any member node sends data to the CH by only one hop, 

a member node may need higher transmission power to access the CH as the nodes are 

usually distributed sparsely in a MANET [11], thereby reducing the energy efficiency. A 

multi-hop cluster is a more energy efficient organization, especially in a MANET with 

large size, as it usually requires large sized clusters. Some multi-hop clustering algorithms, 

such as K-clustering algorithms [89-95], have been proposed. A K-clustering algorithm 

defines the cluster size in such a way that any node within the cluster can access any 

others within K hops [89]. 

Each member node in a multi-hop cluster maintains a routing table for intra-cluster 

communication. Movement of the node may change cluster and routing information, 

thereby making maintaining cluster and intra-cluster routing information necessary. A 

typical method used in most clustering algorithms is to broadcast control messages 

periodically to update the link information. However, in a realistic MANET, the node 

speed may change from time to time. Typically, when the speed is higher, the clusters will 

be changed more frequently. Therefore, a clustered MANET with higher node speed needs 

more frequent broadcasting. To maintain the clusters efficiently in a MANET, the control 

messages need to be broadcast to meet the requirement of the potentially maximum node 

speed. When the node speed is low, the unnecessary broadcasting wastes energy. 
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Adaplively broadcasting the cuntrul message, in accordance with the nude >pt;'"d can 

reducc the llnn~l'~»ary broadcasting and will resul! in higher energy efficiency. "I11C 

folluwing provides an example to shuw rhe differem"e in power cOIl~llmplion of adaptive 

and l""ric.xlic brou(il"a>ting. 

It is assumed thm a cluster ha~ 15 nooe" including the CH, as shuwn in Fig. 3-2. The !lOde 

at the centre of (he clll~rer is the CH. The sile or the control Ill~ssage is 25 bytes. The 

reqUlred Iransrni»iun range is assigned to each m~mocr node accOI'ding to its d,stancC to 

the CH. It is assumed lhal the frequency of the adaptive broadcast ing ;, jll'ojl'Url iOllal 1'0 the 

nude speed and the control mes,ages are broadcast every lOOms when the nodes are 

moving at 20m!s. Ten levels ofs]Jo:cd ar~ set from 2m/s to 20m/s. Each icvcllllCl'cases by 

2rn1s over Ih~ form~r une. Th" uudes muv~ at Ih~ sP<'"d ur each I~vel for lOs. Thc 

param~lCJ's of power consumption are Ihe sam~ as Ihu:.e in [13, 14,341. 

'" • 
•• 

• 

• 
0 , 

• 
•• ell 

., 
, 

" 

Figure 3-2. Clusler lu mea:.ure puwer consumption of pel'iodic and adaptive broadcasting. 

Th~ lulal cunsumed energy by adaptive and pel'iodic bl'oa.dcasling within lOOs i, shown in 

Fig. 3-3. The adaptiv" bruadca,ting saves by as much as 50% energy over the periodic 

broadcasting. 

Rclutcd wurk 

Gavalas [72 1 has propo:."d an algorilhm to broadca:'1 conlrol mes:.ages adaplively. 

Howev"r, this algorithm oilly bl'oadcasts the control message:. arbilr:uily and nu evidence 

can he fuund Ihat the adaptive broadcasling aclually mcds Ihe requirement of maintaining 
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th~ cluster at each respective notk ~pced_ S~L'ondly, Ih~ 8d~<:ted CH, in this algorithm will 

die prematurely as they need tll ,cP,e as long as p:Jssiblc. Thirdly. no evidence i~ found in 

the simul~tilln results to indicate that this algorithm lmpruve, cn,:rgy erfi<:ien~y 

111cn:fore. a method whi~h a88lLre8 thai Ih~ bWiuka8ting aduillly meets the requirement of 

ei!~h respective speed and improve, energy efficiency of the network 1\ occe8sary. 

" 
, 

, 
• " .. " 0 I 
" 
" "." " 
~ "A 
0 

y. 
0 

" "., 
* " " Prr;Pdi< broadca,ting Ad"pli1~ broudc,",ting 

Figure 3-3. Total power con,umplion of adaptive and periodic hroadcasting. 

3.2.2 Different burdens among dusters 

Though halancing the cluster sizes in a MANET is far more dirri<:uit than in a WS"I, 

equalizing the duster si /es balan~e> the power consumptioll arnong the noUe>/duster,. 

thereby prcvenllng premature noJe dealh. The following provides an example for 

~ompari>on of the total power con:mmption of two dusters with diffen:nt si/es. 

It is a»umed thaI Ih~r~ ar~ two cluster, with different sizes, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The 

larger sized one has 20 nodes and lhe smaHer >iz~d on~ has S nodes, both iucluding the 

CH. To make them comparable, it is assumed thaI bulh CHI' lire at th~ centr", of the cluster 

and ew;h memb~r nod~ ha, one timcslot to send data to the CH during ~a~h CH period. 

The pa~ket size thaI the member node> send to the CH is SIX) hyte,. Three items are 

compared: (i) the total energy consumed by intra-du>kr <:ommllni~ation (inc luding the 

encrgy consumed by the member nodes to send data to the CH and Ihe ~nergy ~onsumed 

by the CH to receive the dala from the memocr nodes); (ii) th~ tol~l energy ~unsurned by 

the CH (including the energy consumed by recei\'ing d~t~ frum the member node8 ~nd lhe 

energy cousumed by relaying the re~cived d~ta to lhe nexl hop) and (iii) Ihe lulal energy 

consumed by the duster (including the energy ~omumed by the member nodes 10 >end 
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Jata to the CH and (he energy <:on>umeJ by the CH to recdve these data and to relay (hem . . 
to the nex t hop), 

,. 
':1 • .. • I • • • ,. • H • • ,. • ,,' • .. • .. 

• 0 G) .. " • • nL .. • '" • .. " .. • • " • • • • • 
• " • 

" • • .. ,. .. , . ,. ,. ,. .. " 
, • " .. ,. .. • '00 

Figure 3-4, Cluskrs w ilh Jifferent ~ize:. fm ,'ompari,oll of power con'umption. 

"Ihe wnsumed energy of different item:. i~ ~ hown in Fig, 3-5. In a homogeneous MA~ET 

with identical nodes, the energy stored in the larger ~ized duster is four times that of the 

smaller siz.eJ one, All <:ornpotJen(, 01' energy cOllSnmed in llle larger ~izeJ d u,ter are more 

thun lour (Imes that of the smaller sizeJ one. Il'these (WO clusters are in the same network, 

the nodes in the larger ~i'led duster will die earlier than the node, in the ,maller :;ized 

du>ter. EqL1uhzJllg cluster sizes will balance the hurdens of the du>ter", therehy 

preventing pl'cmature node deuth, 

... 
I.ll 

6 ,., • • , ~,~~ 
• 
" "" • 
~ 0.0. 
0 • • , 0,02 .. • 

0 10 No"'. Ii !'~od<, '1 .~N"'" 

T.~ .. ""'""Ii.) <on<lmtJ Total entll!! <OO>lI.,.d To",1 ''''''11) ('0'".''''''' 
o~ , .. d",t" h)' ;,~""_''''''''l' b) Ille CH 

," .... ....,iuU"" 

FigL1rt: 3-5, T ot~l power consumption, of the clusters with different "ize:., 
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It can be seen that the nodes in a smaller sized cluster have lower burden than those in a 

larger sized one. This, however, is not to say that a smaller sized cluster organization is 

always more energy efficient than a larger sized cluster organization. When the cluster 

sizes are smaller, more CHs will be selected and more clusters will be formed. These 

additional CHs will complicate the network backbone, thereby increasing the flooding in 

inter-cluster communication and thus the power consumption. Therefore, the cluster sizes 

also need to be subject to the balance between the power consumption and the backbone 

complexity. 

Related work 

Some algorithm has considered alleviating the difference in cluster sizes by limiting the 

maximum cluster size, such as in [72]. Some has considered limiting both maximum size 

and minimum sizes, such as in [73-76]. Some has considered balancing the burdens 

among the CHs by taking the residual energy of the CH into account, such as in [77, 78]. 

All algorithms, however, fail to optimize the energy efficiency as previously analyzed at 

the beginning of Section 3.2. On the other hand, adaptively maintaining cluster sizes 

further improves energy efficiency of the network. When the node speed is low, the 

clusters will be limited and maintained within a more strict range. Otherwise, more 

variance in cluster sizes is allowed, thereby releasing the network from frequent re

clustering when the nodes are moving quickly. 

3.3 Summary 

Existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for MANETs have been investigated in 

this chapter. The algorithms were classified into: rotating the role of CH, balancing power 

consumption among CHs or clusters, reducing power consumption of cluster maintenance 

and reducing power consumption of intra-cluster communication. The general features of 

each category were summarized and some representative algorithms were described in 

detail. The strengths and weaknesses were analyzed. The issues of unnecessary 

broadcasting of control messages and unbalanced power consumption among clusters 

were then addressed to further improve the energy efficiency of MANETs. These two 

issues will be taken into account in the proposed clustering algorithm in Chapter 6. 
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4 Balancing and reducing power consumption (BRPC) 

in homogeneous clustered WSNs 

4.1 Strategies to improve energy efficiency in clustered WSNs 

Chapter 2 analyzed existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for WSNs and 

concluded that a new clustering algorithm is necessary. Such an algorithm needs to 

balance power consumption throughout the network and maintain each CH in the central 

area of the cluster by re-clustering without the resultant ripple effect. 

Typically, a clustering algorithm can be distributed or centralized. In a distributed 

clustered WSN, the nodes self-configure themselves into clusters without the global 

information of the network. In a centralized clustering algorithm, the data sink is required 

to participate in creating the clusters and managing the clustered network. Most clustering 

algorithms set the expected number of clusters and cluster sizes before the WSN starts to 

work. In a distributed clustering algorithm, however, the pre-set number of clusters and 

the cluster sizes are not guaranteed, because each node makes autonomous decisions and 

lacks the global information, thereby making cluster organization with optimal energy 

efficiency impractical [14]. On the other hand, the sink in the network usually has 

sufficient resources to administer the network. Requiring the sink to participate in 

managing the WSN helps to efficiently organize the nodes into clusters with expected 

cluster numbers and cluster sizes [14, 34, 96, 97], which is important to balance the power 

consumption throughout the network. This chapter therefore proposes a distributed 

clustering algorithm yet centralized to start the cluster organization when the network 

starts to work to better organize clusters. 

Many clustering algorithms divide the network lifetime into rounds [14, 34, 37, 40, 42]. 

Each round begins with a set-up phase when the clusters are organized, followed by a 

steady state phase where several frames of data are transferred from the nodes to the CH 

and on to the data sink [14]. During the cluster organization, the clusters will be formed, 

the CHs will be selected and a TDMA scheduling scheme will be built for each CH. To 

form the clusters, the nodes need to exchange the information. The typical total number of 

clustering-related messages exchanged during the cluster formation is O(n V), in which V 
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is the total number of nodes in the network and n is a constant coefficient which is 

different from algorithm to algorithm [11]. To reduce the total power consumption of 

intra-cluster communication between member nodes and CH and also to minimize inter-

cluster interference, most existing algorithms re-cluster the nodes during each round with 

resultant ripple effect. This frequent re-clustering with resultant ripple effect may consume 

more energy than the improvement it achieves by optimizing the CH selection at each 

round [14]. On the other hand, a fixed cluster only needs to exchange the information 

within the cluster when re-clustering occurs. Therefore, in such a clustered network, there 

is no resultant ripple effect when re-clustering occurs, thereby resulting in higher energy 

efficiency. Furthermore, this fixed cluster makes it feasible to equalize cluster lifetime by 

making the cluster size proportional to the power consumption of the cluster. However, 

the fixed nature of the clustering algorithm may limit its realistic application [14]. To 

make the fixed clustering algorithm more relevant, when new nodes join or original nodes 

leave the network (which can be detected when information exchange occurs during each 

round), re-clustering with resultant ripple effect will take place. 

The proposed algorithm serves to balance power consumption throughout the network and 

to improve energy efficiency. This algorithm therefore can lead to expectations of network 

lifetime. Typically there are three types of lifespan that have been achieved for a clustered 

WSN, as shown in Fig. 4-1 (a, b and c). 
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Figure 4-1. Lifetimes of different clustering algorithms. 
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In Fig. 4-1, curves (a) and (b) show the lifetime of the network in which the CHs send data 

to the sink over single-hop routes. The clusters in a network with lifetime of (a) are 

designed with similar sizes, such as LEACH [13, 14], whereas with lifetime of (b) are 

designed in such a way that their power consumptions are balanced so that all nodes have 

similar lifetime, such as EECS [40], However, sending data to the sink over a single-hop 

route is not energy efficient and requiring all nodes to access the sink over a single-hop 

route is infeasible, especially in a network with large size. Curves (c) and (d) show the 

lifetime of the network in which the CHs send data to the sink over multi-hop routes. 

Curve (c) shows the lifetime of the network in which the clusters are designed with similar 

sizes, such as EECP [36]. This chapter proposes an algorithm to achieve the network 

lifespan as shown in curve (d), which further balances power consumption throughout the 

network and improves energy efficiency of the network. 

4.2 Proposed clustering algorithm-BRPC 

This subsection presents the proposed clustering algorithm in detail. It first introduces the 

network and energy models and then describes the cluster organization and data 

communication phases. Following this is the analysis of the methods to equalize cluster 

lifetime and maintain the CH in the central area of the cluster by re-clustering without the 

ripple effect. 

4.2.1 Network model and energy model 

A data sink in a WSN has sufficient resources, such as memory, processing capability and 

energy. It therefore is capable of performing cluster organization [34]. As energy 

efficiency is a major challenge in WSNs, the data sink is located near the network so that 

the power consumption of sending data to the sink is reduced. 

The energy-limited identical sensor nodes, which have the capacity to vary transmission 

power, are uniformly distributed in the network. Some existing clustering algorithms [14, 

34, 40, 42] assume that all nodes can reach the sink over a single-hop route, which can be 

witnessed from their simulation results, This, however, is not the actual situation in 

realistic application, especially in a large sized WSN. BRPC, therefore, assumes that the 

maximum transmission range of the nodes is limited and only some nodes, which are 

nearer the sink, can reach the sink over a single-hop route. However, to achieve higher 
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energy efficiency, these nodes can use a multi-hop route to send data to the sink if this 

multi-hop route is more energy efficient than the single-hop one. 

The sensor nodes are aware of their two-dimensional location information. With this 

information, the nodes can be geographically grouped into clusters with the expected sizes 

and shapes. The location information can be achieved by global positioning system (GPS) 

technology. However, if GPS technology is not supported and the relative node positions 

can be determined before the nodes are deployed into the network; virtual location 

information of the nodes is also applicable. This virtual location information of the nodes 

can be acquired by setting the data sink as the origin (0, 0) of the (x, y) coordinate system. 

The virtual/GPS location information does not need to be updated, as the nodes are stable 

after they are deployed in the network. The virtual location coordinates can also be 

acquired without the pre-set topology information before the nodes are deployed into the 

network, the relative detailed methods can be found in [98,99]. 

A sensor node can be a member node or a CH. A member node senses data from the 

environment and then transmits the data to its CH. Besides generating data itself, a CH 

needs to collect all data from the member nodes, and then aggregate these collected data 

and relay them to the sink. 

Typically, a sensor node has three components of power consumption: data generation, 

data processing and data communication [14, 34]. Considering that the main purpose of 

this research is to design an energy efficient clustering algorithm, only the power 

consumption relating to data aggregation and data communication is considered. The 

energy model is similar to the models in [14, 34, 36, 37, 40, 42], which is described in 

(4.1). The meaning of each parameter in (4.1) can be found at Table 2 in Section 2.1. 

P = PT + PR = (et + eampd n 
)xa + er Xa 

= {et Xa + eampd
2 

Xa + er Xa 

e( xa + eampd 4 
Xa + er Xa 

(d < d crosso\'er ) 

(d ~ d crosso\'er ) 

(4.1 ) 

The power attenuation n depends on the distance between the transmitter and receiver. For 

short distances, the propagation loss is modeled as inversely proportional to d2
, while for 

long distances this loss is modeled as inversely proportional to ct [14, 36]. In BRPC, the 

similar parameters applied in [14, 34, 36, 37, 40, 42] are used: for distance d < dcrossover 
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(where dcrossove,=87m), eamp = lOpJ/bitlm2; for distance d 2: dcrossover. eamp = O.0013pJ/bitlm4; 

and e(=er=50 nJ/bit. More detailed information about the parameters like transmitter 

height, receiver height and carrier frequency can be referred to [14]. 

4.2.2 Cluster organization phase 

The cluster organization phase needs to form clusters, select CHs and determine a TDMA 

scheduling scheme for each CH. 

Typically, there are two types of clusters: single-hop clusters and multi-hop clusters. A 

single-hop cluster means that any node in the cluster reaches the CH by a single-hop route 

whereas a multi-hop cluster means that some nodes in the cluster need to use a multi-hop 

route to reach the CH. For energy saving consideration, BRPC needs to select a more 

energy efficient cluster organization. 

1. Single hop clusters or multi-hop clusters 

The results of the examples in Section 2.2.1 show that a multi-hop route is more energy 

efficient than a long single-hop route in a linear network system in which the distance 

between any neighboring nodes is 60m. However, a cluster in a WSN does not necessarily 

need to be so big. This subsection therefore discusses a method to select a more energy 

efficient cluster organization by using the model shown in Fig. 4-2. 

o .~ 
[) 

d 

~ o Receive and Relay 

~ 0 Receive and Relay 

s 0 
Transmit 

Figure 4-2. A multi-hop route vs. a single hop route. 
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A source node (S), which is supposed to be a member node, sends an a-bit data message to 

a destination node (D), which is supposed to be the CH of S, either by a single-hop or by a 

multi-hop route, as shown in Fig. 4-2. The number of hops in this multi-hop route is 

referred to as m. The distance of the single hop is d, the distance of the /h hop in the 

multi-hop route is di. The angle between the th hop in the multi-hop route and the single

hop route is D.i. Referring to the energy model in (4.1), the total energy dissipated in 

transmitting and receiving data of the single-hop route is shown in (4.2), and that of the 

multi-hop route in (4.3). The relationship of d, di, and D.i is described in (4.4). 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
m 

d] *cosa] +d2 *cosa2 +d3 *cosa3 +d4 *cosa4 +···+dm *cosam 

=" d. *cosa. = d (4.4) ~ I I 

m 

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the distance of each hop di is the same and the 

average D.i is 30° (This value, however, is not a constant during the realistic application or 

simulation as the route that a node uses to relay data will be changed from time to time). S 

sends a packet of 500 bytes to D. The total energy consumed by routing data from S to D 

using different number of hops is shown in Fig. 4-3. 

The bold curve in Fig. 4-3 shows the minimum-energy route to relay the packet from S to 

D. When d is smaller than 100m, a single-hop route is more energy efficient than any 

multi-hop route. When d increases, the multi-hop routes become more energy efficient. 

For example, when d is between 180m and 280m, a route with 3 hops is the most energy 

efficient one to relay the data. 

The analysis in some existing clustering algorithms shows that the energy efficiency of the 

network can be optimized when 4% or 5% of the nodes become CHs [14,40,42,43]. In a 

typical clustered WSN, the longest distance from a member node to the CH is usually 

limited within 100m [7, 14], which means that a single-hop route is more energy efficient 
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than u multi-hop rome (refer tn Fig. 4-3). BRPC therefore determines (0 ,Iclcct a ,ingle

hop ciu>tcr org~nizutioo, 

J 
1 
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1711(1 ,C.========'-- , , , , , 
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Figure 4-3. Total energy of wUl ing data by different number of hops. 

". 

Below is un exumple which compares the total energy dis>ipaled in intra-cluster 

,-ommunication in a single-hop du>t<:r to u mul ti-hop nne_ The duster shown in Fig. 4-4 

has 20 node>. which ure dis lri bmc<.l with in an urea of 6Omx60m. 

Figure 4-4. A ,]m;ter used to iliustra te the lolal "nergy dis"ipal~d in a ,lingle-hop ctu<;tcr 

and in u multi-hop clus[~r. 
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The node at the centre of the cluster is the CH for both single-hop and multi-hop scenarios. 

The CH collects the data packets, each of which is 500 bytes, from all member nodes. In a 

multi-hop scenario, it is assumed that when the distance between a member node and the 

CH is greater than 30m, a multi-hop route will be used. The total energy dissipated in 

intra-cluster communication is 9.69mJ in the multi-hop cluster whereas it is 8.lOmJ in the 

single-hop cluster. Therefore, in such a cluster, a single-hop cluster organization is more 

energy efficient than a multi-hop one. 

2. Clustering the nodes 

The whole process of cluster organization is shown in Fig. 4-5. When the network starts to 

work, each sensor node needs to send its GPS/virtual location information to the sink. 

These information packets are quite small and the location information does not need to be 

updated. Therefore the energy consumed by sending these small packets to the sink is 

negligible and each node can send it to the sink over any multi-hop route. 

On reception of the location information, the sink divides the network into geographically

based clusters, with the pre-set number of clusters and cluster sizes. The pre-set cluster 

sizes serve to balance power consumption throughout the network, which will be analyzed 

in detail in Section 4.2.4. The area that defines the cluster is based on the coordinates of 

the nodes: Cluster _i (min(xi), min(Yi), max(xi), max(y;)), where i is the ID of the cluster, 

min(x;) and min(Ya are the minimum x and y coordinates of the cluster respectively, and 

max(x;) and max(Yi) are the maximum x and y coordinates of the cluster respectively. After 

determining the cluster partitions, the sink broadcasts the partition information to the 

network. This partition information includes the cluster ID, location information of the 

cluster and the number of nodes in each cluster. If the sink has sufficient power to reach 

every node in the network, this information can be sent to the nodes by a single-hop route. 

If the network size is large and the sink has not enough power to reach every node by a 

single-hop route, this partition information will be relayed to each node by a multi-hop 

route. To avoid any loop, only the nodes that have a longer distance to the sink can relay 

the information from its neighboring nodes. The node's distance to the sink can be easily 

acquired from the location information. 

On reception of the partition information, each node needs to compare its own location 

information with the one it receives from the sink to determine which cluster it belongs to. 
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For example, a cluster is defined as Cluster _8 (SO, SO, 100, 100), a node with the location 

of (7S, 7S) can determine that it belongs to Cluster _8 and its cluster ID is 8. When each 

node knows its cluster ID, the partition phase is finished. Now the nodes in the same 

cluster need to reorganize each other. 

Sensors send GPS/virtual location information to the sink by multi-hop routes 

On reception of the location information, the nodes are geographically 
grouped into clusters, with pre-set number of clusters and cluster sizes 

Sink broadcasts the partition information to the nodes by single hop or multi-hop route, including the 
location information of the cluster, cluster ID and the number of nodes in each cluster 

A source node broadcasts its own information (cluster ID, residual energy, location information) to its neighboring nodes 

A neighboring node compares the cluster IDs from the sink and from the source node 

N 

The neighboring node discards the broadcast message 

y 

N 

L-_______ -j The neighboring node keeps the information and relays 
it to its own neighboring nodes 

The node with the highest residual energy broadcasts itself as a CH together with a TDMA schedule 

Each node confirms this CH announcement and TDMA schedule 

Data communication phase initiates 

Figure 4-S. Flow chart of cluster organization phase of BRPC. 

A node named S broadcasts a message, including its cluster ID, location information and 

residual energy, to its neighboring nodes. On reception of this message, a neighboring 

node D compares its own cluster ID to the one from S. If these two cluster IDs are 

different, D discards the message and so determines that it is not a cluster-mate of S. If 

they are the same, a relationship between Sand D is established as cluster-mates. D then 
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picks up this message and stores it. D continues to relay this message to its own 

neighboring nodes. This process will be repeated until all nodes receive the information of 

the others in the same cluster. The process is complete and no longer needs to be repeated 

when the number of the nodes in the cluster is the same as the one from the partition 

information that the sink sends to each node. A CH can be selected once all nodes in a 

cluster recognize each other. 

3. Selecting CHs 

Many existing clustering algorithms select those nodes which have more residual energy 

as CHs [14, 34,40,42]. They then require other nodes to join the CHs as member nodes in 

order to form the clusters. These algorithms, however, cannot guarantee the balance of the 

loads among the clusters as they cannot guarantee the cluster size, which is important to 

equalize cluster lifetime. BRPC, therefore, organizes the clusters before the CH selection. 

This ensures that the energy stored in the cluster can be proportional to the power 

consumption of the cluster. 

Similar to most existing clustering algorithms, BRPC selects CHs and rotates their roles 

according to the residual node energy. However, to improve energy efficiency, the CHs 

are located in the central area of the cluster as long as possible. The cluster lifetime is 

separated into two periods: the first period (period]) only selects the node with the 

maximum residual energy in the central area of the cluster as CH. The nodes in the central 

area will run out of energy rapidly. When the residual energy of any node in the central 

area reaches a threshold, which is adaptive and can be pre-set, period] expires and the 

second period (period2) begins. The node with the highest residual energy in the whole 

cluster will be selected as CH. As the CH role is rotated frequently in period], the higher 

burden of the CH is well distributed among the nodes. This means that, when the residual 

energy of any node in the central area drops below the threshold, the residual energy of all 

the other nodes should be at roughly the same value, i.e. just above the threshold. The 

details of how to optimize the service time of CHs in the central area of the cluster and the 

relationship between period] and period2 are to be analyzed in detail in Section 4.2.4. 

The selection of CHs in the first round or the rotation of CH thereafter in BRPC is quite 

simple. During the cluster formation when the network starts to work or when each round 

initiates thereafter, all nodes broadcast the cluster ID, node ID and residual energy 
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infonnation to the nodes in the same cluster to exchange the infonnation. All information 

received will be tabled and updated in each node. Should all nodes have identical energy 

(i.e. when the network starts to work) in the cluster, the node nearest the center of the 

cluster becomes CH. The node with the highest residual energy in the central area during 

period] or in the entire cluster area during period2 becomes CH for the next round. 

After the clusters have been formed and CHs have been selected, each CH needs to set up 

a TDMA schedule and transmit this schedule, which also includes the cluster ID and node 

ID, to the member nodes. This TDMA schedule allows each node to send data to the CH 

during its own timeslot. Besides, it also ensures that there are no collisions among data 

messages and allows the radio components of each member node to be turned off at all 

times except during their transmission time. This minimizes the energy dissipation of the 

individual sensors [14]. The number of times lots is detennined by the number of the nodes 

in the clusters. The infonnation of the number of nodes in each cluster is obtained during 

the cluster fonnation phase. After the TDMA schedule is known by all nodes in the cluster, 

the cluster organization phase is complete and the data communication phase can start. 

4.2.3 Data communication phase 

The flow chart of the data communication phase is shown in Fig. 4-6. Similar to [14, 34, 

40, 42], the lifetime of the network in BRPC is divided into rounds. Each round initiates 

with a set-up phase in which clustering/re-clustering occurs. This phase is followed by a 

data communication phase which is separated into frames, as shown in Fig. 4-7. Each 

clustering organization needs to select CHs and build TDMA schedules. Besides this, the 

first round when the network starts to work also needs to organize nodes into clusters. 

Each member node sends its packet to the CH once per frame during its allocated 

transmission slot. The number of frames of each CH is detennined by the number of the 

nodes which vary from cluster to cluster. 

When the member nodes send data to the CH, each member node uses power control so 

that the needed minimum power can be applied to reduce energy dissipation. This needed 

power to reach the CH can be acquired by the location information and (4.1). Furthennore, 

the radio components of each member node are turned off until its own allocated 

transmission slot. Besides energy savings, the application of a TDMA schedule is also an 

efficient way to use the limited bandwidth, thereby reducing the latency [14]. 
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N 

y 

y 

Receive data from 
member nodes i 

Data communication phase starts 

Broadcast route request towards the sink 

Receive the routing information 

Compare the minimum residual node energy among the routes 

Send aggregated data to the sink using the route with the maximum value 

N 

Sleep to wait for 
its own slot 

Sleep to wait for 
the consequent round 

Figure 4-6. Flow chart of data communication of BRPC. 

After the CH has collected all data from the member nodes, it performs a data aggregation 

process to aggregate the data in a ratio of A,: 1. This means that for every '1' unit of data 

that must be sent to the sink when no data aggregation is performed, only 'A,' (which is 

smaller than 1) units must be sent to the sink after aggregation is performed. 
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Figur~ 4"7, Timclinc of ilRPC. 
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After aggregating th~ data, the CH rdays the aggregated data to the sink over a mulli-hup 

rOUIO;:. MlI~h re>ear~h hal been conducled to <;elect an energy-d"ticien t rOl1lC !U ['clay the 

tIara. Typically, a sho[(cst ['()\lIe lH;(l - I051 or a minimum-energy route [Hl6-JI7] is us<Od 

r 1181. A shorlesi route me<J.ns thai [he rolile has a minimlllll numhcl' of hops frum a source 

nOtie to a destination among all va lid roule,;, A minimum-energy rOl1te m~alls that th~ 

rOllle needs minimum energy [0 relay data fWlll a suur~e node 10 a destination among all 

valid rout~s, iluth of these twO lype~ of route.1 ,""\Ie energy of ['Outing data. The rOlllC 

seleded to rel:J.y the d:J.ta, how~v~r, may be used freqllently mid th~ nude> in Ihe route will, 

therdor~, drain energy rapidly To prevcnt thc nude> from tlymg prematurdy whi~h m:J.Y 

di,s~onnect the network and degrade Ihe netwOlk 1)C[formallC~, Ihe power consumption 

ne~ds lU be be llerbabnced among the uudes [57,119, 120,121], BRPC, Iherefore, selects 

Ihe rollle b:J.scd on rcsidual uode energy con5id~mliou, 

I\t each rollnd, differenl uode.s becomc CHI, with Ihe resu lt Ihat thc cached backbone 

['Ouliug inlonn:J.tion n~eds to he updaled in Ihe new CH for each round. E:J.ch timc a CH is 

[cady to scud the ~ggregaled dat:J. to thc siuk, il broadca~IS ~ routing r~quest. To a,oitl any 

loop ~ntllO reducc thc flu<XliIlg. it only allows thc CHs ne~rer Ihe sink (which can he 

delermined from the ciu,>wr ID, a lo\\c[ clusler ID me:J.n, ~ cluster n~arer th~ sink) 10 relay 

this I'~quesl. \l/hen Ihe ~ink is re:J.Chcd, Ihc rooting infunnalion is senl h:J.Ck to th~ source 

CH. which lI~ually re~eives moce lhan one valid rOlllC. The suurce CH then ~elect, a rome 

based on residual node energy Thc minimum residual energy of Ihe CH in the routc is sci 

as a wmparali'e par~meter. The rollte wllh the maximum value i> wlecled 10 rel~y the 

dala. Thi> >eledion aempts the CHs with luwer I'csidual energy from relaying tb.t~ and 

beller balance.s power cun'>lImption among the Clls and roule, [96. 97. 119] A more 

detailetl e,~mpl e i.s shown inl'ig. 4·8. The source CH ~alled CBS may find s.ome ['OlItCS to 
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rt'il~ h the sink. To m~t the req",re ult\nl ,)f rlll!!c sd crt ion in BRJ-'C. the oue ~'on.~bling or 
(CHS-'·4·7-Si"k) wi ll be >.e lcrlcd 10 re lay II'Ic dala. 

4.2.4 EqualizillA cluster lirelim(' 

, ' 
N",~Iu.1 ' I!!J .--.--- - ---- -~eo-_ 

E""r~;:S3~ ____ -- -----?"'\ / 91'1' -"-" " 
, 0' S' • ___ ~ Q , 1111< . ,~ / : .U% _____ e · -. 1tI;<;< III 

" __ ~ 5 5~', / C'l 16 .... 

Cli"~ / / 
e " ~e ~ 
I'''' 7.'.1. 9 .<'I':<-

~ IgUTe 4-8. Se]eo;ling route ha~cd on = idual INdc l'1ll'Tgy ('ijfl$iderai ion. 

Mm l ex isting clustering ajgor; lh r"~ org~ni7.~ c luster~ with sim i J~r ~i/.e without comidcri l11! 

the directional <lata tratlle toward. !!I~ sink , Ihcrcb;. failing to optimize "'11~"g>' e l'li~icnC)' . 

JjRPC therefore aims at ~q\Jali/ ; ng du,!cr I;f~lirnc by wking di rc(;!10nai data lfilm" into 

:l('cuunt l:CRPC O<"g,mil.c;; clu, lers in ~ul'h ro way Ihat their ~i/-<:>; an; proporl ion.ll to Ihei( 

rc.~flCcti\'l· total po'o"a consumpt ion. Tho: to l31 encr~y ~lOnxl (:[Eo_A 10 any dusler I 

di l itletl hy it, lota l pO\I:eT ~"Olh "ml)\ioo (!}'C' ....... ) is Ihe hfe<p311 of the dU~leT. 1((4.5) ran 

be observed. in .... hil· h ,.",1.\1 mr:ll)~ ~"()I!~I:lOl. the chIsler lif{"\JlI "'_~ ::ITC cqu3hzed. 

COIISf 

This ~u h\ecti{)n details [he melh(~11O l"<\u,\lize lh~ d usler lifel i",e. Fnllowins lhe analy~ i' 

of Ihe ~Iationbh il' I>ct~'crn Ihe d USle!' ) i/<:: ;lnd the direct ional dal .. Ir .. ITie' \ (]\I .::ordl the sink. 

the rnter ..... lustcr ("QJllJt"("l i, il} .::ond roollng ru le m BRI'(" are addrc,.~ed. "Ille rd .. tiOol~h ll) 

hel l' cell IIll- data lTaffil" and Ihc cluster s iz~-s I) then inl'c.<l igmed h) equahze Ihe clu~lcr 

li felime. 
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1. Cluster size antI dirCdional data traffic 

Directional data traffic require, the clusters [\Car the ,ink 10 relilY more data in a WSN, 

where th~ CHs s~nd data to the ,ink ov~ r lllulti-hop foutes. hom this point, the cluswrs 

nearer the ,ink need tll ~ larger. so that the higher \,'tal energy in the clu sl~r cmnpcnsak<; 

for the higher burocn, of the CHs. Ho"ewr, th~ increase in duster ,ize will ac(:(mlingly 

increil\e the lolal power nm<;umption of the intra-cluster communication, as more member 

nodes n~cd to send data to the CH l54 ]. This subsection dctcnnincs to Lncrcasc flr dccrcas.c 

the cluster site when it is doser (0 the ~ink by di~cu,~ing the rdallun<;hip between the 

cluster s iz~ and the directional data traffic. 

It is a,sum~d lhal there are two dusters. as shown in !'ig, 4·9, named M ilml ;V with m ilm:! 

Hnock> (induding lhe CII) re<;peclively, Eileh node In both clusters has initial energy of 

The Cli of cluster M (eHM) r~eeives i unit, of data from other CH" Afkr collecting all 

diltil from ii" nwmbcr nodes, eHAl perform'> data aggregation iu the ratio of ).,: I ilnd then 

rclays the aggregated diltil and the data from other CH~ to eRN, eRN also (Carrie, OUI the 

same process: (i) Receiving the datil I-rom CIIM, (ii) collecting datil from it s member 

uodes, (iii) aggregatillg Ihe collected data ami (i\, ) relaying the aggregilte.;1 ililta and the 

dillil from CHM to the uext hop_ 

, 
,' c-, , , , , 

1. CH~ .. "h" ,j."'>l n.;~" ''''" f,~ , ,. "'_j"'.~"" ~""" " ~'M;' ".e. '" elL\t 

,_ ,, -1) , .. ,. ..... ..,.,.. ',-,,">Oi' . " , 00 "PI, J, "PI" ~<d,,' ,,,. ,,~ _~ ... , ~."" 

_, f'HN ,,,~,',, •• Lor""" ""'.t.,.-, •. CHM ",. " "" ,~"" , 

4. ('H" "'~-''''' do< . .. ,~" """ 

Figure 4-9. Cluster size ilnd di rectional data traffic. 
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To simplify the analysis without losing generality, it is assumed that: 

(i) A node needs Prea power to receive data; 

(ii) A member node needs Ptra power to transmit data to the CH; 

(iii) A CH needs Pagg power to aggregate data; and 

(iv) A CH needs P trA power to transmit aggregated data to next hop. 

To equalize the cluster lifetimes of M and N, (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) must be observed. 

m * Einitial _ n * Einitial 

LPm LPn (4.6) 

(4.7) 

" P n = (m * ;l + i) * P rea + (n - 1) * (~ra + P rea ) + n * Pagg + ( (m + n) * ;l + i) * ~rA L..J (4.8) 

where LPm and LP', are the total power consumption of clusters M and N, respectively. 

Without loss of generality, it is further assumed m=15, Prea=50xl0-9 (W), Ptra=75xlO-9 (W) 

(transmission power for 50m hop distance), PtrA=114xlO-9 (W) (transmission power for 

80m hop distance), and Pagg=5xl0-9 (W), (4.9) can be acquired from (4.6)-(4.8). The 

relationship between the data amount i that CHM receives from outside, data aggregation 

rate A and the cluster size n according to (4.9) are shown in Figs. 4-10 and 4-11. 

. 36900* A + 125 * n -1875 
1=----------

(n-15)*164 (4.9) 

Fig. 4-10 (when n<m) shows that the lifetimes of cluster M and N can be equalized only 

when the received amount of data i by CHM is less than zero, which obviously is 

impossible. Fig. 4-11 (when n>m) shows that when N has a larger size than M, the lifetime 

of M and N can be equalized when such amount of data i have been received by CHM 

from other clusters at different values of A. Therefore, it can be concluded that to equalize 

the cluster lifetimes as the clusters get closer to the sink, more nodes need to be assigned 

to the clusters that are nearer the sink. 
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• i , 
I '"T 
t _1 0'lil _ 

L,"~'"" U _ 
0.0 . .. 

I. U~ 
" 

, , 

Figure 4- 10. Kecei,'etl <.ial ~ i "S. data ~gg r~ gatioll r(lt ~ A. wh~ J\ H<m. 

I ~' l , 
• ~ 1M , 

H J ._ 
~ ' 

" •• 
" 0.: 

" " 
Figure 4· 11. Rt'L"Ji'i\'cd ,Ju,,, , ,,~_ d3l3 a~l\'gatioli r-~ I ~ ... " hen 11.>111. 

2. Inl t r-ciusllT ('o l1l1 cctivity filltl rou l ing rules 

It i~ 'nlpo<t.ant to gu~rant« tloe ('onned j. it ~ bel ll'«l1 the CHs :v; ull <:Hs nt:ed [n relay lite 

a~rel!alcd data 10 Ihe .~ink. Tilis L'Onllccli ... ity is I'I: lal;ve 10 the trn n' l1l i~S lOll r.Ull!~ or the 

ncx\eb. As th~ lran ~ rni ,~ i on rang:~ nr the node i> ~ ar\ abl e within the maximum t ran.l mi~sion 

range. the , ~hxl <!t.llr~ n,mi " ion ran~~ amflng Clh may vary to ~n~urc a cena; n dcsn:e of 

l"(m lleC\,v,l \ 311t1 10 cfll)lrol inlerftrc" L'C [..t2j. 

To r~dl.l'c \he int~rf~rcn cc Irum Dt ller duster" H is ~\l ggc <;\cJ lh ~ t Ihe minimlllll po ~s iblc 

power 11', ... 110 r{':lCh a Uc,>Iinat"l)l is tl . <'d I ~ O]. .'\ $ til" mule lilal l;'v<'ry C H app l ie~ 1(} relay 
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data is always directional towards (he '> ink. BRPC only allows the ncighhoring CHs n<:arer 

the sink to reluy the m~ssage of rou ting reque,t, thereby reducing the flooding during the 

inl~r·dustcr routing dis.cov~l'y and resulting in a more 'dir~cl' I'oute to the SLllk. 

TIle ciu,ler ,ize;; incr~ase when lh~ dusters arc closeI' to the sink. Thi, si/,e innemen!. 

how~ver. needs to be subject to the limi tatiun of the maximllm transmission rang~ of the 

sensol' nodes. Olherwi,e, lome data may he los( dllring the data communication phase. To 

guaranle~ th~ conn~clivily between clusters, a CH at least needs to find one CH within its 

maximum lran;;mission range. This que<;(ion hus alsu heen addres,ed In Geographical 

Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [122]. The oolk, in GAF are vinually organiz~d into squar~ 

grid, with the ,ile of rxr. In each gr id only one nodc is activc. To guarantcc thc 

conn~ctivity b~lween the grid,. the inler-duster transmis,>ion range N. _ (I +i~)xc needs 10 

tit: <I>sign<:d 10 the aCliv~ nodes. Unlike the ,quare grids lfi GAl'", the grids in BRPC art: 

rectangular. The maximum transmission rang~ of the nodes is rei-erred to as R""", . To 

guarantce Ihat each eIl can lind al lea.~t une neighboring CH which is near~r th~ sink, Ihe 

clu>ter size should he lubjectto this R,,",. 

[t is assumed Ihatth~re are four neighlxlring clusler>. a, >huwn in Fig 4-12. TIle cluslers 

are named according to their sides, i.e. a c!u<,ler with sides ai and b, i<; designa!ed a,bJ . 

Clustcrs a,bj' (I, ,bj • (I,bj _1 are the neighboring cluster, of cluster a,_lbj _1 that ar~ nearer thc 

,ink (judged from the duster 10)_ Tu guarantee the inter-clu,l~r cunnectivity between the 

CHs in thi> proposed algorithm, (4.10) mu,t be ubserved_ 

(4. I 0) 

3. Data tram~ and du~tcr ~izc 

[t is now known that to equal i/e cluster lifetimes, thc du,ter si/.e needs to incrcase thc 

cluser It is to the sink_ This subsection further discusse, thc mcthod to equalize Ih~ cluster 

lifetime_ The ciu,tcrcd WSN. as ,huwn in Fig. 4-13, is used to explain this method. 
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... ---
Data sink 

" 
c=-==-

Cluster ID: ,-, 
Figure 4-] 2. Cluster size and transmission range. 

• • • 

• • • 
.," ________ r-_,_,I':! 

• • • • 
-+-~--

• , 

- ', 

\ -2 I 

• • • Ihj 

.,hj ",b; i 
-----'--' 

Figure 4-13. Clustered WS:-.J to e~plain duoter-htetimc equalization. 

In Section 4.2.2, it has been (b<:ribed thai the nodes m I3RPC are geographi(:ally 

organil.ed mto rectangular cluskr, by Ill<: ,ink <10: Cluster_, (min(x,), min(y,), max(x,). 

max(y,)). r>,lany clustering algorithms <lS,Ullle ciu5ler>; wilh (;ircuiar shape. Circular 

dusters as shown in Fig. 4- 14, unfonunalely. eilh"r cannot I:over lhe entire network (Fig. 

4-]4(31) or arc overlapped by each other in covering (he enlire ne[",ork (Fig. 4-14(b)). 
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Th<! identical ,ensor, arc uniformly distributed in the network with a node dens;!y of /I,. 

The expected nlllnber of nixies in Ihe clll~ler a,bJ is (h~rdor~ Il"xa,xbj . Ea.:::h lloUC ha, 

initial energy £"",",. To simplify the analysis. it is assumed that each duster selects Ihe 

node ~l Ihe centre of Ihe chIsler [U be CH. The Iran,rni,sion rangc~ of intra-clw,tcr 

communication and intcr-clU';ter communicalion of duster aib) ~re rij and Rij re,pecliv~l y_ 

Figure 4-1 4. CirclIbr ch."ter~ In a WSl'i. 

The power con~"mption of a typical du,(er Pc,,,,.. con,i'>ls of three compo[Jenl, a, shown 

in (4.11): 

(4.11) 

wh<!n: 

J. P, .. ,"."" ... i> Ihe power con,umplion of inlra-dus[er communication; 

ll. p ... b lhe power consumption ufthe CH 10 aggregate the collectecl data: and 

Ill. ~,,",,_d~~' i, the power consmnption of the inter-cluster communication. which IS 

relative to Ihe d~l~ Iraffic. 

It is a,slImed Ihat e~ch [lOde ge[lCrates an (j·bit data message and the parameter of 

transmitter altenualion n i~ 2. Then, for cluster <I,v), ~~n,_d"u-, and p .... can he further 

exprcs<;ed by (4.12) and (4.lJ) re<;pcetively, in which e ... is Ihe radiu dis,ipation of 

aggregating data. 
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e"" ~, .. ",,=(a,,xh,xn, -I)xaxf,+{Jx ~f +e xr'-) 
" 'n. L.)." 'a",p 'J 

".*;xo" I 

(4, II) 

where (aixhjxn" -1)xllxe, i8 the power consumption of the CH when it is r~cciving 

data from the rnember nodes and a X I (e, + eo,.., x r,j') j, lh~ power conwmptiull of the 
'v',"'--' 

member node, when they ar~ lr~nsmiUing data to the CH. 

{4.!1j 

Unlik~ the power cUll8umplion of intra-cluster communication p,."" ".",., and ur 

~ggrcgating d,II;1 P,,, . whkh are only related to the respective clu<;tel' itself. the pov.'er 

consumption of lllte[ -c luskr communical ion P",,,. """.. i" relaled 10 the daw Irafj-ic_ 

[( has been slated that the data traffic j, directional toward, the sink and only the 

lICighburing dusters TlC~rcr the sink can r~I;IY Ihe roule reql1eSIS during Ihe backhone 

TOuling dbcover)' phase, The fo llowing outlines thc analysi8 uf the dm~ tr;lffic in 

neighboring dU8tcrs. 

It is a.~sumed that therc arc fuur neighboring cluslcrs. w; shown in Fig. 4- 15. When thc CH 

in ciu8tcr a, _l bj ! is ready to transmit the aggregated dm~, it floods ~ rwte request toward, 

the sink and only the CBs of the neighboring cluster, ll,h" 1l,bj _l , and ai_I bj will relay this 

req~sL Th,S pl'ocess will he iteratcd untillhe sink is reached am:! the routing inform~tiun 

is 8cnt rnlck 10 lhe CH of clUSlel' lli-/h,_I_ To simplify thc :l[lalysis. il is as,llmed that the 

prohability of a ncighboring CH nearer the sink of clll,tel' a._lb,_1 to relay the re'lClest is fl. 

This prohahility, howcvcr, i8 a dyn~ll1il' par~ll1elcr for reali"tic application or during the 

sill1ul;llion. TIle lotal data of the CH in clu8ter a,h, (Dala.". ) thai need to be relayed is 

separated into the data that thc CH rcccives from othcr8 (R(a,bjll ,md Ihe data that the 

CH tran,mits to the [\ext hop (T(a,h,)). a8 shown in (4.14). 

(4.14) 

The total data traffic that the CH in cluster a,h} receives from it, neighlxlfing clustcr is 

shown in Tahle 4-1 
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- -~- - -.- " - -~. ---- ,---
3,1'j_1 " i.,h;., 

• • 
/' , 

. / • .. ---
nato , jn\;. 

Fi gllr~ 4-15, Oi !TercII! data traffic in ndghboring clu,kn;. 

Tabk 4- 1, TI,e po<;siblc dat a traffic to dmter a,bj. 

Source Cit l'robabilily of ti,. data tramc >ent to a,bj 

CII in ,",. ;I'/- I (e H(;. ,., ,) fi+/lxjl +llx/1 (either by OJ'" hop or hy I wo hop') 

CH'4- I) (I (hy one hop) 

CII ,,_ L.;) (I Ibyone hop) 

CII ,,.,,,.,,,,, I 

From Table 8, (4 . 15) anti (4. 16) CUrl be acquired: 

R(a .. /, ,' ) = TCa , ,hj ) x Ii + T(o ,bj _1 ) X j3 

+ "/(a, _L bJ_J ) x fJ + 2 x T(a '_ lh, -< ) x ji ' ) 

= L L((i -'- j-m - ")xa~a " xji"i-~" 
,, __ '_i ",'''-' ", 

[(O,bi ) = A xa, xb, xnJ xo -'- R(a ,b,) = 

= Xxa , xh, xn.,X G+ L L((i+j-I'I-")x(l"a , xfJ"i-~-. 
r~"- I )I·> I -lj 

-
j 

(4 15) 

( 4. 16i 

Th~ lolul po",~r con<;umpt ;ori of the CH P'~',,_d •. "" .. in c!usta aibj to r~c~iv~ dala 

R(a,/; , ) x e, ami to Irammil dul u T(a,bi ) x(e. + ~""" x Rv' ) is thcn dctcrmitlCd by (4.17). 
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The 100ai (lO"'er corummjlllOn of c lu~lcr <l,h, shown in (A_ I I) C3 11 I h~for~ I><: ot>muIC,J. 

(4, I 81 

= CllJ/.~t 

4.2.5 R"ducing power consumptio ll by nwinlainillA C Hs in ccntru[ lIrell 

01' u duster 

Som~ e,i,(ing dllst~ li ng algori rluu<; have maimain~d the ell in rhe c~ ntrlJ area of ;t 

dl< ~ r ~r h) re·clus~ rillg noMs Wilh re~ ~ llll.nr npple effect. This n1:lint~n:l[lCe,lIllfo nllll.atc!y, 

fail> 10 opt i nli"~ the energ)' effi cklll,'Y of th~ network, as stat~d in S~\.'i()n 2.2.2. TIlis 

SUb,,,,,,'I;un there fore discu.st"S th~ pn.1CC:<;' to ~a\'e ~ll<:rgy by n13inla ining a Ct I in Ihe 

{"em!':ll :Il<:a of a d uslcr through r<:·chhlennG '" llhollt resultant ri ppk effd:t. 

", ~tlled in &X' lion 4 .2.2, Ihe ciu'Ier lifet ime III BRPC is separaled imo 1\\'0 p.!riod~. 

During I'rriodJ, only 11le nod~s in lhe ~emr.\1 area of the dl!,kr wi ll be COl\sidereJ fur CH 

_dec tion (lu ring e.ICh round. When any n,lde in the c~ntral area h:I' re ~ idu :1 1 energy lower 

ll J:l n rh ~ Ihr~s hold, period} expi r~s and p<>riod2 il1ili~les_ All node~ in Ihe c lu ~l~r 

partkip~ t e in oomperin/,! 10 k rl l~ CH according to the re~idll~l node cners)', Thil 

thre>hoJd. howev<::I-, 11<!e<1~ 10 I><: oplimiz~!I , II' it i' t,JO l<lrge, the llo(k, in Ihe c..-ntra l art'~ 

of the clu~tcr c:tnoot servo: '" CH long enough. thereby fa il ing to u1.1ximize "nerg~ 

d ficl .. ncy. If it I< too SUI.1Il • • he n<.<des ill Ihe cellu-:ll area will dIe prent:ou1I· .. I) dunns 

p"·ri<l<i2. lhcrrby dcgr.ldmg l h~ ,~twork jlcrformafll,e 

I. Optimizing thc scni.:c time ... rth" e ll In the l'l'utrHI arCH "rdu~tt:r 

",' lusler Shown in Fig. 4 · 16 is lIs~d I') d i o;c ll ~~ Ihe optimization of Ihe ~<'r\'k~ tjnH! of Ih~ 

CH 1ll rhe centra l ar~a of Ihe clll~ lo:r . The cl u~ter w,lh , ize of mXn receiv~~ r lilli t~ or dala 
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fl'0m other clusl~rs. Th~ nodes are uniformly di,tribuled in lhe clu<;tcr with a nod~ densil)' 

of 11.1 ~ml cach nodc gcneratcs an a-bil data mc%age_ Th~ d"l;, ~r~ ~ggreg"l~tI inlO a ralio 

of A.: I_ Therefore, the tI~t~ amounl Ih~1 the CII lr~n,mib to the next hop i> 

(i+axIIlX/lxn,IXA). The intra-cluster ~ommunication range is d and thc imer-duster 

communication range is n. The centr~1 area is d~fined by the radills of r ~nd other are;,s 

are defined ~, ootside area. The initial energy of each node i, i:i""kd ami lhe energy 

threshold of periodl is E,,,,,,~.'''<d. 

. - -----------

• 

Ou l, ill< 

"ro • 

• 

Pori<><i2 

Figurc 4-16. Two pcrioos of the du,ter lifetimc. 

" 

1 

1t has heen staled lhat lh~ value of F.!'''''''id should he optimized to maximize the ,~rvice 

time of the CH when it is in th~ ccntral area. This oplimum value means lhal all the nodes 

in the duskr will almost use up energy \lmultaneously. 

The components of diffcrent po"'~r consumptions are tI~fin~d in (4_20)-(4.25) with the 

d~flllition of ea~h ilem shown in Tablc 4-2. 

Th~ total powcr consumption of th~ ciu<;tcr 1'(1""" is: 

Pa,,,,, = i xe, + (i +a xmxn XII" xA-) x(e.. + e,~", xU' ,1+0 x(mxI1 Xn, -I) 

xle +c xd')+ ox(m xnxlI.-l)xe "(lxm)(n Xl1"X<,. '" .. ' .-' " 0', 

The lolal power ~onsumption of the CH PCI! is: 

(4_20) 
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PCH =ixer +(i+axmxnxnd XA.)X(et + eamp xIY' )+ 
ax(mxnxnd -l)xer +axmxnxnd XeAgg 

( 4.21) 

Table 4-2. Meaning of each item in power-consumption components. 

Items Definitions 

PC/usIa Total power consumption of the cluster 

PCH Total power consumption of the CH 

P( central) 1 Total power consumption of the central area in periodl when 

the CH is in this area 

P( central)2 Total power consumption of the central area in period2 when 
the CH is not in this area 

P(outside)l Total power consumption of outside area in periodl when the 
CH is not in this area 

P( outside)2 Total power consumption of the outside area in period2 when 

the CH is in this area 

ixer Power consumption of the CH when receiving data from other 

clusters 

(i+axmxnxndxA)x( el+eampxD2) Power consumption of the CH when transmitting data to the 

next hop 

ax(mxnxnd-l )x( er+eampxd2) Power consumption of the member nodes when transmitting 

data to the CH 

aX(Trx? xnd-l )x( er+eampxd2) Power consumption of the member nodes in the central area 

when transmitting data to the CH 

ax(mxnxnd-l )xer Power consumption of the CH when receiving data from 

member nodes 

axmxnXndXeAgg Power consumption of the CH when aggregating data 

The total power consumption of the central area with radius of r in period1 when the CH 

is in this area P(central)l is: 

P(central)l = i xer + (i + a xmxn xnd xA)x(el + eamp x Dr + a x (Jrx r2 xnd -l)X 
k + e amp X d n ) + a x (m x n X n d - 1) x e r + a x m x n X n d X e Agg 

(4.22) 

The total power consumption of the central area with radius of r in period2 when the CH 

is NOT in this area P(central)2 is: 
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P(central)2 = a x (Jr x r2 x nd -l)x k + eamp x d n
) (4.23) 

The total power consumption of the outside area in period1 when the CH is in the central 

area P(outside)l is: 

(4.24) 

The total power consumption of the outside area in period2 when the CH is NOT in the 

central area P(outside)2 is: 

P(outside)2 = i x er + (i + a X m X n X nd X 11.) x k + eamp X D")+ 

ax(mxnxnd -l)xer +ax((mxn-Jrxr2)xnd -l)x(et +eamp xd n
) 

+ a X m X n X nd X e Agg 

(4.25) 

It has been stated that when period1 expires, the minimum residual node energy in central 

area of the cluster is Ethreshold. Period1 can then be expressed by (4.26). 

P . dl Jrxr2 xnd x(Eillitial-Ethreshold) erzo = ___ --"-_----"'=_----=.:..:c==_ (4.26) 
P(central)l 

The lifetime of the nodes in the central area in period2, which IS referred to as 

Period2(central), is described in (4.27). 

Jr X r2 X n X E 
Period 2( central) = d threshold 

P( central)2 
(4.27) 

Period2 can be expressed by (4.28). 

P 
. d2 (m x n - Jr X r2)x nd X Einit"al - Periodl x P(outside)l eno = I 

P(outside)2 
(4.28) 

To make the nodes in the central area and the outside area of the cluster have the same 

lifetime, (4.29) must be observed. 
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Period 2(central) = Period 2 ~ 

Jr X r2 X nd x Ethreshold _ (m x n - Jr X r2)x nd x Einitial - Period 1 x P(outside )1 (4.29) 

P(central)2 P(outside)2 

It is assumed that a=I(bit), m=n=50, nd=O.01 (node/m2), A=0.2, Einitial=2 (1), d=75(m) and 

D=120(m). Equation (4.30) can then be derived from (4.29), in which mI, nI, m2 and n2 

are expressed by (4.31), (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34), respectively. 

ml m2 

nl n2 
(4.30) 

ml = Jrxr2 xnd X Ethreshold = 3.14xl0-2 xr2 X Ethreshold (4.3\ ) 

nl = P(central)2 = 3.33625xl0-9 x r2 -1.0625x 10-7 ( 4.32) 

m2 = (m x n - JrX r2) x nd x Einitial - Period 1 x P(outside)l = 50 - 6.28 X 10-2 x r2 -

1.6014 x 10-7 X r2 - 2.095165 X 10-10 x r4 
- (8.007 x 10-8 X r2 + 1.0475825 X 10-10 X r4 )x Ethreshold (4.33) 

ix36.9568xlO-8 +2.81659x10-6 +3.33625xlO-9 xr2 

n2 = P(outside)2 = 36.9568 x 10-8 xi + 5.47284 X 10-6 
- 3.33625 X 10-9 x r2 (4.44) 

Equation (4.35) can be derived from (4.30), in which m3, m4, n3 and n4 are expressed by 

(4.36), (4.37), (4.38) and (4.39) respectively. 

m3-m4 
nlxm2 = n2xml ~ Ethreshold =--

n3-n4 

m3 = 50-6.28xlO-2 X r2 

m4 = 1.6014 x 10-7 
X r2 - 2.095165 X 10-10 x r4 

ix36.9568xlO-8 +2.81659xlO-6 +3.33625xl0-9 xr2 

n3 = (36.9568 x 10-8 xi + 5.47284 X 10-6 
- 3.33625 X 10-9 

X r2)x 3.14 X 10-2 x r2 
3.33625 x 10-9 X r2 -1.0625 X 10-7 

n4 = 8.007 x 10-8 
X r2 + 1.0475825 X 10-10 

X r4 

i x 36.9568 X 10-8 + 2.81659 X 10-6 + 3.33625 X 10-9 
X r2 

(4.35) 

( 4.36) 

( 4.37) 

( 4.38) 

( 4.39) 
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The result of (4.35) is ,hOW11 in Fig. 4-17. This meanS that for a duster with the size of 

50mx50m and with 2J initial energy In each node, the nodes in tho: ndwork will die 

simultaneously when the condition of Fig. 4-17 is ;;a(isfied The relationship between the 

radius r of the cenlral area and £'""' _" /'01.1 has now been buill anJ (he node, in the <:enlral 

art:a (:an st:rve as CH [Of ;.IS long as possih le. 

" 
G .• • 

" , , 

J " " 
" 
" -----~-
" '" '" ifNI 

Data amooni r«"i'M fro", o,,,,ide, j 

Figure 4- 17, Rdatiomhip hctwccn E,h" ","x,! anJ i when r= 15. 

2. Power (onsumplion of intra- ami inter-cluster communication 

This suhsection dis<;usses the improvement gained hy maintaining the CHs in the central 

~rt:~ of tho: cluster. The malht:mali<:al modo;:] is shown in Fig. 4-18, Cluster M and" are 

neighhoring clll.Iters with size of a/xl! and a2x/) respectively. The CH in M (CHAij is 

suppOled to be at the (:entre of rhe cluster_ The c'K,r(\inab; of CHM are ((a]+aljl2, OJ, It is 

assumeJ that CHN is the next hop of CllM, Thoo radills of the central area in duster l\' is R, 

Other areas in dusler Narc refcll'ed to as outsiclc areas. 

The lifetime of cluster);r is separated into two periods. Period] only sdects the nodes in 

the central area of the cluster to he a CH. When any node reaches E'>'mh"ld. periodl expires 

and period2 COmmenCeS Becam.e Ihe CH role i, rotated frequently. the higher burden of 

the CH is therefore well dislrihuted among the n,,oc,_ When the residual energy of any 

node in the central area In peri"dl reaches E'h""f,,>ld, almost all nodes m the cenlral area 

will have similar residual energy as E,h,,_,""'", Therefore, the nodes in the oUlside area have 
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morc residual energy Ihan those in the central area anu thus have a greater chance to be 

CH duringperiod2. 

t y , " 
CI",(ec]l.! ! 

, • (tiM. __________ ~ __ , .--

Figure 4- I R. rVlathcmatical model of mlra- and llltcr-c luster communication. 

Tlli, means that during perio;)], [he power consumption of intra-cluster is reduced. 

Huwever. Ihis power con>umption is in~lea~ed in period2. One cun Iherefoce imagine lhal 

ilRPC docs no! save power consumption of intra-cluster communication significanlly_ 

Also, from Fig. 4-18, ;1 cwo he ~ceTl that, the power conslimption of locating the CH 11l the 

Ollbide ar~a of Ih.: cluster is similar wben il is randumly lo~aled in Ihe whole dU,Ier. This 

means that, I3RPC only Improves energy efficiency of inter-clustering comrmillication 

during period I. The following di,cus>e<; this improvernent. 

Th~ power consumption of the communication between CHM and CHN is only affe,-teJ 

hy the di~tance of the hop_ To simpl ify the analysi~, the following equations only discuss 

th~ decre<!',e in the expected <;qllur~ of the distam-e between these two Cll>. During 

period}, th~ CH is located in th~ central area ofclustcr N. (4.40) can tft,;n h<; obtain~d. 

When eRN is located in the ceutrul ;!reu of the c]u,ter, the expected "quare of the <Jis(ance 

of this hop between CRM and CHN E(d" "'''<oI) i~ shown ill (4.41): 

x'+y'~R' (440) 
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, 11x1[(x-a,;a,)' +y'}Y 
E(d cen,cui) = -----'-------------'-

!!...R2 
2 

= (l".( R4 sin~ tcos2 t + :2 (a l + a2)2 sin2 t + ~4 sin4 t - R3(al + a2 )sin2 tcost)dt){ ~ R2 ) 

=( R4 l."sin2 tcos2 tdt+ :2 (a l +a2 )2 l".sin2 tdt+ ~4 1.sin4 tdt-R3(a l +a~) (<;in2 tcostdt}(~R2) 

=(~Jr+ R2 (a l +a,)2Jr+O+~Jr)/(!!...R2)=(!!...R4 +!!...R2(al +a,)2)/(!!...R~)=~+ (a l +a 2 )2 
88 - 82 48 - 2 2 4 

(4.41 ) 

The traditional method rotates the CH role according to the residual node energy of the 

node so that the CH will be randomly located in the cluster. When the CH is located in the 

cluster randomly, the expected square of the distance of this hop between CHM and CHN 

E(d 2 random) is shown in (4.42): 

( 4.42) 

The decrease in the expected square of the distance by maintaining the CHN in the central 

area of the cluster is then (4.43): 

b2 2 2 
2 2 ~ R 

E(d random)-E(d centra/)=-+---
12 12 2 

(4.43) 

4.3 Performance evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of BRPC, two existing clustering algorithms are used for 

comparison. One combines LEACH_C and LEACH_F [14]. It applies LEACH_C to 

acquire better cluster organization and applies LEACH_F to rotate the role of the CH 

through re-clustering without ripple effect to achieve higher energy efficiency. This 

algorithm is referred to as LEACH_C_F. The other clustering algorithm groups the nodes 

into clusters with similar sizes. The clusters are fixed and the CHs send data to the sink 
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over a multi-hop route, which is similar to [36]. This algorithm is referred to as Similar 

Size with Multi-hop Routes (SSMR). 

4.3.1 Simulation scenario 

Two hundred identical sensor nodes are uniformly distributed within an area of 

200m x 100m, with the data sink located 10m away from the network. Each node has 5J 

initial energy. The maximum transmission range of the node is limited within 140m. 

Within this limitation, the node can vary its transmission range. The energy dissipation of 

aggregating data, eAgg, is 5nJibiUsignal [14]. The data size is fixed at 500 bytes, including 

the packet overhead. The operation of the algorithms is broken up into rounds, where each 

round begins with set-up phase, followed by a communication phase when data transfers 

to the data sink occur. The number of frames assigned to each cluster is based on the 

cluster size. 

4.3.2 Assessments requirement 

1. First-node lifetime and network lifetime 

The network lifetime has traditionally been measured up to when any node dies (first-node 

lifetime). This measurement provides a standard to evaluate how power consumption is 

balanced throughout the network. Network lifetime has also been measured to the time 

when all nodes have died (last-node lifetime). However, although the connectivity 

between the network and the data sink is usually not always lost after the first-node 

lifetime, it usually has been lost long before all nodes have died [54]. Besides measuring 

the first -node lifetime, this simulation also defines network lifetime to evaluate the 

algorithms. In BRPC and SSMR, network lifetime means the time up to loss of the 

connectivity between the network and the sink (connectivity lifetime). In LEACH_C_F, 

network lifetime means up to only 50% of nodes remain live (50% availability lifetime). 

This is because unlike the CHs in BRPC and SSMR, which relay data to the sink over 

multi-hop routes, the CHs in LEACH_C_F transmit data to the sink over single-hop routes 

so that it is assumed that all nodes in LEACH_C_F can access the data sink. This means 

that the nodes in LEACH_C_F do not have the limitation of maximum transmission range 

(140m). This 50% is determined by the maximum transmission range of the node and the 

network size. 
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2. Total remaining energy at different lifetimes 

The measurement of the total remaining energy at first-node lifetime and network lifetime 

evaluates the balance of power consumption throughout the network and the energy 

efficiency of the network. 

3. Distribution of average residual node energy at network lifetime 

The distribution of the residual node energy is an important parameter in measuring the 

balance of power consumption throughout the network. If it is well balanced, all nodes 

will have low residual energy at network lifetime. Otherwise, some nodes will have high 

residual energy. 

4. Data packets delivered to the sink 

The number of packets that are delivered to the sink is measured to estimate the 

effectiveness of delivering data packets. Two types of data packets are defined. The first 

one is the entire-network data, which are delivered to the sink from the entire network 

where all sensors are alive. The second one is the partial-network data, which are 

delivered to the sink from part of the network where sensors are still alive after first-node 

lifetime. Adding the entire-network data and the partial-network data are the network data 

that are delivered to the sink up to network lifetime. 

s. Energy of delivering each aggregated data packet to the sink 

Dividing the total consumed energy by the total number of data packets that the sink 

receives up to the first-node lifetime is the actual energy of delivering each aggregated 

data packet, as measured by most traditional clustering algorithms. Besides measuring the 

actual energy of delivering each aggregated packet, this simulation also evaluates the 

energy of delivering each aggregated packet by dividing the total initial energy by the 

total number of the data packets that the sink receives up to network lifetime. The reason 

behind this is that, though the network still has some residual energy at network lifetime, 

this energy cannot be used any longer and is wasted. 
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6. Details of live nodes up to network lifetime 

The directional data traffic towards the sink makes some clusters die prematurely in 

SSMR and LEACH_C_F. If the power consumption is balanced throughout the network in 

BRPC, the lifetimes of the clusters will be the same or quite similar. The measurement of 

the live nodes up to network lifetime shows how the nodes die at different rounds. This 

measurement provides more information on the performance of the algorithms. 

7. Details of fraction of energy not yet used up to network lifetime 

The measurement of the fraction of energy not yet used up to network lifetime shows how 

energy is consumed at different rounds. This measurement also provides the comparison 

of energy efficiency in delivering the packets. The rate that the network consumes energy 

may change after first-node lifetime in LEACH_C_F and SSMR. In LEACH_C_F, this 

rate will become smaller when some nodes die. However, in SSMR this rate is relative to 

both the number of dead clusters and the increment in power to reach the sink. This higher 

power is needed to guarantee the data being delivered to the sink. In BRPC, the cluster 

lifetime is separated into two periods, as described in Section 4.2.5. Period1 maintains the 

CH in the central area of the cluster and has higher energy efficiency than that in Period2. 

All information is expected to be reflected in this measurement. 

8. Details of aggregated data packets delivered to the sink up to network lifetime 

This measurement shows the total number of aggregated data packets that are delivered to 

the sink at different number of rounds. The rate of receiving packets may change after 

first-node lifetime in all algorithms, as the dead clusters will no longer deliver the data to 

the sink. However, this rate hardly changes in BRPC, as virtually no node will die 

prematurely before the network lifetime. 

9. Impact of transmitter-amplifier parameter, eamp 

Some examples in Section 2.2.1 show that the increment ill transmitter-amplifier 

parameter, eamp , exacerbates the impact of directional data traffic. Evaluating the 

performance of the algorithms at different eamp values not only assesses the effect of eamp 

on the directional data traffic but is also helpful to realistic application, as different 

reflected in different literature and applications [14, 37]. 
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4.3.3 Simulation Results 

I. First node lifetime and network lifelime 

It ha; been :;tared in SeCiion 4,2.4 that a clmler has three components of power 

con.Illlnplion. For the fir,llwo. the power o::oosumpliun of inll'a-clU!;tcl' communication ~nd 

~ggregating dat~ is only rela tive to the respective cluster. For the third cOlTIlX'nenl. the 

power consumption of inter-duster communication i~ relative to the directional data 

Iraffic The data aggregating rale ), greatly affect, the data lralTk in inler-du,ter 

communicmion. \Vhen ,.=0, JlO data will be relayed 10 the sink so that no wler-clll.I(cr 

communication will occur. Of ,nun;c, no impact of direo.:tion~l dm~ Ir~ITic exis ts. When 

).=1, no data aggregation will he performed and the impact of directional data ll<lffk will 

become maximum. Therel"ore when J.. increases. the Lmprovement of BRPC is expected to 

he more ,ignificanL 

The first-node lifetime of dilferenl algorithms, as shown Ln Fig. 4-19, dec rea.les as). 

incre~ses. When ). increase,. more data need to be i>ent to the i>ink, thereby incn:a,ing 

power consl1mption of inter-cll1ster communication and .Ihortening the ILfetime. \Vhen 

).=0. I, the iirsl-node li fe lime in LEACH_C_F. SS:'1R and BRPC is 3874. 5544 and 8150 

rounds rc>pcctivcly. BRPC show.I a 47°", improvement and a 11(1% improvement over 

SSMR and LEACH_C_F respediveJy. When ),=0.8, the ratio between the first·node 

jif~time of LEACH_C_F, SSMR and I3RPC becomes 1:1.69:4.98_ The Lmprovement is 

more significan t than the one when ),=0.1. which is 1: 1.47:2.10. 

9000 r------
·· . ·· SS~IR --8RPC - . - LEACILCF I. 

6lllJO ~ 

.J.(KJO . -. -•. ... _" .. --.'-'--- . _---.. --.- .---.-.- -.--
" " .. 0.2 0.3 OA 0.5 ".0 O.X 

DOli. agg,..,galinn rato,)' 

Figure 4- 19. Fir.ll-TI<.>Oe lifet ime at different dala aggr~gation rate. /... 
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Fig:. 4-19 also ,how> that SSMR pre~~nl~ longer first node lifetime than LEACH_C_F. 

This is be"ilU\.e that lroo;, mult i-hop route, used to send data \0 the sink in SSMR is mure 

energy efficient than the single-hup wules in LEACH_C_F. FUl1hennore, \hi~ It'sult allo 

~ho\'., lhul \h~ rnu ltl-hop routcs can better endur~ lh~ impact of the directional data traffk. 

After the first-owe lifetime, lhoo~h som~ 3r~as are out of co\'ewge lIue to the premature 

nod~ death, th~ network is still s~ndi ng data to the smk. The n~lwork lifetimes or these 

three algorithms arc shown in Fig. 4-20. When ),=0.1, the ralio between the network 

liretim~ of LEACILC_F. SSMR and BRPC is I: (j.96: UJ3. When ).=0.8 this ratio 

becomes I :0.79: 1.76. This resu lt again shows that wh~n i, increases, the impro\'ement of 

BRPC beL'ome> more signiiicanl, 

"' "' "' "' " .. 
tMa aggrogadon r.I~, 1. 

Figure 4-10, ;-<e\work lifetime al different data aggregation rate. ),. 

The firsl-node lifetime in SS\IR il longer lhan in LEACH_C_F yet thc connectivily 

lifelim~ reverses (refer to Fig. 4-19 and Fig, 4-101. In LEACH_C_F, lh~ farlhell clusler 

dies earlier than other elu~tcrs a~ il nec'lIs higher lran>mis,ion power to reach the sink than 

other~. The impact of the directional data traffic becomel smaller tocreafter as other 

clust~rs ne~d shon~r lransmi~sinn ranges to rcach the sinl. In SSr>.fR. lhe c\u,ter nearesl 

thc sinl dies earlier, It> neighboring clusler>. whid still hav~ residual energy and ar~ 

farther away from the sink, need to in~rea>e lransmhsion power to reach the sink 10 avoid 

any data loss, tocl'cby mcreasing lhe power consumption, Th~rdol'~. the impact of 

directional data traffic becomes more ~eri()us to SS\fR lhan 10 I.EACH C F alkr first

nod~ lifetime. making SSMR have a longer lin,t-nwe lifelime yel a shorler network 

lif~time compal'cd to LEACH_C_F 
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Fig. 4-21 compares the first-node li fetime and network lifetime of each algorithm as a 

fraction of the network lifetime of BRPC. It can be seen that the first-node lifetime and the 

network lifetime of IlRPC is quite similar as th~ ratio bt.:tween them i, almost 100%. 

BRPC actually bulutlCc<; power consumplion throughout the network. FUl1~rlnore, BRPC 

presents long.:r fir~I-TlOde lifetime and network lifetime thun LEACH_CJ' and SSMK. 

This impmVCllK'nt becomes more sigillficam as), ;[\Creases, 

!'roc,ion of . ,hfr It" .... QU' of .. ',,<><kIIIH"', of 8Rrc 

Will< ~ ' mm ' • • • 

.~ ."' . ~--======: 
'" • 

• -- ., 

r r 
• 

• 0% 
--- -... ...... . 

-. ".-.. -• • - - - .............. •• - '-. - ~ . - ' -.-. -.- ,-- -. --20"- -. ~ -- • 

0% -_. 
•• . , "_ . ••• ~.~ .., "' ••• 

..•.. "M" '''''_",~ "'".,.' • - . - - BRP( "",._ or,,"", 

Figure 4-21, Fraction of Olhn lifetime, OUl of network lifetime of BRPC 

It can also be seen from f'ig. 4·21 that. the difference between the first·node lifetime and 

the ndwork hfetime in LEACH_C_F I, greater thlUl in SSM!?. rhis result again shows 

that a multi·hop route receive, Ie" impact from the directional data tramc. 

2. Total remaining energy III dill'erent li fellme~ 

The (otal remaimng energy at fir~(·n()(k lifetime is shown in Fig. 4·22. A lower remaining 

energy means better balarl(:e of power consumption throughout the ndwork. I3RPC 

balances power con~;umpiion much better than LEACH_C_F and SSMR as it l'relems 

much lower remaining energy. \\'llen ).=0.1, BRPC only remains 92J energy in the 

network, whereas LEACH_C_F and SSMR remain 46lJ and 388J energy respectively. 

This improvemem be<;omes more "gnilican( when ,,=0.8, at which LEACH_C_F, SSMR 

and BRPC have 645J, 6511 and lOll etJergy remained re,peCliyely ThL' i, ~cause when 

)..=1l.8. the direc(iona l data (ralTic make, the fiT:St node die much earlier than when ).=0.1 in 

LEACH_C_F and SS/l. IR. Some researchers define (hat the network die, when any node 
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rum out of energy [36J The as>umplion hclllnd this is th~t when any node die~, the 

network pcrfonnance is ueterioralcd. From lhi~ delinition, EWe p!<'>~nt5 an 

improvement by more than 2 times compared to LE/\CH_C_F ~ml SSMR when A.=-D.8. 

Remalnlng ~lK'rgy at the first-node liMirn. 

" ~ 600 
... _." -.'~:l-; _-: ~.,.- - - - ;-# .-,- • .., ~ r _ ... ~. _ _ _ " - _._ - ... 

-.• -' 
! 

:r 
j 

-100 T" 

': ~-~.--:-: --===-=='=. =' ==' 
~"~Oc.;,,--___ O_.' __ O.7 o.s l 

Dota aggrell3tion ~t.,). ~ 
O~ , 0.' 

Figure 4-22. Remaining energy at the first-node lifetime. 

The remaining energy at network lifetime i, ,hown in Fig. 4-23. Thi, remaining energy i> 

abo referrctl to as wasteu energy. This i~ b<:c~w;e after the network Jiklime. this 

remaining energy cannot be used by the network any longer. I3RPC has much less 

remaining energy than LE.-\CH C F and SSMR. Comparing Fig. 4-22 with Fig. 4-23, it 

can be seen that at first -node lifctime. SSMR has les, remaining cnergy than 

LEACH_C_F wlwreas It inverses at ndwork lifdime. Thil b because more energy is 

cOlllumeU after the first-oodc lifetime ill LEACH_C_I' than ill SS:>'1R. Thc performance of 

LEACH_C_F alld SS:>' lR will be further discu,sed by evaillaling the total delivered data 

pack~ts and ~n~rgy in deliv~ring each Jata packet. 

3. Distribution of awra!:t' residual node ener!!y at net work lift'time 

The distribution of the rcmaining node encrgy at network li fetime whcn ),=0.4 is shown in 

Fig. 4-24. It can bc secn that almost 71)<;0 and 20';'" ol-the nodes in BRPC haw rc>idual 

~nergy below ICY!" and helow 21)<7", rc>pecthely. Howcver, in LEACH_C_F and SS:>'IR, 

mor~ node> have ,jgnificant cncrgy left. In LEACH_C_F. about S()% of nodes have more 

than 41)<,"c energy left. In SS:>'lR, more than 50% nodes have more than 50% energy left. 
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This means th~t tlw {Xlwcr consnmption is much bettcr halanced in BRPC than in 

LEACH C F and SS"lR. 

E· SS.Wl .. ::........ BRI'C 

. .. -... .. - - -_ .. - -

~- "'-
. 0 • .' I t 

20% 
_ ... ---_ ... -- - - ... - --, , 

'0 

" 0 

< 

• 
~ 
• 0 

• 
" t' , 
t 

.-
lO'i 

1 
• 

0% ----

"., 0.2 0.3 "., o.~ 0.0 0.7 0.8 

Figure 4-23. Fr~dion 01- ~ncrgy r~maining and wasted m [\~twork lildime. 

100'* 

""* 
,,0% 

M" 
20 % 

"' 

V"tri>utlon or ... ,iduaJ nodo MOI1O' at n.twork lifetlm. "'hen l.= OA 

<10'1> <20''' <-10% <40% dO'k d,O,* <70'" <80% dO% <100'" 

R •• idWlJ Dod. oO.TV (%) 

Figur~ 4-24, Diwibulion or r~:;iduul nod~ energy ~t nelwork liktinlC. 

4. Data pa~kclS riclh'crcd to thc sink 

Thc total number oraggr~gat~d d~t~ p~ckets dclivercd 10 the ,ink up to nClwork li rd inlC is 

shown in f'ig . 4-25. 13RPC displays the bcst performance uf delivcring data packet:; , \\,'hen 

). illCreascs. thc size of the aggrcgatcd data packet becomes grcater, Encrgy of ddivering 

each pack~t in imer·c!ustcr cummunicatiun increases so that the tota l aggrcgated data 

p~ckets delivered to the sink decreases. When}. '" 0.1, LEACH_C_f', SSMR and I3RPC 

deliver 55406, 59016 und 65270 aggregat~d data packcts respectively with (he raliu 
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between them of 1: 1 07: 1, ]8. "'/h~n /, = {l,S, Ihi, ratio t:><;,COIllCS 1.07:1:1,8-1 and the 

imrrov~lllcm of llRPC is JJ)()re signifirJllt th~n wh~n). = {) I. 

-i. 2f)OO(J 

'"~ '-----,. , ,., ,., , .• ,., , .. 

figure ..\-25. N umt><;,r of aggr~gat"d Ildwork data del ivcl'Cd to th" s ink. 

From Fig. 4-25. il C~ll h" s"en thaI 1.FACHC_F ddl>,,,rs a similar number of aggregated 

packets as SSMR up to nelwork lifclim~ , Thi,. however. docs no! necessarily mean (hat 

the performance flf de livering data packct~ is similar Lrl LEACH_C_F as in SSMR, as they 

send different numb~r of partial-network data p~ckets and <'nlirc-nclwOl'k d~l~ r~(:k<:l> 10 

the sink. 

Fig . ..\ -26 presents the fraction of lotal del ivered partial-ndwork data out of total ddi"~r~d 

network data. Among th<!>c rhre~ algorithms, BRPC p~rrO[rns much belief \h~n 

LEACH_C_F ~!ld ssr..m. This frarlion in llRPC i:; extremely small, which means that 

almost all daw packcts that BRPC de1i'~r~ (0 lh~ ~ink are from the ~nlir~ network. 

However, it is quil~ signifkanl in LEACICC_F and SS~lR , especially in LEACILC_t'. 

Whcn )~J.4. 61 %, 35% and {)Ok packcts delivcrcd to the slllk m I.EACH C _F, SS\IR and 

BRPC arc from the partial tletwork, r~sredively_ Though LEACH_C_F almost """livers 

the salll~ numt><;,r ol-network dat~ 10 lhe sink as SSYlR up to network lifelime, as shown in 

Fig_ 4-25, lh~ higher fra.::tion of the parti~l -network dala that it delivers to the sink 

pre~elll ~ a poorer p~rfOllTIance of delivering dala compared to thai of SS~lR_ 
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f'igurc 4-26. Fraction of delivered p,1rI ial-network data out of network dm~. 

The numocr of emire-nel\\'l,.-k datil pa.::ke(s delivered to the sink before th.: first-node 

lifetime i~ shown in Fig. 4-27. llRPC delivers Il1m"h more entire-network data \0 the sink 

lffim LEACH_C_F ilm! SS:'>.1R. When ).=0.4, LEACH_C_F, SSMR and I3RPC deliver 

10216, 16800 and 4200.+ p~CkC1S respeclin"Jy. i.e. BRPC deliv~r8 data pad,cIS by 4,[2 

limes ,llId 2.50 lime> ,"omparcd 10 LEACH_C_F and SSMR, rc'pcctivdy. Given ,I 

nelwork that oced, high quality of s.ervke whi~h requires the mformation fmm the entire 

network, BRPC i, ~ignificam for realistic applicmion. 

T<>I81 deli ... ' .... d .mire-n . ... ork dala ( lip 10 im;l-node lifetime) 

80000 I __ . " _ SS~IJI 

t '.""'~ 1 'oooo ~, , . .. -.-. :::::-::::~~---~ ___ ~cc:::=;.==: __ ~ 
-... ... -.. ---.-- --"- . ---.-- --.-

- . - L~AClLLf I 

. -._-.. _- . ... .•. - .. _- ... 
---.. - ---+------+ ---. ------'------''---''-= 

'. , 
9 .. , ., 0.4 0.3 ... 0.7 9.' 

Figure 4-27. Total delivered enure-network data up to first -node lifetime. 
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5. Energy needed for delivering cach packet to the sink 

As described in SCClion 4.3.2, t\\'o lype.1 of energy llC~ded tll deliver ea,'h aggreg~l eJ 

pa<:ket to [he sink are uefineu. The first one i, lIsed 10 measure the actual energy of 

ddi\cring each cmirc·nc[l"ork dat3 packet by dividing the total energy consumed with the 

lolal packels thaI the nelwork deli .er> 10 the ~ink l1p 10 the first -llode lifetime. The sc<:onu 

one consider.1 that the l'e>l(iual energy cannot be used any longer after the network [if~limc. 

~nd is Jefined by uivid ing the lola l inili~l network energy with Ihe total uelwork data 

packets that the network delivers to the sink up to network l&time, 

The energy to deliver each entire-network data packet to the sink is ,hown in Fig. 4-28, 

The needed encrgy iocrea>e> aecof(jing to data aggregation rate, )" LEACI,-C_F neeti, 

more energy to de li\' er ea(:h data plK'ket a, itu>es ~ singk-hop roote to tran.lmitthe d31alO 

the sink. BRPC n~eds ks> eJlergy of de livering cach data than SSMR, thol1gh the 

improvement is not , ignifLeant , c>jJCrialiy when}. i, low, Thi, is becau,e, when), is ,m~Il, 

the improvement or SSMR in inter-d u,ter communication become,]e." ,ignificam (refer 

to Sedion 4.2.5), thereby making lht:m wi lh .Iimilar energJ effiri~nry. 

E:nnSY of d~li>'efing each e1lIu.,· n.twork data 

O,OH 

- • • •. SS~IR __ /lRPC 

" " , 0.2 " .. 
Dala ag~re~allo" rale, J,. 

Figl1re 4·28, En~rgy of ddivering ea<:h entirc-network data pa,'keL 

Th~ avt:rage energy to deli ver nctll-ork data up to nelwork lifetime is sholl-n in Fig, 4-2\.1. 

BRPC ,hOW.1 higher energy efYLc lcocy than LEACll_C_F and SSMR. This improvement 

bt:comes more .Iigni tkaul whcn A iocrca,e, . When )",,0,1. LEACH. C_F, SS/vill, and 

BRPC need O.()IS], 0 ,0 171 and G.D ISJ ~n~rgy r~>perlivdy 10 de liver each aggrcgated 
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packet [0 the , ink Wllh lh~ ratio between Ihem of 1.2:1.13: 1. which becomes 1.73:1.84: 1 

when ).=0.8. LEACH_C_F and SSMR present similar ne~d~d en~rgy of del ivning ~[u;h 

network packeL However, SSl\IR deliver> more enti re-nelwork dJiJ pJcket> (refer to Fig. 

4-27) so that it performs better than LEACH_CJ, 

,-

~ 

~ 

" " " 0 

" • 

(l.OR 

0.01. 

O.O~ 

0.02 

o L-__ 

Il.i 

_ ______ ------'-___________ L 

0.' 0.' 0" 0.5 "., ".S 
Dnta aggrcg.tion TI"""',. ". ___ ______ _ 

Figure 4-2'1. Energy of delivering each pa~k~l, 

6. DCllIib of li\'c nodes up [0 network lif~t,inw 

The Ilumkr of nodes thar live up to ootwork lifetime is ,hown in Fig. 4-3D when ;.=0.6 

and Fig. 4-31 whcn ).=0.2. 

s •• of Bin Dod •• up 10 n." .... rt< Ifel"'" "ben 1..--1U 
ZI}\I r- -

, ISU I , 
160 t • " 

r \, --,--
L \ 

• • , 
I~O t 

0 , 
I~O I 
100 i , I HUU l71111 

Figure 4-30, "umber of live node> up to network lifclim~ when :<_=0. 6. 
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~ _________ -,No. "f, .... un'!> "fdot. ," .. ,lion 

hgnrc ... ·31. Number of livc node.1 up to network lifelimc whcn '=0.2. 

!loth figurc.I Ihow that !lRPC hal a longer fim-node lifetime and network lifetime than 

LEACH_C_F and SS/l.fR. The improvement, become more ~ignifi~ant when 1..--{)6 than 

when }.=().1. TIle.lc two figures also show that. by rotating the CH role. the higher power 

con~umption ofCH~ i, well di,tributed among thc nodc.I in the cluster in all algorithms. as 

almolt all nodes in a cluster dic simultaneou>ly. BRPC further balances power 

con>umption ~mong thc <:\u,tcrs a.1 almost all nodes in the network die simultancomly. 

Thc expected lifctime of a clustered network ~, <.Ic;\:ribed in the .Itratcgy in Section 4.1 i, 

therel"orc rcalif.cd by BRPC de.lign. On the other hand. the dircctional dala traffic m~kcs 

the clusters in LEACH .. C_F and SS\IR havc lignificant differcoce in their lifdimcs. 

7. Detail, of fraction of t'nerg..'" not ~·et uSl'd up 10 nI'l"ork lifetime 

The fraction of energy not yctuscd up to network lifetimc i, ~hown Fig. 4-32 when ),=0.6 

and Fig. 4-33 whcn ).=0.2. TIle curve of this fraction tenninates Jtthe network lifclimc of 

cach respective algorithm. This re,idual energy cannot be u.lcd any longer .10 is referred to 

a.1 wa.lted cncrgy. It can be .Iecn matlliU'C has smJlkr frJction of cnergy not yct used at 

network lifetime. Thereforc. BRPC performs better in using the network energy thJn do 

I.EACH. CF "nd SSMR 

The comparison of the fraction at the SJme number of the rOllnd, before the fir.ll-node 

lifetime of all algorithms sho"" the energy efficien;;y of the nctwork. For oample, at ROO 

rounds when ).=0.6. this fraction i, 67c;;" S()% Jnd 83 'J; in I.EACH_C_F, SSMR and 

BRPC respectively. which means that BRPC l·on;Ullle~ le~~ energy thJn LEACH_C_F and 
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SSMR. BRPC thercfof~ ~hows high~r energy efficiency than other two al,?orithms by 

millntaining the CH in the central area of thc clu~ter. 

Fr",,!;oo ofooe'g)' not yot n<od Ill' 10 n.h,o,k .r"ono "hl'n ;,... •. , 

UIl't> 

~ 80% , , , , 60% • 
,~ 

" ,- ."' • , 
• 20'" •• , , 

0% " ~1I!l III11Il 1511!l 20110 2;00 3000 35110 4000 .f500 

No. of runn<I' or d.t. <olle,t.,o 

Figurc 4-32. Fraction of cnergy not yet used up IV network lifetime when ).=(1.(;, 

11111 ~ 

"! 81l% , 
Lt::ACll C 1_ 

~. 

' . , 
• 60% 
,~ 
, ~ • • · -40'f, • , 
• 
•• 20 "1-, 
< "% 

" 4501) 7500 

'io. of mund, of dala l'O":l'lion 

Fig ur~ 4-33, Jiranion of energy thilt !lOI yet used up to network lifet ime when ).=0,2. 

The absulute value of th~ slope of the fraction curve shows the cncrgy efficiency uf the 

network, A sharp curve mean>; a low~r energy elTicicncy of lh~ al,?orithm, In a net'Wurk 

with steady power consumption, the slope of thc curve wi ll he a constant. Howe\'er. this 

slope is chilnge(i at differ~nl number, of rmmds in all algorithms, 
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BRPC separates the cluster lifetime into two periods. Period1 has higher energy efficiency 

than does period2. The energy efficiency of period2 therefore decreases and the absolute 

value of the slope becomes higher. 

In SSMR, the cluster that is nearest the sink dies first. The premature cluster death reduces 

the power consumption as no energy is consumed any longer in this cluster. However, 

after such a cluster dies, other clusters that still have residual energy need to increase their 

transmission power to reach the sink, thereby increasing the power consumption. When 

only one cluster dies, the decrease in power consumption caused by premature cluster 

death is less significant than the increase in power consumption caused by the 

transmission power increase in other clusters, so that the absolute value of the slope of the 

fraction curve decreases. When more clusters die, the absolute value of the slope of the 

fraction curve increases as the decrease in power consumption caused by premature 

cluster death becomes more significant. 

In LEACH_C_F, this absolute value of slope decreases after the first-node lifetime. When 

the clusters die prematurely, they will no longer consume energy. Therefore, less overall 

energy is consumed. 

8. Details of packets delivered to the sink up to network lifetime 

The total packets delivered to the sink at different rounds up to network lifetime are 

shown in Fig. 4-34 when A=O.6 and Fig. 4-35 when A=O.2. 

BRPC delivers more packets than LEACH_C_F and SSMR. The rate of delivering packets 

(the slope of the curve in the figure) in BRPC is almost a constant. These rates in 

LEACH_C_F and SSMR, however, decrease after their first-node lifetime, because the 

prematurely dead clusters cannot deliver data to the sink any longer. Though 

LEACH_C_F and SSMR deliver similar network data up to network lifetime, the rate of 

delivering packets in LEACH_C_F becomes slower than SSMR after some specific 

number of rounds. This result again shows that LEACH_C_F delivers more partial

network data then SSMR. 
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Figure 4-34. rotal delivered network data up to WSN lifdime wh~n ;'~.6 . 
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Figur~ 4-35. Tulal <1elivered n~twork data up to WS~ lifetim~ when f.=0 .2. 

9. Impac[~ of tran~miHer-(lJn plifier parameter, e omp 

TIli, suh,c<;tiofl invcstigates (he impacts of tran~mitkr-amplifi~r paramcter, e",,", whcn 

)..=0.·.1. Th~ fir,t-node li retim~. thc nctwork lifctime. and aggregated data packet, ddiv~r~d 

to the sink ar~ sekcted to assess this impact. 

Thc fir:st -nOOc I!fetim~ of alJ algor ithms dccrca,c~ whcn e,,,,,p im:r<O<lses, a, shown in Fig_ 4-

36. BRPC ~hows longer first-nodc lifetime than LEACI LC_F and SSMR TI1C impact of 

e",,", howcver. is diffcrcnt tor LEAC1LC_F and SSMR. \II/hen e,,"~'= I OpJihitlm2, thc t1rst-
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node lifetime in LEACH_C_F i~ longer th~n in SS'\1R where<l> when eo"'r ?'- 50pJlbitim' , 

it rev!.'rse>. 

, .. 
, 
• 

, , , , , , , 
.. - . . 't_ -'- . 

-'.::-::..-;,-,: . .:, . • ...... -
- 0--- _ _ _ _ 

'" '" 

'---':".:-'.::'::::"::" ._". -- - -- .. 
-~ 

"" 

Figurc 4-36. FisHIOdc lifNim!.' al dilTerenl e"..,.. valu!.'s \\lhen )~O.4. 

The improvement m network hktime by flRPC IS nOl significant as shown in Fig. 4-37. 
, 

When c a"'P= IOpJlbitim-, BRPC has even a shorter network liktime th<ln I.EACH_C_F. It 

hus ll<:en discu>sed in Se<:tion 4.2.2 that a two-hop routc is more energy efficient when thl' 

di,tance Detween the source and Ihe deslin<lti0n I'xcccds 100m. To achieve energy saving 

by scparating a route of one hop into two hops, thi> distun<:c octwcen .IOurC!.' and 

destinution !Jt,collle~ 10ngl'r ..... hcn e"..,..= I OpJlbitiml th~n a greatl'r "=p. Therefore, a .Ii ng!!.' 

hop route i.I more energy efficient th~n u multi-hop rout!.' in most s<:enario> of thi> 

sillluJ~lion when e",,,I'= I OpJlbltlm'. When the netwoTh size incre~>I";. flRPC will pre.lent 

higher energy eftidl'n('y th~n LEACH_C_F. Furthermore. the longer Tlt'tw0rk liktime 

doe.I not necessarily mean that LEACH_C_F performs bcltcr lhan BRPC a.I ,ome are~s in 

LEACH_C.,P arc ont of coverage earlier dnl' to thl' prem<ltnre <:iw,ter dealh. 

The difference belw!.'cn th!.' firll-ood!.' lifetime and the network lifl'timl' in thl" !.' thr!.'e 

~lg0rithms i> >h0wn in Fig. 4-31\. Th!.' diffcrerl<;c III BRPC LI !.'xtr!.'mely small where~s in 

I.EACH C F ~nd SSMR i> qnite , ignilkanL TIllS mcam that many aggregated data 

p<lckets delivcrl'd 10 thl' ,ink in LEACH_C_F and SSMR arc from th!.' partial network. 

thcrl'lly dcgr<lding JlI'lwork pcrformanc!.'. 
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Figure 4-37. !\ctwork lifetime at Jirr.:r~nl eo",,, valu~, when ).=0.4. 
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Fif!urc ..\·38. Di[T~r~nct: between the fi],SI-llod~ lifetime am! network [i fd ime, ",hen );=0.4. 

The total amollnt or n~lwork dJta (iehvc rcd to ilie Sillk is ,hown m Fig. 4-39. BRPC 

deliver, more network data than LI::ACH - C. F and SSMR when e",,", ): 50pJ/bitlnl, 

\\'h~n e"",!, = 1(~)JfbitJnI', however, LL\CH.C.F pcrfonns kll~r in delivering nelwork 

data lhan BRPC. which i, ,,'{)nsi,lenl with the network jifctim~ (s~c hg. 4-37). Huwev~r, 

mo>t data of BRPC ar~ [rum <ho entire network whereas qUite significant data of 

LIoACH_CJ and SSMR ar~ from lh~ partial nelwurk, a'> ,ho",n in Fig. 4-40. From this 

point I3RPC still pcrfOilli> better thai LEACH - C _,I'. hom Fig. 4-40, SSMR pcrifJITJ]S 

belt~r in sustaining Ihe increa,>~ of e"",!, than dllt', LEACH_ C_F. This i, beCU LISC when em".' 

incr~a <;es, a mllltl-hup route i> more lik~ ly IU hav~ high~r en~rgy e[['iciency than U single-

hop route 
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20% 

Figure 4-4(), Fraction of e~ tir~-nd" ork data out of network data. 

4.3.4 Inferences from the result ~ 

From the ,imulalion r~~ull>, tlk following inferences can be achieved: 

The characteri>tk of dir~di()f1al dara traffic towards the data sink in WSN,; degrade,; the 

energy efficiency gn:atly. 3, wt:ll a,; th<c rnc\\\ork performance hecause it result, in 

prematllre node death. Cl\l,wri~g ~ I gorilhm design b)' raking th i, characteri.ltic into 

account greatly improve~ ent:rgy dllck~cy and ~ctwork p<;rformancc of WSl\s. 

Oplimi/ing rhe CH .IC lcclion by laking Into account the location of the ll()(k, i~ the ciu>ter 

improyes energy effic iency of WSN,_ 
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The improvement by BRPC becomes more significant when the data aggregation rate or 

the transmitter-amplifier parameter increases. BRPC is therefore more suitable for the 

application in which the data that the sensor generated have low correlation or the nodes 

have high transmitter-amplifier parameter. 

4.4 Summary and discussions 

4.4.1 Summary 

A clustering algorithm, BRPC, for WSNs has been proposed in this chapter. This BRPC 

contributes to balancing power consumption throughout the network by considering the 

directional data traffic towards the sink. It also improves energy efficiency by maintaining 

the CH in the central area of the cluster through re-clustering without the ripple effect. 

The simulation results show that BRPC not only extends the lifetime of a WSN, but also 

improves the network performance. First-node lifetime and network lifetime have been 

used to evaluate the performance of energy efficiency of the algorithms. BRPC improves 

first-node lifetime significantly, as it avoids premature node death by balancing power 

consumption throughout the network. BRPC also improves network lifetime so that the 

network can run for a longer period. Entire-network data and partial-network data are used 

to evaluate performance of delivering data. BRPC delivers more entire-network data than 

do the comparative algorithms. This improvement is significant for realistic applications, 

which require high quality of service and need the information from the entire network. 

Besides delivering more entire-network data, BRPC also delivers more network data up to 

network lifetime. Therefore, it improves both energy efficiency and network performance. 

However, similar to the algorithms in [13, 34, 40, 42, 43], the simulation was conducted 

by implementing BRPC into MATLAB and it only evaluated the energy related issues. 

Other issues like link quality, quality of service, security were not evaluated. Further 

research will improve the design of the algorithm and conduct more comprehensive 

performance evaluation. 
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4.4.2 Discussions 

1. Extension to WSNs with different nodes and uneven node distribution 

BRPC assumes a homogeneous WSN with the identical sensors uniformly distributed 

within the network. During a real-life application, however, the sensor nodes in a network 

may not be the same and they may not be uniformly distributed in the network. 

This is to discuss the extension of the algorithm to WSNs with different sensor nodes and 

uneven node distribution. When such a network starts to work, the sensors send the 

location and energy information to the sink, which will then have an energy density map 

and a node density map of the network. In the assumption of BRPC, both the node density 

nd and the energy density nenergy are constants so that energy EeI"ster in a cluster can be 

expressed by (4.44), in which SeI"ster is the cluster area. 

E - S Xn Xn cluster - cluster d energy (4.44) 

In a network with different nodes and uneven node distribution, the node density a(nd ) 

and the energy density J(nenergy) become functions of the location. The energy Eel"ster can 

be expressed by (4.45). 

(4.45) 

The total power consumption of a cluster ~'"ster in a homogeneous WSN with uniform 

node distribution can be expressed by (4.46): 

Pcluster = PIntra-cluster + P Agg + PInter-cluster 

= a x (Scluster X nd -1) x (er + et + eampd
n )+ a x (Scluster X n d ) x e Agg 

+ i x er + (Axa x (Sc/uster xnd ) + i) x (et + eampDn) 

The meaning of each parameter in (4.46) can be found in Section 4.2.4. 

(4.46) 
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This total power consumption of a cluster ~/uster in a WSN with uneven node distribution 

can be expressed by (4.47): 

p = P +p +p 
cluster Intra-cluster Agg Inter-cluster 

= a x(er + et + eampd n) x( 1 a(nd )dS -1) + a xxeAgg x 1 a(nd )dS 

+ ixer + (Axa x (1 a(nd )dS)+ i)xk + eampDn) 

(4.47) 

Replacing (4.44) by (4.45) as the energy in a cluster and replacing (4.46) by (4.47) as the 

total power consumption of the cluster; the proposed clustering algorithm, BRPC, can be 

extended to WSNs with different nodes and uneven node distribution. 

2. Extension to WSNs with high node density 

In BRPC, it is assumed that all nodes need to transmit data to the CH during each round. 

Sometimes, however, the node density in the network is high and one area may be 

overlapped by several nodes. Therefore, not all nodes need to generate and send data to 

the CH during each round. A clustering algorithm for such networks with high node 

density is to be presented in Chapter 5. 
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5 Balancing power consumption (BPC) by joint 

clustering and scheduling in high-node-density 

homogeneous WSNs 

5.1 Strategies to improve energy efficiency in high-node

density clustered WSNs 

Chapter 4 proposed BRPC to balance power consumption and to improve energy 

efficiency for clustered WSNs. BRPC requires that each node sends its data to the 

respective CH during each round of data collection. However, in a WSN with high node 

density, it is unnecessary to require all nodes to send data to the CH during each round. 

In a WSN with high node density, an area that could, almost, be monitored by only one 

node may in fact have several sensor nodes, as shown in Fig. 5-1. It is therefore 

unnecessary to require that all nodes in this area be active at any given time [97,119,123]. 

Furthermore, having all these nodes in continuously active could be disadvantageous. First, 

though the data generated by these nodes can be locally aggregated before being sent to 

the sink, the source node may still waste significant energy in transmitting these data to 

the next hop. Secondly, the large number of nodes participating in relaying data makes the 

network topology more complicated. This complicated topology increases flooding in a 

network that uses a reactive routing protocol or overhead in a network that uses a reactive 

routing protocol. Thirdly, the resultant high-density data traffic increases the collisions 

and congestion, thereby increasing loss of data packets. 

For energy efficiency to be improved in such a WSN with high node density, only some 

nodes are allowed to actively monitor the network and to relay data for others. Others, 

meanwhile, are put into a sleep state with negligible power consumption [124]. 

Scheduling schemes have been proposed for this purpose. However, the purpose of most 

traditional scheduling schemes is to reduce power consumption of the nodes when they 

are in an idle state or to avoid collisions when some nodes want to use the same channel 

simultaneously. 
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hgun: 5·1. Th~ colored cluster (area) is covered by 5 duplicate node" 

The traditional sch<:duling algorithms have (1'0 disadvantages. First. (he active node~ may 

not cover the entire network, as the !lodes usually bt:come active ranuomly. S<xonuly, 

the,e algorithm,; usually do not cow,ider the directional data traffic in WS)/s. thereby 

resulting in the nodes nearer the sink dying premalllreiy a, ll~y need to relay more data. 

Joint clu,lering and schcdlliing in such a network has some advantage,>_ Fir.,l, in a WS:-' 

with high node dens ity. the Ilode~ can he du'>tered in slich a "ay that one active node in a 

cluster can almo,t cover the cntin: duster. This means that almosllhe entire network will 

he covered by the active !Iodes_ This active node is rderrcd (0 as th~ C[ [ of thflt cillster to 

make it consl,tent with Chapter 4. Secondly, ln traditional scheduling sch~m~" ~aeh node 

in the network can he active randomly wh~1l it i> ready to send data, making halanc~ of 

puI,er consumption throughollt the network mfeasiblc. However, by joint clustering and 

scheduling. it is possibk to anocat~ Ih~ ~n~rgy 10 ~a~h duster in accordance WIth its 

burden, making the balance of pow~r cOlllumplion throughout th~ ~ntir~ network fealible. 

BRrc in Chapter 4 contributed to balancing power consumption throughout tll<: network 

and fllfth~r improving ~n~rgy effici~IlCy hy maintaining the CH, in the central area of the 

cluster, As stated, however, the active nod~ in a du,t~r in a high'llo\k-demity WSN may 

nO! cover the e"tire clu,ter. If the clu,l.er lifetime m such a network is also separated into 

two period.~ and tli<' Cll is maintained in the ~entral area of the cluster as RRPC (refer 10 

Section 4.2.2 and Seetio" 4,2.5), some edge area of the cluster may he Ollt of eo .... erage 

within [he whole periodl Thus, to gU<lrantee that the area that is not covered in this round 
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be monitored in the following rounds, the CHs are required to be rotated within the entire 

cluster. 

This chapter therefore proposes an algorithm which joins clustering and scheduling to 

balance power consumption (BPC) throughout the network for clustered WSNs with high 

node density. In such a network, only the CH monitors the cluster, while other nodes are 

in sleep mode. The nodes are clustered in such a way that the energy store in the cluster is 

proportional to its power consumption. The cluster lifetimes are then equalized. 

Furthermore, BPC rotates the role of CH frequently according to the residual energy of the 

node to better balance power consumption among the nodes in the clusters and to make 

the cluster be better covered. 

Following the investigation of the existing scheduling algorithms, the proposed algorithm, 

BPC, is described. The performance of BPC is then evaluated by comparison with the 

other existing algorithms. 

5.2 Review of the existing scheduling schemes 

This subsection first investigates the existing scheduling algorithms. Following this 

investigation, the analysis of these algorithms is provided. 

5.2.1 Investigation into existing scheduling algorithms 

Typically, the proposed scheduling schemes can be classified into two major categories: 

energy saving schemes of the Medium Access Control layer (MAC schemes), and the 

topology-configuration scheduling schemes [119, 124, 125]. 

1. MAC schemes 

MAC schemes for WSNs can be further divided into contention-based MAC schemes and 

non-contention-based MAC schemes [125]. 

Power Aware Multi-Access protocol with Signaling (PAMAS) [126] has a two-channel 

architecture. It allows a node to sleep to avoid over-hearing a packet intended for a 
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different destination or to avoid interfering with another node's reception as it is not 

transmitting. However, PAMAS ignores the issue of idle listening. 

Sensor-MAC [127, 128] is a single-channel protocol. It applies a simple scheduling 

scheme to allow neighbors to sleep for long periods and to synchronize activation. 

However the nodes in Sensor-MAC need sleep schedules to be synchronized with those of 

surrounding neighbors. This is realized by their schedules being periodically broadcast. 

This periodic broadcasting increases flooding. Based on the communication of neighbors, 

T-MAC [129] improves Sensor-MAC by adjusting the length of time that sensors are 

awake between sleep intervals. 

More recently, Chowdhury [130] has proposed a CMAC scheme to allow for listening to 

and replying controlling messages even when the reception of a data packet is in progress 

at a sensor node. This saves more energy. 

The contention-based MAC schemes improve energy efficiency of WSNs. However, the 

power consumption of collision, over-hearing, and idle listening in these schemes is still 

significant. TDMA protocols have been therefore proposed to improve energy efficiency. 

Preamble-based TDMA protocols are collision-free by scheduling each node when it 

should be active and sleep. 

TRaffic-Adaptive Medium Access protocol (TRAMA) [131] employs a traffic distributed 

election scheme that selects receivers based on schedules announced by transmitters. The 

nodes in the network will periodically awake to exchange broadcasts and to learn their 

two-hop neighborhood. Based on this acquired knowledge, the nodes will periodically 

reserve future slots for backlogged traffic. A hash-based priority scheme is then used so 

that only one node in a two-hop neighborhood will transmit in a given slot. Miller [132] 

improves TRAMA by scheduling long-lived, end-to-end, and periodic flows instead of 

scheduling recently received packets based on hop by hop. Furthermore, this scheme does 

not need to maintain consistent two-hop neighborhood information, which therefore 

results in a simpler scheduling algorithm. Energy and rate based MAC protocol [133] is 

similar to TRAMA. This protocol divides a network into TDMA groups based on the 

neighborhood information. Using the critical energy of a node and the traffic flow rates of 
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its neighbors, it can adaptively allocate the appropriate timeslot to each node to balance 

power consumption. 

In Sichitiu's scheme [134], the nodes maintain a table of times when they should wake up 

to send and to receive data. When a sender intends to schedule a new flow on a link and if 

no data transmission is sensed in that slot, it will send an RSETUP packet. If the RSETUP 

packet is received successfully by the receiver, an ACK will be sent back to the sender 

and the slot is scheduled. If no ACK is sent back to the sender, the sender needs to re-send 

in a different slot. 

2. Topology-configuration scheduling schemes 

Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) algorithm [122] uses geographical information to 

prolong the lifetime of the network. The main idea of GAF is to partition the network into 

virtual square clusters. The clusters are structured such that any two nodes within 

neighboring clusters can communicate with each other. Energy is saved by scheduling 

only one node to be active in any cluster and by placing the others in its cluster into a 

sleep state. The algorithm by Koushanfar [135] forms a backbone for the network. Only 

the nodes in the backbone are active while other nodes are put into a sleep state. The 

nodes take turns to form part of the backbone to distribute power consumption. Different 

from GAF and Koushanfar's algorithm, the nodes in Adaptive Self-Configuring WSNs 

Topologies (ASCENT) [136] decide to become active based on both neighborhood links 

and the observed data loss rates. This provides the network with the ability to trade energy 

consumption for communication reliability. Similar to ASCENT, SPAN [137] adaptively 

elects active nodes according to the number of neighbors, but SPAN also considers the 

residual energy of the node. The node in SPAN takes the responsibility for making an 

independent decision as to whether it should become active or not. This decision is based 

on its residual energy and its benefit to the neighboring nodes of having their 

communication bridged. The active and the sleeping nodes will periodically check their 

states to decide whether they should take a new role: sleeping or becoming active. 

Xu [138] proposes two distributed algorithms to manage the channels of the nodes: the 

Basic Energy-Conserving Algorithm (BECA) and the Adaptive Fidelity Energy-
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Conserving A!gOfilhm (AI'ECA). The hasi~ idea of BECA LS (0 put (he nodes inlo sleep 

~I<lte when they are not p~rticip~(ing in sending, fOlwarding, or receiving data. RECA 

defines three possible qaks for a noc:k In loomIS or il$ radio componenls: siecpinR. 

listening. and Ocril'f . a~ ~hown in Fig. 5-2. Each node has an initial sleep period of time 1:1. 

However. during tbis sleep period. if the node has data to send. it will hccomc active. If It 

do.;,s not have data to send, it wi ll chang", to a li$l~ning '>tal" al"l~[' (he skep p<:rirxi T.\'. Th~ 

1i>lening pCTiod will be Tl. If it has data 10 send during this period, il will change to an 

active state. If not, it will return to a slcep stale after 11. The active period is defined as Ta. 

\Vh",n ~ nod~ becomo:, activ~, if it dc)<Os not s~nd or receivt' data after Ta. ,t will return to 

the sleep state. AFLCA is built un BECA bllt it adju>ts the sleep tjm~ 01- a node ha*d on 

m)(le demily_ 

Figure 5-2. Ba$i~ ~nergy-collServing ~lgorilhm (Adapl~d from l1381). 

Sparse Topology ami En~rgy Management (STEM) l139] h~., a two-channel archilecture. 

Th~ primary channel ,s for sending d~t~ ami the sO;Xondary one is for aw~king the Il<xks 

Energy savmg is achie\'~d hy keeping the data radio compon~nls sleep until 

communication is desired. Wh~n a nod~ n~eds to send a packet. it pages the next node in 

th~ routing path. This node IhenlUrns un it~ main radio so that It can receive the packet A 

mxlc wilh data to send hegins llansmil1ing continllously un (h~ "ake up channel long 

enollgh 10 gllarante~ (hat all neighbors receive the wake lip signaL RATE-EST [140] is 

similar 10 STE\l, but it adti~v~~ greater energy saving by periodic~lly listening on th~ 

primary ch~nnel and bufli;,ring packets. 
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5.2.2 Analysis of the existing scheduling algorithms 

Analysis of the existing algorithms 

The existing scheduling algorithms allow the nodes in the network to sleep with negligible 

power consumption when they do not have data to send or relay. This saves significant 

energy in the network. As stated in Section 5.1, however, these algorithms may fail to 

optimize energy efficiency as the directional data traffic is not considered. Furthermore, 

the active nodes in the network may not cover the entire network. An algorithm that 

combines clustering and scheduling techniques is expected to addresses these two issues 

effectively. 

Related work 

GAF [122] combines the clustering and scheduling techniques to improve energy 

efficiency. GAF, however, is proposed for MANETs so that the directional data traffic 

towards the sink is not taken into account. It therefore fails to optimize energy efficiency 

in WSNs. 

Deng [123, 141] proposes an algorithm which applies a scheduling scheme into a 

clustered WSN. This algorithm organizes the nodes into one-hop clusters. It considers that 

the nodes that are further away from the CH will have higher burden as they need higher 

transmission power to reach the CH. By scheduling these nodes into sleep state more 

frequently than others, this higher burden can be compensated, therefore equalizing the 

node lifetime in the same cluster. However, Deng's algorithm only balances power 

consumption among the nodes in the cluster and fails to balance power consumption 

throughout the network. 

5.3 Proposed clustering algorithm-BPC 

5.3.1 Network model and energy model 

The network model in this chapter is similar to the one in Chapter 4 except that the model 

in this chapter caters for a high density of nodes. Energy-constrained identical sensors 

with limited transmission power are uniformly distributed in a WSN. These sensors are 
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aware of their location information, so that they can be geographically grouped into 

clusters by the sink which has sufficient resources and is located near the network. Each 

cluster only requires the CH to be active. The role of active CHs is rotated among the 

nodes in the cluster. 

The energy model of BPC is the same as BRPC in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.1), which is 

shown in (4.1), and the following parameter values are applied: for distance d<dcrossover 

(where dcrossove,=87m), eamp= 1 OpJlbitim2 and n=2; for distance d?:.dcrossoven 

eamp=0.0013pJlbitim4 and n=4; and eFe,=50 nJlbit. 

5.3.2 Cluster organization and contention-based scheduling algorithm 

The organization of clusters is described here and summarized in Fig. 5-3. Similar to 

BRPC in Chapter 4, BPC is distributed yet centralized at start-up to better form the 

clusters. The clusters are fixed, yet re-clustering (with resultant ripple effect) will take 

place when original nodes leave or new nodes join the network. The network lifetime is 

divided into rounds and each round is divided into a set-up phase and a data 

communication phase. 

When the network commences, the sink collects the location information of the nodes and 

then divides the network into geographically-based clusters using a centralized scheme. 

The clusters are organized in such a way that the burden of each cluster is relative to its 

energy store to make the clusters have similar lifetimes. This is analyzed in detail in 

Section 5.3.4. After determining the cluster divisions, the sink broadcasts the division 

information, which includes location information, cluster ID and the number of nodes in 

each cluster, to each node. 

On reception of the division information from the sink, a node can determine which 

cluster it belongs to. Through exchange of the information of the cluster ID that each node 

receives from the sink, the relationship of cluster-mates of the nodes in the same cluster is 

developed. Thus, each node can maintain the information of all nodes in the same cluster. 

The next step is to elect a CH in each cluster to monitor that cluster and to relay data from 

other clusters. The selection of the CH is based on the residual node energy. However, 
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should the network commence when all nodes have the same residual energy, the node at 

the centre of the cluster is selected to be CH. 

On reception of the location information, the nodes 
are geographically grouped into clusters with pre-determined 

number and number of member nodes. 

Sink broadcasts the clustering information to the nodes. This information 
includes the location information, cluster !D, the number of 
nodes in the cluster, and the number of frames for each CH 

A node broadcasts its own information (cluster ID, residual 
energy, location information) to its neighboring nodes 

Neighboring nodes compare the cluster !D 

y 

N 

y 

The node with the highest residual energy announces 
itself to be CH. On reception of this announcement, 

other nodes tum off their radio components. 

Data communication phase initiates 

Figure 5-3. Flow chart of cluster organization of BPe. 

The scheduling scheme used for the competition of being a CH is contention-based. To 

reduce the flooding caused by exchanging residual energy information, only the CH will 

broadcast its residual energy information to the member nodes when each round expires. 

This is because, only the CH consumes energy during each round (other nodes are in sleep 

state with negligible power consumption) and thus only its residual energy information 

needs to be updated. Each time residual energy information is updated; the node with the 

highest residual energy becomes a CH for the next round. The sink assigns the CHs a 
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number of frames. This llllmber is pre-set according to the requirement of the network. If a 

network nced~ high (juality uf service and needs all information carried by the entire 

[l!;(work, the active CH needs to be rut~ted freqllently. This frequent rowtion. how.:vec 

m~y consume SOIll<: energy. incn:ases topology overhead and flooding in [oming 

di~coycry, Adjll~ting the rotation period, the lradcoff between the QoS and the powcr 

consumption c~n be achieved. 

The TD:>.1A scheduling scheme in FlRPC (prO(Xlsed in Chaplt:r 4) for each CH, as ~ho\'.n 

in Fig. 5-4. al low, each member nod<:s to send dma to Ill<: CH in theiroll'n frumes (rder 10 

Section 4.2.3). 

TOM A ,ch~"' ~ rOT ~oc" ell (0 ~!Jow lh~ member node, to .end data in BRI't: 

f'''nll' n 

, , 

Figure 5-4. TDMA ~ch<:me for the CHs in FlRPC (Propo,ed in Chapter 4). 

Th~ ~cheduling ~ehemc of BPC is shown in Fig. 5-5. At each round, the mxk "ith the 

highest re~idual ~nergy in the eilister be(:omes the CH. After the CH j, detelmined, the 

number of fr~mes is assigned to ea<;h CH. A CH i, allowed to send a daw p~ckct within 

each frame. 
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Figure 5·5. Sch~dll[illg scheme for BPe, 

5.3.3 Data communication phase 

The whole P['occ~, of the data communication ]llla.le of BPC j, shown In Fig. 5-6. \Vhen 

Ihe number uf fram~\ is a5~igned to e,Kh CR. the CH can s~ml data 10 Ihe ,ink. BRPC 

r~quin:s a CH to aggregate the data from the member nodes hcfOl'c it sends the data 10 the 

s ink (refer \0 Section 4.2.3). Thi~ is hccause the data from the memhcr nodes correlale and 

Ihus the daw aggreg~tion proces> can greatly reduce the amount of dala and Ihus power 

consumption of relaying them. The data generated by each CH in BPC however, are from 

different clll>ters, which h3w virtually sm~li!n<J c<)rr~I~lion [35] TIle d1ta aggregmion 

pnx'e>s c~nnO I significantly r~duce Ih~ data amount. BPC therefore doe> not require the 

CHs to aggrcgmc dm3 ove r hop by hop as done in previous re>C3rch [35J_ The rollting 

di>eovery proce% in RPC i, similar to Ihal in BRPC, when a CH ~cquires the rouling 

informmion, it ,elects the routes ba-cd on the consitkrmion of rewiu3i node energy 
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Cluster is set up after network initiates 

Data communication phase initiates and a 
CH is ready to send data to the sink 

CH broadcasts route request towards the sink 

N 

y 

Get the minimum residual energy of the node in each 
route and select the one with the highest value 

N 

The CH broadcasts its residual energy to the nodes in the cluster 

The node with the highest residual 
energy becomes the CH for the successive round 

Figure 5-6. Flow chart of data communication phase of BPC. 

5.3.4 Equalizing cluster lifetime 

This subsection discusses equalizing cluster lifetime using the model shown in Fig. 5-7. 

This model has been used to explain equalization of cluster lifetimes in BRPC. The 

explanation of the parameters can be found in Section 4.2.4. 

The clusters are named according to their geographic positions. The identical sensors with 

the initial energy of Einirial are uniformly distributed in the network which has a node 

density of nd. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that each cluster selects the node at 

the centre of the cluster to be CH. For cluster aibj, the transmission range of dij is assigned. 
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Thi, transmission range, how~'er. I' aujus!ahlc in ll<Jlh realistic applicalions ilnd 

,imlliillions. 
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- - , 

• • • • • , 
',b, .,b, o,b, .Jb, 

• • • • • 
)1 
II 

,--'-" -, 

• 

Figure 5·7. WSN to ~.\ plaill dll'kr-lifdim~ e<.jual;/.at ion III BPC 

To equalize the cluster lifetimes, (), 1) mu ,I b~ ob'~rv~d_ 

const (3.1 ) 

where lc'""", (il is the total energy slure in duster a,b." and Ip,Ji ) and L,P)i) arc 

rc<;pe(;!i vcly the 100al CH power con<;wnplion of receiving and transmitting data in ~ll1,\er 

aib)_ 

There ar~ four neighboring dusler, as 'hown in Fig:. 5-8. Ea~h CH generate, an a-bit dum 

message. It is assumed that the [>rooability of il neighboring CH nCilrer the sink of dl1,t~r 

",_Jbj _1 to rclay the route I'CqllC<;1 is p. The tota l dma of the CH in cluster a,b, (U(lta"", ) that 

need to be relayed is separated mto the dam thilt the CH receives I-rum oth.:p; (R(a,bj J) 

and the data that the CH transmits tv the next hvp (T(aib,)), as ,hvwn in (5.2)_ Th.: 

explanation of the parameters can be found in Section 4,2,4, 
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• ~. 'kl - . ,-- .,,-
";bj- , a,_,bJ_1 

• • , 

/ 
, 
, 

-

. / • 

- ---..ii, 
'jbJ a,. ,b --_ . 

D. la ' ink 

Figure 5-8. Ditfer"m data traffic in nc ighl:>oring clusters in BPC. 

in which 

R(a,u,) = T(u, _,bj ) x fJ + T(aib
J

_
1

) x j3 + T(a, ,bj 1) X jJ + 2 X T (U ,_Lbj_ l ) X IJi 
= L L (i + j - m-n)xa", a, x p ,,;-m-, 

('"~ , I ,,"~j J) 

T(o ib) =a + L ~)I +.i- Ill - II) x a ", a . x/I"i-~-" 
i>oi-lJl'>j" 

Ihe power consumption of Ihe CH in clusler a,b, is lherdore detenn incd in (5.5) 

Ihe lOlal in;!i;l l erergy slore or dusler a,h, is (5_6): 

(~_2i 

(5.3) 

(5A) 

(.1,6) 
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(5.7) 

5.4 Performance evaluation 

To evaluilte Ilk: performaoce of BPC for WS'I, Wilh high node density, a traditional 

clustering algorithm, which organize, dllster, wilh ,imilar ~i/e', ~ul'h as in [1 4, 34, 3h, 

42J. and sends data to the sink over multi -hop roll tes, >u"h <IS in [34, 36], i, u,eu for 

~ornpilri>()n, To render [he>;e Iwo illgorilhrn, comparahle, the scheduling algor ithm being 

implemented makes only the CH in the , eJected traditional duslering algorithm act"",. 

Thi~ <llgorilhm. wh;<:h i, now ,imii<lr to GAF, j, refelTCd to as Same Size with only CH 

Active (SSCA) . 

5.4.1 Simulation scenario 

Homogeneous sensor nodes. 400 in lola!. an: uniformly di~lribul~d wiilun an area of 

I OOmx.'iOm. with the datil ~ink lC><,:a ted 10m away from the octwork, a, shown in Fig. 5-9. 

Each node has 2J initial Cll<:rgy wilh a maximum lr~n,mi'''lOn rangc 01 70m. The 

operation of bOlh algor ithms is brokcn up into roullds. Each round ~,~ign~ 20 frames [0 a 

CH ~ml a CH ,emb a 500 hyles packet to the sink over a multi -hop TOllto;: during each 

frame . Tho;: node, arc organized inlo 8 clll~ler'. 

.. 
dII· 
Jl oto <illk~U 

(0.0) 

CIo,ter 4 

Clu<1o, J CI"'t"~ 

~;c-----... 
" "" 

Flgurc 5-lJ. Simulation Sccnario of I3PC. 
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5.4.2 Assessments requirement 

The performance evaluat ion for lllli'C (refer to S,ection4.3) only mea~ured the first-node 

lifetime and tho: network lifdime, Bc,idcs measnring the~e two lifetimes, the pt'T[urmancc 

cvalim( ion of Brc provide; more detail; aoollt the ro:,idllal mx1e o:ncrgy at different stagcl, 

as shown in Fig. 5-] O. 

j Simul,th,. , tart, 

" 
hr " 'i tior 

" 

, SSC\ 

IlI'C 5: A! fir:sl-M(~k lifotimo (~' I",th "1ItOrithr'" 

Figul"C 5-1 O. Comparbon~ 10 be made at differ~nl ,1ages 

Thoo nctwork hfetimc is sep~r~lo:d into four stages: 

t. hefore thoo [jf'l-noue lifetime (thoo definilion of first·node liktime can be found in 

Section 4,3.2) of both ~Igorilhms, 

11. ar lhe fi r~ t fim-node li fe lime el1collnkT~J in cilher algol'l thm (1X),sihly SSCA), 

m. afla Ihi~ [jrsl-nooe lifetime and, 

IV. at the [j[,1 conno:cl i\'ilY li fetime (the ddiuition of ~onnO:~livi l y li fctime cau be fOlll1d 

in SeetioIl4.3.2) ~m:olln(~T~d in cither algorithm (possibly S,S,CA1. 

Th~ fir,( ,tilge (i) ,hows how much average cn~rgy remain, in every node in different 

clu,(~rl. A ~imi l ar avcrage energy means a good b~l~nce of power eOllSumption, The 

,~coml ,(age (ii) i ~ expected at the first·lik(ime of SSCA. BPC balances po\\cr 
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consumption throughout the network so that it is reasonable to expect that BPC has longer 

first-node lifetime than that of SSCA. After the first-node lifetime, the nodes with residual 

energy in SSCA keep relaying data to the sink. The third stage (iii) compares the average 

residual node energy to show how energy is consumed in the clusters that still have 

remaining energy. The fourth stage (iv) is expected at the connectivity lifetime of SSCA, 

as BPC should have a longer connectivity lifetime than does the SSCA. 

The above four stages compare the average residual energy at the same number of rounds. 

The first-node lifetime and connectivity lifetime in BPC and SSCA, however, are different. 

It is therefore necessary to compare the respective lifetimes and the average residual node 

energy at their respective lifetimes in BPC and SSCA. 

Besides the comparison of the residual energy at different stages, the following four 

components are also evaluated to more comprehensively assess the algorithms: (1) the 

number of live nodes up to connectivity lifetime, (2) the distribution of residual node 

energy at the connectivity lifetime, (3) the amount of energy remaining in the network up 

to connectivity lifetime, and (4) the data packets delivered to the sink up to connectivity 

lifetime. 

5.4.3 Simulation results 

Fig. 5-11 shows the average residual node energy at 900 rounds. Up to 900 rounds, SSCA 

consumes 1571 energy whereas BPC consumes 1531 energy. The consumed energy is 

similar. However, as SSCA assigns similar number of nodes to each cluster without the 

consideration of the directional data traffic, the cluster that is nearest the sink needs to 

relay more data from others and will drain energy at a more rapid rate. BPC, on the other 

hand, allocates the number of the nodes to each cluster according to the burden of the 

respective cluster. The clusters in BPC therefore drain energy at a similar rate, which is 

obvious from Fig. 5-11. 

Fig. 5-12 shows the comparison at 1072 rounds, which is the first-node lifetime of SSCA. 

Up to 1072 rounds, SSCA consumes 1871 energy whereas BPC consumes 1811 energy. 

When any node dies in cluster 1 (refer to Fig. 5-9) in SSCA, other clusters still have much 

energy left. The directional data traffic in the WSN makes cluster 1 die much earlier than 
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the o[her" Howcver, toc averag~ re,i(lim1 en~rgy in I3PC is almo,t the ,arne, BPC thus 

prescnts a far Ixll~r b,dall~e ill powcr con,Ulnplion than dex, SSCA, 

Is , • ,. " • • • 1.~ • 
! 

" • • .. OA 

= 
0 , , 

nee O SSCA 

figure 5-11. Avcragc residual mxk cm:rgy at 900 Round, in BPC ami SSCA. 

0 
, 

~ ,. • • • • u , 
I ~ 0' I , 
" " • 0,4 

" 
o 

A,. ... "g. ,.."iduaI .. ,d, ""''Ii) al 1072 ROl",,:b, "hith i> U., 
fiNt'Il (Jd, ~f.tin'" "r SSCA 

,--- -~----~I 

, , , , 
I ~ DI'C 0 SSCA 

Figure 5-12, Average re, idlmi [lOde energy at 1072 Roumh in BPC and SSCA. 

After cluster 1 in SSCA dies, th~ CH in dll,ter 2 or dllst~r 3 (refer to Fig. 5-9) needs 10 

in~rt: usc trun,rni"ion pow~r 10 IT uch Ihe , ink, r~,ul ling in highcr burdcll carried by lh~,e 

clusters. which makc, tocm dra in energy mor~ rapidly, Fig. 5-13 show, the averag~ 

w;idllal node energy at 1750 rollnd., Up to 1750 fUlInl!>. SSCA ~ollsumes 317J ~nergy 

whereas Bre COll<;lUnCS 2lJ21 encrgy, TI1C uifkrclKe in consllmed energy bc l we~n SSCA 

and BPC is 251 wocrca, this differen~e is only 6J at 1072 rounds. Though no ~nergy j, 

<:onsumcd in dllstcr 1 after it dk, prematllrely in SSCA, li>c innea,~ of power 
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conslHnplion ~aused by the higher transmission powcr in clu,ter 2 or elustcr -' is morc 

significant. SSCi\ thcrefore p""~TllS a higher rule of con,uming ~nergy alier cluster I dies. 

, 
5 
0 ' .. • 0 u • 
] 

"' " " " o.~ 'j; 

" " , , , ; • , , 
I n ap(; 

. O SSCA CiUllo" 

Figure 5" 13. Average residual node energy at 1750 Rounds in BPC aml sse<\', 

Fig. 5·14 shows the average residual node elk'rgy at 2298 round" which ;, the 

connectivity lifetime of SSCA. Up to 2298 rounds. SSCA con,ume, 389J energy wh~reas 

Erc conwme-; 383J eTIt'rgy. The ditlcrence in consumcd cnergy between SSCA and BPe 

which is 61 at 2298 rounds. be~om~, smalkr than lhe OJ"" al 1750 rounds, which is 25J. 

TIli, is heeau>c as more clusters die, the decrease of power consumption due to the 

premature duster death is more sigmficant lhan lhe increa,e caused by U1C higher power 

necded to rcach the ,ink. The directional data trJITic makes sse<\, wasle m()r~ than 50% 

cncrgy Atthc connectivity lifetimc of SSCA. EPC still has lJ energy left in each node . 

5 
! • 0 • 
~ 
0 

• " " i 

, 
,. 
u 

"' 
"' 
" 

.'\Ie"'g' ""klwl ""'" ''''''ll" at Z298 KIJIJIId<. "hic~ " till' 
""""«ilk)" I~·<tin'" of S,CA 

, • 
II BPC 

, 
D SSCA 

Figure 5-14. ,<\'verag~ residual mxk ~nergy at 2298 Rounds in 13PC and SSCA. 
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Fig. 5-15 comp<lres the resi(iual nude ellergy illUPC and SSCA at their respective first

mxle lifetime. The first-node lifetime m SSCA is unly 1072 round, whereas it is 4682 

roulldl in Ere, which is u 4.37 times improvement. At the first-node lifet ime. SSCA 

consumes only 187J cnergy wlicrc<ll Erc COJl.\umes 780J energy. The low towl re,idual 

ellergy of the network meuns the power con>umptioll i> wcll balanccd. UPC pcrfonn:; far 

hwer in b<ll<lncing power consumption throughout the network that doe, SSCA. 

" J , , , , .• 
• , 

" " • IJ.S , 
• 
~ OA 

" 
-'" 

A>orog. ""idual ox"" .""'llY at tIr.,.!lO<le liM!."" 0' SSCA at 
1Ir111lowoi; and in IIt'C at 4"~~ 1100"<1., 

~ 

I 

• ~JL I 
., , 

CIu>te", 

, • , 

Figurc 5-\ 5. Average residual node energy <It first-node lIfetime of UPC and SSc.",. 

Fig. 5- 16 compares the residual node ellergy in UPC and SSCA at their reopective 

connc:ctivily lifetinles. Tile connectivity lifetime in SSCA is unly 2298 roullds wherca> it 

i, 4736 roullds in UPC. Up to cunnectivlty lifetime. SSCA consumes 389J energy wherca, 

UPC consume~ 789J energy. The wasted energy in SSCA <lnd Erc is thereforc 4llJ <In (i 

1 JJ respectively. BPC perform, far bettcr in u,ing the energy th<ln doe, SSCA. 

The difference between the fim-nodc lifetime and the connectivity lifetime in SSCA is 

122ti rounds. whidl is evcll longer th<ln its nr~t-Ilode lifetimc (1072 roullds). This Ine<lns 

th<lt. though the connectivity lifet ime i, a, long us 2298 round; in SSc.",. ~ome c1mters are 

out of coverage after 1072 round, (fin;t-node li fet ime). It has been smted th<lt e<lch duster 

is .Iupposed to tx: (almost) ,"ovcred by uilly one aClive nude. When allY node dics in the 

network. ulmost <Ill node> in thut chhler <lre dying as the power consumption of the active 

node (CII) is well b<ll<lnced. Thi, meun, that thc enti re clustcr will not lle monitored <lny 

longer. thus degruding the netwurk perform<lnce. ThIs (iifference in UPC is oilly 54 rounds. 

Compared to the fir>t-node lifetime (4682 rU llll(I:i), this diffcrcnce i> negligible. BPC 
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th~r~fore not only balance.1 pown consumption of the octwork but also improve:; network 

pcrformane~ a~ wdl by preventing some area, from ~ing prematurely out 01- coverage. 

A'l'ragc resw..,t oode ~""rv al <""""<Ii,ily 1if~llmo In SSCA 
al 2298 RoU1ldo; and in HPC ~( 47.'6 ROIlIKI> 

DSSCA 

~ ~ , 
Cltl'>lcn 

~ 

• , 
" 

Figure 5-16 Aver~ge r~"dual nod~ energy ~t COlHleetivity hldim~ of BrC and SSCA 

Fig. 5-17 :;hows th~ tOl~l num~r of live node, up (0 conocctivity lifetime. In SSC.'\. the 

nodes in the same cluster die almosl siml!llan~o\lsly_ ThlS is becan.l~ th~ CH role;'1 rotated 

1i-~qn~ntJy and (he power con~umption of (he node is well balanced wilhin the cJu:;ler:;. 

This balance however i:; only ~equired withm the cJu~t~r, not the emire network, as it does 

not con,j,kr the directional data traffic. After the clust~r nea"",l th~ .Iink dies, the 

connectivity t><;,tw~en lh~ network lind the sink is still maintained as other L"iu:;ler, can .Itill 

relay data to the sink llsing a longer twn,mj~:;ion rang~ within the maximum limit. The 

eonn~etjvity hetw~cn the ~ink and the network is lost when th~ di,t~nc~ l~l\wenthe ,ink 

lind its neare:;t du:;ler which ~ljll hu.1 energy e.\cccds the ma:l.imum trllnsmission r.mg~ 01-

the nodes. In Bre, however, th~ clust~n; die almo,t sirnultan~ollsly because the power 

con,umption is well balanced throughoulthe network. 

The di,triblilion of the re,idual node energy at connectivity lifelime in SSCA and BrC ;'1 

pre~~llled in fig. 5-111. Allnodcs in I3PC have less than 5% energy left. How~ver, in 

SSCA, many node, have a good proportion of residual energy: about 13% of node :; hllve 

50",1 energy left a~d about 50% of nodes have more than 75% energy IdL Th~ wllsted 

residual energy in SSCA is thnefore quite :.ignificant_ This mean, thllt the hlllllnce of 
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IXlwer COTlSllmplion among the node., in typical WSK, i, actually important for incrca,illg 

WSN lifetime L37J. 

i lSI 

• , , 
:. .\Q\I 

'" ' • 

No. of Ii,. "0"" up to co"".cthH~·lif.li"", 

SSCA l 
'00' 

Figure 5-17. :-.Jumher ot I, ve nodes up to the co tlllcctivily lifclim<:. 

Vi>lr~'u{ion of rc,i~ual nod. Oll"rg~' ut c"nnectiyil~' ~I"lim • 

1110 % , 
" 80% 
0 

• " _C_. __ O=SS~C~A __ r---II 
0 

• '"' 0 

• • , 
'"' 0 

" t 20% 

"' <5% 5'31-_25% 25%·50'10 50"'-75% 

_________ Re, idual en"'1ll' (% I 

Figure 5-18, Distrihlll ion of res idual node energy at cD!lneCi i vi I)' Ii r dime. 

Fig. 5-19 shows rhe energy not yet used up to cunllcctivity lifetime. This rl(~ illumates 

that before the first-node lifetime, the energy erliciency j, quite similar ill SSCA and Bre 

as they almost cOllsumc the same amount of energy al Ihe same number of rounds. After 

its fir,\ -nodc liktime, BPC consume~ energy more ,lowly than docs SSCA as some mx!cs 

in SSCA neeu higher power to reuch the ,ink. As more clusters die in SSCA. however. 

BPC conSlllne, energy more quickly Ihan does SSCA. Thi~ l~ becau,e that the decrcase in 

po\wr consumplion of SSCA cULIled by the smuller number of nodes that arc COIlSUlTIlllg 
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energy becomes more ,ignificam than the increa~e in power consumption cased by the 

higher powel' needed to re;lch the ,ink, thu~ decreasing the rate of consuming enern. fig. 

5-19 ;11'0 ~hows Ihat. at connectivity lifetime, SSCA con,umes les, than S()% energy 

wherea, EPC conSl.Unes almo,t ;111 energy in Ihe nelwork. This remaining energy at 

COIlneClivily lifetime canoo\ be used by the network any longer and is wasted. Erc 

lherefore presents an obvious improvement compmed to SSCA. 

ERC~Y not Jet "sed,s. No. or Rounds 

~ -- 8PC-- -SSCA 

'~~ 

" tOliU lUUO .lIiUU 4000 

No. of MoulUh 

Figure 5-11). Energy not yet u,ed up to connectivity lifetime. 

l'ig. 5·20 show, the toml Ilumber of data packets delivered to Ihe sink up 10 connectivity 

lifetime. Thi" lilustrJtes the eflectiveness of EPC in delivering data. Up to conneclivily 

lifelime. SSCA ooly deliver1< 33724() p;lckel' where;ls BrC deliver> 757040 packets to the 

,illk. I3PC oIlers impl'Ovements in data delivery by 124.5% over SSCo\. Among Ihese 

network (/;11;1, 99.()% Jnd 50.')% packets are delivered to the ,ink hefore the first-node 

lifetime. which are from the enlire network. in Brc ;lIld SSe,\ re'peClively. EPe not only 

improves the eJlel'n effic iency bUI also the network perfonnance. 

504.4 Infe rences from the result 

l'rom the slllllIlmiofl re'lIlts. the fo llowing Inference, can be achieved' 

The ch;lnlcteristic of di rectional data traffic towards the data sink in WSNs with high ]}{xle 

densilY degrJdes Ihe ellergy efficiency greatly, as well as the performance because il 

re~ull~ in premature node de;llh. By taking into account Ihis characteristic when designing 
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algorithm which comhining clll.I{ering and scheduling, Ihe energy eftlciency of the 

network C~n be dr~matically improved, a~ well as the netw()fk performance bec~llse it 

both prevents the prcmatlll'e [lOde death and makes toc coverage of the entire network 

more reliahle. 

Data PR~k.ts dell .. rtd to lb •• IRk.-.. No. of Koollds 

---SSCA -arc I 

o ~liIIll 

----

Figlll'c 5.:20. Number 01 packel~ de livered to the sink. 

Summar\' and discussions 

5.5.1 Summary 

An algorithm, which combines 10lusiering and scheduling (0 halance power oonwmption 

throughoul a homogeneous WS:;-r wilh high node density. h~> been propos.cd in thi> 

chapter. This algorithm only requires the Cl r in each ciu<;lCr to IX' active to monitor that 

du>\er and to rday data for others_ By frequently [mating the CH rok, the burden of 

monitoring the clu,\er and rclaying data for olheT> is balanced and thc cluster coverage is 

guarnntecd ily designing the clu,ler, in such a way that Ihe energy ,(Ore in the cluster il 

proponional to il.l poWCI' conwlllption, dU,I~T lifetimes are cqualized. The simulation 

re>ults >how that thi, a lgorithm improves bolh energy efliciency and nctwol'k performance. 
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5.5.2 Discussions 

The design of the algorithm and the conducted performance evaluation only focus on 

energy efficiency. Other issues like link failure, data re-transmission, and network security 

are not taken into account. 

Furthermore, similar to some clustering algorithms [30, 122], the data packets are forced 

to be relayed by the neighboring CHs during the simulation. The selection of the route, 

though having better balanced power consumption throughout the network, may not be the 

most energy efficient one. 

Further work will improve BPC design by considering more issues as motioned. It will 

also consider further improvement in energy efficiency by selecting backbone routes 

based on the consideration of total needed energy of the routes. 
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6 Reducing unnecessary broadcasting and balancing 

power consumption (RBBPC) in clustered MANETs 

6.1 Strategies to 

MANETs 

. 
Improve energy efficiency in clustered 

Chapter 3 analyzed existing energy-efficient clustering algorithms for MANETs and 

concluded that a clustering algorithm which reduces unnecessary broadcasting and 

balances power consumption throughout the network is necessary. 

Unlike WSNs which function to collect data for certain special tasks, a typical MANET is 

usually applied to enable communications between the nodes in the network. Therefore, in 

a MANET, no data sink is necessary and thus no data traffic is directed towards a sink. 

This means that the data traffic in a MANET is usually more uniform than that in a WSN. 

Equalizing cluster sizes in a MANET can actually balance power consumption among the 

clusters. Unfortunately, the free and arbitrary movement of the nodes brings more 

challenges to maintenance of the clusters and cluster sizes, and associated energy 

efficiency of the network. 

In a clustered MANET, the clusters may frequently be changed by the movement of the 

nodes. It is therefore necessary to maintain the clusters. A typical traditional clustering 

algorithm broadcasts control messages to periodically update the links or the node states. 

Each CH maintains a list of IDs of the member nodes in the cluster. This periodic updating 

detects the changes in the cluster by receiving the responses of the broadcast control 

messages from the member nodes. The cluster information can therefore be updated. 

Typically, in a MANET with higher node speed, the clusters are changed more frequently. 

Thus, to maintain these clusters, more frequent broadcasting is required. Periodic 

broadcasting therefore needs to meet the requirement of the potentially highest node speed 

in a MANET. The negative outcome of this is that when the nodes are moving with lower 

speed, the unnecessary broadcasting wastes network energy. Adaptive broadcasting 

according to the requirement of the node speed helps to reduce unnecessary broadcasting 

when the node speed is lower. To broadcast control messages adaptively, the speeds of the 
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nodes need to be determined. Most clustering algorithms use GPS technology or 

calculations to predict the movement or to acquire the speed information. These 

algorithms thus draw on extra support or more powerful nodes in the network [142-146]. 

This chapter proposes an efficient method to assess the node speed and the broadcasting 

frequency that this speed needs. Gavalas also proposes an algorithm to broadcast control 

messages adaptively [72]. The adaptive broadcasting frequency in his algorithm, however, 

is determined arbitrarily. Therefore, this adaptive broadcasting frequency may exceed or 

may not satisfy the required frequency of the node speed. The proposed algorithm RBBPC 

builds the relationship between the speed and the rate that this speed changes the topology. 

This rate can be assessed by measuring the number of re-clusterings in a clustered 

MANET within a limited interval when some nodes are moving at this speed. The 

necessary broadcasting frequency of each speed can then be determined and the control 

messages can be broadcast adaptively according to the requirement of the speed. 

Different to a WSN, a typical MANET usually has relatively lower node density [11]. A 

CH in a clustered MANET is more likely to die. This occurs especially in algorithms that 

extend the service time of CHs to improve cluster stability [72]. The lack of mobile nodes 

due to energy depletion may cause network partition and communication interruption [11, 

63]. Hence, it is important to balance power consumption among mobile nodes to avoid 

premature node failure, especially in networks with low node density [103]. 

Similar to the CHs in a clustered WSN, rotating the CH role in a clustered MANET also 

distributes the higher burden of the CHs among the mobile nodes. Besides the rotation of 

CH, equalizing cluster sizes in a MANET further balances power consumption among the 

CHs and the clusters. As the nodes move freely and arbitrarily, however, this size balance 

has more challenges. When the speed is low, maintaining the cluster sizes within a limited 

range is feasible. When the speed is high, the movement of nodes may change the clusters 

and cluster sizes more frequently. A limited range of cluster sizes will lead to frequent re

clustering, thereby increasing the power consumption of maintaining the clusters and 

cluster sizes. RBBPC, therefore, adaptively balances the cluster sizes according to the 

node speed. When the speed is higher, the clusters are allowed to have a greater difference 
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in sizes. Otherwise, a more limited range of cluster sizes will be applied to better balance 

power consumption throughout the network [147]. 

6.2 Proposed clustering algorithm -RBBPC 

6.2.1 Network model and energy model 

Energy-limited identical mobile nodes are distributed randomly in the network. Each node 

has a unique ID number. The nodes can move freely in a linear pattern. Each node is 

aware of its residual energy information yet is not aware of the location information. Each 

node has two levels of transmission ranges. The shorter one is for intra-cluster 

communication whereas the greater one is for inter-cluster communication. 

The nodes are grouped into multi-hop clusters with a CH in each cluster acting as co

ordinator. Intra-cluster communication applies a proactive routing protocol whereas inter

cluster communication uses a reactive protocol. The clusters and the intra-cluster routing 

information are maintained by control messages being broadcast adaptively. 

Each node can be either a member node or a CH. It is assumed that each node has two 

levels of power consumption. One is Pmember for a member node and the other is PCH for a 

CH when it has only one member node. The power consumption of a member node is 

linear with time, whereas the power consumption of a CH within a certain interval is 

relative to (i) the time it serves the cluster, (ii) the ratio between the transmission range of 

intra-cluster communication and the transmission range of inter-cluster communication 

and (iii) the number of the member nodes that it serves. Within a limited interval T , the 

total consumed energy E of a node is determined by (6.1), the definition of each 

parameter is shown in Table 6-1. 

(6.1) 

in which: 
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T = Tmember + I 'F; 
i 

Table 6-1. Definitions of each parameter of power consumption. 

Parameters Definitions 

Tmember The total time being a member node 

ka The coefficient of member node relative to the node speed 

ni The number of the member nodes in the cluster at th CH period 

kb The coefficient of CH relative to the node speed 

Ti The length of the service time of the CH at i1h CH period 

6.2.2 Size-balancing cluster organization 

(6.2) 

RBBPC aims at improving energy efficiency and balancing power consumption of 

MANETs by maintaining an effective network topology, which adapts to node mobility. 

This distributed RBBPC uses a mobility-sensitive model to dynamically organize the 

nodes into clusters in such a way that (i) the topology can be more responsive and optimal 

when speeds are low and more efficient when they are high and (ii) the cluster sizes can 

be balanced adaptively according to the node speed. 

When a network starts to work, one of the nodes has a certain probability of becoming a 

CH. This probability is a pre-determined parameter depending on factors such as the size 

of the network, the extent of spacing between the nodes in the network and the required 

backbone complexity. The self-selected CHs broadcast their CH announcements to others 

immediately. 

A node that receives a CH announcement forwards it to all its one-hop away neighbors. 

The announcement has a field called the cluster radius field, which specifies the number of 

hops to which the announcement packet can be forwarded. On reception of this packet, a 

node that is not a self-selected CH responds this announcement to confirm that it is joining 

this CH as a member node. This node will then not respond to any subsequent CH 

announcement. The node then decreases the radius field by one and forwards the CH 
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announcement to all its one-hop away neighbors if the value in the radius field is not zero. 

The radius value is another pre-determined parameter that specifies the maximum number 

of hops a node in the network can have from its CH. This process will be repeated until all 

nodes are clustered. It can be seen that the communication complexity of clustering in 

RBBPC is quite low. 

The formed clusters, however, may have different sizes. The next stage is to balance the 

sizes of the clusters. It is assumed that U is the upper bound and L is the lower bound of 

the cluster size in RBBPC. These U and L are adaptive in accordance with the node speed. 

When the speed is low, they will be similar. Otherwise, more difference is allowed. The 

CH of each cluster needs to determine whether the number of member nodes in the cluster 

is in the Land U limitations. If it is, no further process will be performed. If it is not, the 

process of size maintenance will be invoked. 

Ohta's algorithm [74] proposes an algorithm which also limits the cluster sizes within the 

U and L bounds to balance loads among the clusters. This algorithm performs a merge 

mechanism if the cluster size is smaller than L or a division mechanism if the cluster size 

is greater than U. Land U are not adaptive. However, with these two size maintenance 

mechanisms, the clusters in this algorithm still experience significant size difference. 

RBBPC not only proposes to balance cluster sizes adaptively, but also proposes a simpler 

mechanism. 

When a CH, named S1, finds that it does not have enough nodes, it will announce this 

information to its neighboring CHs. When a neighboring CH receives this information, it 

will reply to S1 with the number of nodes in its own cluster. In case S1 receives more than 

one response, it will pick the one that has the most number of member nodes and send a 

message requiring this CH to forward it a member node. On reception of this request, the 

CH allows the member nodes to receive the announcement from S1. The member node 

that receives this announcement and needs the highest number of hops to access its current 

CH is allowed to join S 1. This process will be repeated if necessary until the cluster size is 

within the limited range. However, the repetition usually only happens during the cluster 

formation phase when the network starts to work. Because the control messages are 
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broadcast adaptively according to the requirement of each speed, any change in the cluster 

will be detected immediately. 

When a CH, named S2, finds that it has too many nodes in the cluster, it will not announce 

this information to other CHs. Yet it allows the member node that needs the highest 

number of hops to access it to leave this cluster. This member node will then receive the 

control message from other CHs and join the CH that has the fewest number of nodes as a 

new member node. This process will be repeated if necessary until the cluster size is in the 

limited range. However, as with the process of size maintenance when the CH has too few 

nodes, this repetition also usually only happens during the cluster formation phase when 

the network starts to work. 

It can be seen that the re-clustering triggered by size maintenance does not have a 

resultant ripple effect, thus further improving energy efficiency. 

6.2.3 Data communication 

During the data communication phase, when a source node is ready to send data to a 

destination node, two scenarios may occur depending on whether the destination is in the 

same cluster as the source node or not. 

If the destination node is in the same cluster as the source node, intra-cluster 

communication occurs. As intra-cluster communication applies proactive routing protocol 

and each node holds the routing information of the whole cluster, a node can explore the 

routing information to the destination from its routing table. RBBPC considers balancing 

power consumption throughout the network so that a route formed by the nodes with 

higher residual energy is selected to relay the data, the process of routing selection is 

similar to that in BRPC (refer to Section 4.2.3). 

If the destination node is not in the same cluster as the source node, inter-cluster 

communication occurs. Inter-cluster communication uses a reactive routing protocol. 

Should the source CH find more than one valid route, it will then select the route based on 

the consideration ofresidual node energy, which is the same as the routing selection in the 

intra-cluster communication. 
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During the inter-cluster communication, once a source CH determines the route to the 

destination CH, it will cache this routing information. This cached routing information is 

to be valid for a limited interval. This limited interval is referred to as a timer. Most 

traditional algorithms set this timer to be a constant. To make sure that the cached routing 

information is always valid; the timer needs to be short. This means that each time inter

cluster communication occurs, the cached routing information is usually supposed to be 

no longer available (though in fact it may still be available, especially when the nodes are 

moving at low speed), thereby requiring the CHs to frequently re-initiate the routing 

discovery process. This repeated routing discovery process causes considerable flooding 

which consumes significant energy. 

In a realistic application, the node speed may change from time to time. When the speed is 

low, the cached routing information will be valid for a longer time, making repeated 

routing discovery unnecessary. RBBPC therefore, again, builds an adaptive timer to 

reduce the unnecessary flooding caused by backbone routing discovery. When the speed is 

high, the timer is short; otherwise it will be longer. Similar to the adaptive broadcasting 

frequency, the timer is also relative to the node speed. The relationship between the timer 

~imer and the broadcasting period ~roadcasting is built as (6.3), in which K is the ratio 

between the transmission ranges of inter- and intra-cluster communication. 

T = KxT . timer broadcastmg (6.3) 

6.2.4 Cluster maintenance 

In a clustered MANET, the CH is responsible for maintaining local membership and 

global topology information [11, 148]. During the cluster maintenance, the following 

issues need to be considered: intra-cluster routing information and cluster topology. 

The nodes in a MANET can move freely and arbitrarily. When they leave the original 

cluster or join a new cluster, the intra-cluster routing information and the topology of the 

original cluster are changed. The proactive routing protocol for intra-cluster 

communication requires updating of the link to guarantee the availability of the tabled 

routing information in the nodes. This link is updated by broadcasting control messages 
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and by receiving the responses of these messages from the member nodes. Unlike the 

periodic broadcasting in the traditional clustering algorithms, the broadcasting in RBBPC 

adapts to meet the minimum requirement of each node speed. (The issue of how to 

broadcast control messages adaptively is to be discussed in Section 6.2.5.). When the 

corresponding replies arrive at the initial CH, the CH updates the intra-cluster routing 

information and broadcasts it to its member nodes. 

If a CH does not receive a reply from the member node the ID of which is previously in its 

list, it assumes that this member node has left the cluster and will remove its ID from the 

list. If a member node does not receive the control message from its CH within a limited 

interval, it assumes that it has already left its original cluster. It will then receive the 

control messages from other CHs and join the CH which has the fewest number of 

member nodes. If a CH can not get any response of the control messages from its member 

nodes, it can then determine that it (the CH) has left the cluster. To avoid the 

disappearance of the cluster, the CH will keep its role and to request the neighboring CHs 

to donate their member nodes. 

6.2.5 Adaptively broadcasting control messages 

Adaptive broadcasting according to the requirement of the node speed reduces 

unnecessary broadcasting. This adaptive broadcasting, however, needs the speed 

information of the nodes. A simple yet effective method to evaluate the node speed is 

necessary. 

1. Node speed and the rate this speed changes the cluster topology 

RBBPC proposes a method, which does not need location information or powerful 

computational capability of nodes to assess the speeds of the nodes. It first builds the 

relationship between the speed and the rate that each speed changes the cluster topology. 

The rate can be determined by measuring the number of re-clusterings that occur within a 

limiter interval when a number of nodes are moving at a specific speed in the network. 

According to this relationship, the required broadcasting frequency of each speed can be 

determined. Using this relationship, the node speed can also be determined by accounting 

the number of re-clustering within a limited interval. 
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Gavalas also [72] proposes a similar method to assess the node speed using the 

information of topology changes. His method, however, did not establish the relationship 

between the speed and the rate that this speed changes the topology of the cluster. Without 

this relationship, the control messages can still be broadcast adaptively according to the 

cluster-topology changes. However, the broadcasting frequency may exceed or may not 

satisfy the required frequency for maintaining the clusters. If the broadcasting frequency 

exceeds the required one, the broadcasting will waste energy. Otherwise, it cannot 

maintain the clusters or update intra-cluster information efficiently, thereby increasing the 

rate of data loss when the member nodes use this stale routing information. 

The CH in each cluster holds the ID information of all nodes in the cluster. Each time the 

CH broadcasts control messages, it may detect ID changes in the cluster from the 

responses it received from the member nodes. Each time ID changes are detected, re

clustering occurs. If the broadcasting period is a constant, these changes may become 

more significant when the node speed increases. Therefore, changing the speeds of the 

nodes and then measuring the number of re-clusterings when some nodes are moving 

within a limited interval can build the relationship between the speed and the rate this 

speed changes the cluster topology. 

It is assumed that when the nodes are moving at different speeds within the same limited 

interval T , the expected number of re-clusterings within each unit of time E(Timesre_J 

are linear with the speeds S; and the number of nodes that are moving at this speed N;, as 

shown in (6.4), where k, is the coefficient of this linear relationship. 

(6.4) 

For example, the E(Timesre_J when 4 nodes are moving at 6rnJs within 8s is the same as 

the E(Timesre_c ) when 3 nodes are moving at 8rnJs within 8s. 
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2. Broadcasting control messages adaptively 

After the relationship between the node speed and rate that this speed changes the cluster 

topology is established, the next step is to determine the broadcasting period for each node 

speed. This is important in order to meet the requirement of each node speed, as stated that 

both too high frequency and too low frequency of the broadcasting have disadvantages. 

From (6.2), the expected number of re-clusterings E(Timesre _ c ) within T , when N j nodes 

are moving at 5 j within T , can be described as (6.5): 

(6.5) 

Expected average node speed E(5) can be determined by (6.6), in which N j is the 

average number of nodes that are moving at different speeds and kd is the coefficient of 

the relative node speed: 

E(5) = E(Timesre _ c ) 

kdXNj 

Expected broadcasting period E(Tbd ) can then be determined by (6.7): 

T 
E(T

bd
) = -------

E(Times re _ c ) 

- 1 
2xNClusterxNj X N hop 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

where 2 means each node leaving the original cluster and joining another one triggers two 

re-clustering processes, N Cluster is the number of the clusters, N j is the average number of 

nodes that are moving in each cluster. Re-clustering only occurs when a node leaves or 

joins a cluster, however, for a multi-hop cluster, the intra-cluster routing information may 

be changed even when the nodes are moving within the cluster. Therefore, a coefficient of 

1/ NhoP is needed for the efficient updating of the intra-cluster routing information. 
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An example of how to determine the broadcasting period according to the speeds is shown 

in Table 6-2. Assuming that there are two two-hop clusters in a clustered MANET and 10 

nodes are moving at the same speed which increases from 2m/s to 20m/s. During the 

phase of setting the relationship between the speed and the rate that this speed changes the 

cluster topology, the number of re-clusterings is to be detected of each speed within 30 

successive broadcasts. Each of which is sent out every second. As assumed, the expected 

number of re-clusterings is linear with the time interval, the node speed and the number of 

nodes that are moving (refer to Section 6.5). The expected time when the first re

clustering occurs can then be obtained. Effective broadcasting is expected to detect some 

changes in the cluster. However, these changes should be minimized to guarantee that the 

intra-cluster routing information is updated on time to avoid any data loss. The control 

message therefore needs to be sent out when the first re-clustering is expected to occur, as 

shown in the final row of the table. 

Table 6-2. Example of determining the broadcasting Period. 

Node speeds (m/s) 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Re-clustering (times) 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 

Number of nodes that are 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Time interval (s) 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

Number of hops of the cluster 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Expected first re-clustering (s) 10 5 5/2 10/3 2 5/3 1017 5/4 10/9 1 

Expected broadcasting period 10 5 5/2 10/3 2 5/3 1017 5/4 10/9 1 

6.2.6 Balancing power consumption throughout the network 

Many algorithms have been proposed to improve energy efficiency for MANETs by 

reducing energy consumed in routing data. To maximize lifetime of the network, however, 

the power consumption needs to be balanced throughout the network, thereby preventing 

premature node death and thus the premature network disconnection [37]. RBBPC applies 

two methods to balance power consumption throughout the network. The first one 

distributes the higher burden of the CH among the nodes by rotating the CH role: a 
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method that has been used in many existing clustering algorithms. The second balances 

power consumption among the clusters by balancing cluster sizes adaptively [120, 147]. 

1. Distributing the higher burden of CH among nodes 

The CH needs to be rotated as it has a higher burden than member nodes. When a CH 

decides to give up its role, it will broadcast a dismissal control message to its member 

nodes. On reception of this announcement, the member nodes within the cluster exchange 

the residual energy information. The one with the highest residual energy becomes a CH 

and announces itself as a CH for next CH period together with the ID list of the member 

nodes that it received from the previous CH. Only the nodes in the ID list will respond to 

this announcement and the routing information is updated when the CH receives all 

responses from its member nodes. Thus the higher burdens of CHs are distributed among 

the nodes. However, to reduce the destruction of stability caused by CH rotation; the 

service time of the CH is suitably extended. This suitable extension means that, before any 

node dies, each node in the network can get at least one chance to become a CH. It can be 

seen that, the re-clustering triggered by CH rotation in RBBPC is completed without 

resultant ripple effect, thereby saving more energy. 

During the cluster organization (Section 6.2.2), the CH is in the central area of the cluster, 

thus power consumption of intra-cluster communication is reduced. However, during the 

rotation of the CH, any node in the cluster has the chance of becoming CH according to its 

residual energy. This means that the node that becomes the CH in the consequent periods 

is not necessary in the central area of the cluster. Maintaining the CH at the central area by 

re-clustering with ripple effect improves energy efficiency of intra-cluster communication. 

However, the energy consumed by the flooding caused by re-clustering with ripple effect 

is quite considerable [11, 14]. Furthermore, re-clustering with ripple effect will further 

reduce the stability of the network. RBBPC thus rotates the CH role according to residual 

node energy without considering the node location in the cluster. 

2. Adaptively balancing cluster sizes 

Rotation of the CH role distributes the higher burden of CH among the nodes. Balance 

between cluster sizes further reduces the difference in burdens between the CHs and 
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between the clusters. To prevent premature energy depletion of the cluster with higher 

burden and in turn maximize its lifetime, the difference in size of clusters needs to be 

minimized. The existing methods, either by limiting the maximum cluster size or by 

strictly limiting the maximum and minimum cluster sizes, have limitations (refer to 

Section 3.2.2). Adaptively maintaining the cluster size better balances power consumption, 

thus further improves energy efficiency of the network. 

It is assumed that the difference in U (upper bound) and L (lower bound) is l]. Equation 

(6.8) explains the difference in cluster sizes Sdiff according to the node speed Mspeed' 

When the speed is low, the cluster size may not be changed frequently and therefore it is 

worth equalizing the cluster size, thus l] will be a lower value. When the speed is high, to 

maintain the cluster sizes within a strict range needs frequent re-clustering. This frequent 

re-clustering will further reduce the stability of the cluster and consume more energy. 

Therefore, when the node speed increases, l] will be greater, thereby liberating the 

network from frequent re-clustering. 

S =U-L=l]ocM diff speed (6.8) 

6.3 Performance evaluation 

This subsection evaluates the performance of RBBPC, which broadcasts control messages 

and balances cluster sizes adaptively. Two existing clustering algorithms are used for 

comparison. The first limits the maximum cluster sizes and broadcasts control messages 

periodically, which is similar to the highest degree algorithm and the lowest ID algorithm 

in [71]. This algorithm is referred to as Maximum Sizes with Periodic Broadcasting 

(MSPB). The other algorithm limits maximum cluster sizes, maximizes service time of the 

CH and broadcasts control messages adaptively, which is similar to the algorithm in [72]. 

This algorithm is referred to as Maximum Sizes and maximum CH Service time with 

Adaptive Broadcasting (MSSAB). 

In a WSN, the nodes have the same destination and are stable, thereby making it feasible 

to evaluate the first-node lifetime and the network lifetime. The measurement of the 

lifetimes in a MANET, however, differs from those in a WSN. First, as the data sink is the 
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same destination of all sensor nodes, it is therefore quite clear where all data need to be 

relayed, making it possible to measure the power consumption of relaying data. In a 

MANET, however, the nodes can communicate with each other freely, thereby making it 

difficult to determine the destination. The selection of the destination nodes greatly affects 

the power consumption of the communication. The power consumption of the 

communication between the nodes in two clusters which are far away from each other will 

be considerably higher than the power consumption of the communication between the 

nodes in the same cluster. It is therefore meaningless to measure the power consumption 

of communication in such a scenario. Secondly, in a clustered WSN in which the CHs 

send data to the sink using multi-hop routes, the loss of connectivity between the network 

and the sink is usually caused by the (premature) node death (refer to Section 4.3.2 and 

Section 5.4.2). In a MANET, the free and arbitrary movement of the nodes may also cause 

the nodes to become disconnected from each other. It is therefore difficult to determine 

whether this disconnection is caused by the movement of the nodes or by the premature 

energy failure, thereby making the measurement of the connectivity lifetime meaningless. 

This performance evaluation therefore only assesses the first-node lifetime of the network. 

The main application of a WSN is usually to collect data from the network [14]. It is 

therefore reasonable to request the network to send the necessary data, which cover 

(almost) all the information about the network to the sink, during each round. The main 

application of a MANET, however, is to enable communication between the nodes [3]. 

Besides the challenge in determining the destination, it is also difficult to decide how 

many nodes are sending data. The issue becomes that in a MANET it is almost impossible 

to determine how many nodes are sending data and to which nodes. 

The performance evaluation is therefore conducted by combining the simulation and 

mathematical analysis, as shown in Fig 6-1. It first uses simulation to build the 

relationship between the speed and the rate this speed changes the cluster topology (Step 

1). Using this relationship, the necessary control messages can be broadcast adaptively 

according to each speed (Step 2). The next step builds the relationship of the power 

consumptions between the algorithms by mathematical analysis, which uses the results 

from Steps 1 and 2 (Step 3). The first node lifetime is then determined (Step 4) based on 
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the relationship of the power consumption from Step 3 and the energy model of the 

network (refer to Section 6.2.1). 

Mathematical 
analysis 

(Section 6.3.2) 

Step 1: Simulation to build the relationship between 
the node speed and the rate 

this speed changes the cluster topology 

1 
Step 2: Simulation to evaluate whether the control 

messages are broadcast adaptively according to 
the node speed by using the results in Step 1 

1 
Step 3. Mathematical analysis to build the relationship 

- of the power consumption between the algorithms by 
using the results in Steps 1 and 2 

1 
Step 4. Simulation to evaluate the first-node lifetime 

of the algorithms by combining the results from Step 3 
and the proposed energy model in Section 6.2.1 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
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\ 
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Simulation 
(Section 6.3.1) 

Figure 6-1. Steps of the conducted performance evaluation. 

6.3.1 Simulation 

1. Simulation scenario 

Nodes, 100 in total, are uniformly distributed within an area of 1000mxlOOOm. Each node 

has 100 units of initial energy and has two transmission ranges: one is 200m for intra

cluster communication and the other is 400m for inter-cluster communication. The nodes, 

which are moving from 2-20m/s, are expected to be organized into 10 clusters. The 

control messages are broadcast according to the speeds of the nodes adaptively in RBBPC 

and MSSAB. Whilst this broadcasting in MSPB is periodic and is in accordance with the 

requirement of 20m/s, as has been stated that the periodic broadcasting needs to meet the 

requirement of the potentially maximum node speed (refer to Section 6.1) 
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2. Assessment requirement 

Rate that each speed changes the cluster topology 

The measurement of re-clustering builds the relationship between the node speed and the 

rate this speed changes the cluster topology. The number of re-clusterings within a limited 

interval when some nodes are moving at different speed will be measured. 

Adaptive broadcasting 

With the relationship built between the node speed and the rate that this speed changes the 

cluster topology, the broadcasting period of each node speed can be determined. This 

measurement of the broadcasting is to evaluate whether the control messages are actually 

broadcast adaptively or not in RBBPC and MSSAB. The maximum broadcasting 

frequency in RBBPC and MSSAB is to be the same as the periodic broadcasting in MSPB 

when the nodes are moving at 20m/s. 

First-node lifetime 

The measurement of the first-node lifetime compares the energy efficiency of the 

algorithms. RBBPC improves energy efficiency and further balances power consumption 

throughout the network so that it is expected to have longer first-node lifetime than that of 

MSPB and MSSAB. Though it broadcasts control messages adaptively, MSSAB does not 

distribute the higher burden of the CH among the nodes. The CHs in MSSAB will 

therefore die quickly. 

3. Simulation results 

Rate that each speed changes the cluster topology 

Fig. 6-2 shows the results of the rate that each speed changes the cluster topology when 20 

nodes are moving at the same speed, which increases from 2m/s to 20m/s. It shows that 

the total number of re-clusterings within 80 seconds is almost linear with the node speed. 

In a realistic application, the nodes may move at different speeds, the expected total 

number of re-clusterings within a limited interval can be assessed according to (6.4). For 
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example, when 10 nodes are moving at 6m/s, 15 nodes are moving at 8m/s and 6 nodes are 

moving 10m/s respectively within 40 seconds, the total number of re-clusterings 

((10x6+15x8+6xlO)x40) /(20xlOx80)) x235=141 (times) can be expected. 

~-----~ ---

Total number of re-cIusterings within 80s vs. Speed of node 
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Figure 6-2. Rate that each respective node speed changes the cluster topology. 

Adaptive broadcasting 

When the relationship between the speed and the rate that this speed changes the cluster 

topology is built, the broadcasting frequency of each speed can be determined. The control 

messages can then be broadcast adaptively. The broadcasting frequency when all nodes 

are moving at the same speed is shown in Fig. 6-3 and when only 60 nodes are moving at 

the same speed is shown in Fig. 6-4. 

It can be seen that, as expected, the control messages are broadcast adaptively. The 

frequency of the broadcasting increases linearly with the node speed, which is consistent 

with the rate that each speed changes the cluster topology (refer to Fig. 6-2). When 100 

nodes are moving at 2m/s, according to (6.7), the E(Tbd) is about 8s and thus the frequency 

is about 0.125 (times/second), which is quite similar to the result in Fig. 6-4. However, 

traditional periodic broadcasting needs to meet the requirement of maintaining the clusters 

when the nodes are moving at 20m/s. The unnecessary broadcasting, when the node speed 

is lower, is significantly reduced in RBBPC. RBBPC, therefore, improves energy 

efficiency compared to MSPB. 
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'" 

Sunilar to th~ hwadeus ling freq ll en<:y when 100 nodes an: moving, the control rI1C"~age,, 

<lf~ abo broadcast adaptivel), according to lhe requirement of eaeh :,peed when 60 nodes 

are moving at the ,ame ,peed, as ,hown in Fig, 6-4. 

Different broud<:asting freql1enc i e~ have been adopled in bOrne references. Gava[as s~t the 

frequency of the periodic hroadcast ing of lhc <llgorilhm, that is used for comparison with 

his udaptive broad<:asting algorithm [72]. u~ 200 time,/,e<:ond when nodes arc moving 
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with speeds of O-15m/s. From this simulation, this high frequency of hroadcast,ng is 

unnecessary_ 

First-node li lHiuH' 

The first-node lifetime of RililPC, :>1SPil and l\1SSAil are shown in Fig. 6-5 with low 

traffi\: Jen~ity and Fig. 6-6 with high traffic demity. 

~·ir..l_n"de liI'.lime "ken II>. lraft"" den'~y;, ~JW 

1 ':: ~---. - _RBBPC • MSPB 

~ 60 -.-.. -.-••. --.-.": •. -.-. 

• . '" 1 20 

" " , 
• • ------'"--, 

• • • 

" S"".d of no"" (m/,) 

• i\ISSAB] 

• • • 

" 
I 
'" 

Figure 6-5. l'im-node lifetime uf duslereJ MAl'."ET with low trattk density. 
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Figure 6-6_ Firlt-node liferime of clu,tered MA;-"l:T with high traffic Jen,,[y_ 

Fig. 6-5 shuw;; the first-node lifetime when the traffil' density is low (refer to Sl"(;tiun 

6.3_2)_ Low traffic demity I'; defined a~ when ea\:h node only sends uut one packet each 

I (lOs. When the node,; are moving at 2mh in RHBPe. il is assumed that the power 
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consumption of a member node is 0.1 units and of a CH is one unit (when the CH has one 

member node). When the nodes are moving faster, the power consumption of broadcasting, 

cluster maintenance, cluster size maintenance and inter-cluster routing discovery in 

RBBPC increases, the lifetime of the network therefore decreases. [Note that the specific 

increase in the power consumption when the nodes move faster can be found in Section 

6.3.2 (Fig. 6-8)]. 

RBBPC has a longer first node lifetime than MSPB and MSSAB. When the speed is 2m1s, 

the ratio of lifetime between RBBPC, MSPB and MSSAB is 1: 0.1: 0.80. This 

improvement becomes less significant when the speed increases. When the speed of the 

nodes is 10mls, this ratio becomes 1 :0.11: 0.90 and when the speed of the nodes is 20mls, 

RBBPC presents similar lifetime as MSPB. This is because the reduction in unnecessary 

broadcasting becomes less significant when the nodes are moving faster. 

Though the control messages in MSPB are broadcast periodically, its lifetime also 

decreases according to the node speed. This is because when the node speed increases, the 

power consumption of updating intra-cluster routing information in MSPB increases. Thus, 

first-node lifetime decreases accordingly. 

The first-node lifetime of MSSAB is quite interesting. It is expected to decrease according 

to the node speed, because when the nodes are moving faster, the power consumption of 

broadcasting, cluster maintenance and inter-cluster routing discovery increases. However, 

this phenomenon is barely presented in the results. This is because as the nodes move 

faster, they leave the original cluster and join other clusters more frequently. The greater 

speed can cause a cluster of greater size to reduce and a cluster of smaller size to increase 

in size in the next period. This improved balance in power consumption to a certain extent 

compensates the increase in power consumption caused by higher speed. MSSAB shows a 

far shorter first-node lifetime than do RBBPC and MSPB. This is because it maximizes 

the service time of the selected CHs. The CH rotation only occurs when any selected CH 

exhausts the energy. 

Fig 6-6 shows the first-node lifetime when the traffic density is high (refer to Section 

6.3.2). Low traffic density is defined as when each node sends out four packets each 100s. 
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When the nodes are moving at 2m1s in RBBPC, it is assumed that the power consumption 

of a member node is 0.1 units and of a CH is one unit (when the CH has one member 

node). Similar to the scenario of low traffic density, when the nodes move faster, the 

power consumption of the network increases. [Note that the specific increase in the power 

consumption when the nodes move faster can be found in Section 6.3.2 (Fig. 6-9)]. The 

improvement of RBBPC is less significant than that when the network has low traffic 

density. This is because, in a network with high traffic density, the power consumption of 

sending data packets becomes more significant and plays a major role in consuming 

energy, making the energy saved by reducing unnecessary broadcasting less significant. 

The result of MSSAB is also quite interesting. It even increases slightly as nodes move 

faster. This is because the better balance in power consumption caused by nodes moving 

with higher speeds as stated becomes more significant than the increase in power 

consumption caused by higher speed. 

In a realistic application, the nodes in a MANET usually do not consistently send data and 

usually move at a low speed. Therefore, the improvement of about 25% by RBBPC can be 

expected. If the data traffic becomes lower, more significant improvement is possible. 

6.3.2 Mathematical analysis of power consumption 

As stated, it is difficult to determine the power consumption of the nodes and of the 

network. This section therefore builds the relationship of power consumption between the 

algorithms by using mathematical analysis. This analysis uses the results from the 

simulations in Steps 1 and 2. The analysis results will be used to evaluate the first-node 

lifetime in Step 4 (refer to Fig. 6-1). 

It is assumed that the total consumed energy Eroral in a clustered MANET within a limited 

interval T is separated into five parts, as shown in (6.9) with the definition of each part 

described in Table 6-3. 

E toral = Ereclu-re + Ebroadcasting + Eupdaterouting + Esizebalance + E r- dis + Ed-comm (6.9) 
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The expected average power consumption P is then (6.10): 

P = Elolal IT (6.10) 

Table 6-3. Definitions of the items in total power consumption. 

Items Definitions 

Ereclu-re Energy consumed by clustering organization with ripple effect when the 
network starts to work 

E broadcasting Energy consumed by broadcasting to detect the changes of the nodes and the 
routes in the clusters 

Eupdoleroulillg Energy consumed by broadcasting the updated intra-cluster routing 
information to the member nodes when re-clustering occurs 

Esi~ebolollce Energy consumed by balancing cluster sizes when the cluster sizes are not in 
the limited range 

E r-dis Energy consumed by searching a backbone route for inter-cluster 
communication 

E d-comm Energy consumed by delivering data packets from the source nodes to the 
destination nodes 

The model shown in Fig. 6-7 is used for analysis. It is assumed that there are M nodes in 

the network, which are organized into N clusters. The size of the control message that is 

used for maintaining the clusters or inter-cluster routing discovery is a. The size of the 

data packet that a source node sends to a destination node is A. 

S 0\ 

/ 
CHA.~' . ' 

! 

'f Cluster A / / , Cluster B 

Figure 6-7. Model to analyze the power consumption of the network. 
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When the network starts to work, it needs to organize the nodes into clusters. It is assumed 

that the energy consumed by broadcasting each control message is Econmess (including the 

CH sends out the message and the member node responds to this message). Then the 

energy consumed by this clustering phase with resultant ripple effect is (6.11), in which kl 

is the coefficient of clustering communication complexity - how many rounds of message 

exchanges that the network needs to organize the clusters - of RBBPC: 

Erec1u-re = kl x M x Econmess (6.11 ) 

After the clusters are formed, the network needs to maintain the clusters by broadcasting 

control message adaptively. The broadcasting frequency fbroadcaSling in this clustered 

MANET is (6.12), in which k2 is a coefficient according to the node speed, which 

increases when the nodes are moving faster, and howeslspeed is the broadcasting frequency 

of the lowest node speed. 

fbroadcasting = k2 X f/owestspeed (6.12) 

Within interval T, the energy consumed by broadcasting control messages is then (6.13): 

EbroadCaSling = T x k2 x !toweslspeed X Econmess x M (6.13) 

Nodes leaving or joining the cluster are detected by the broadcasting control messages and 

the responses of these messages from the member nodes. When the CH finds that re

clustering occurs, it needs to broadcast the updated intra-cluster routing information to the 

member nodes. The size of this routing information is k3xa (k3 is a coefficient, which is 

relative to the number of nodes that the CH serves), because this message includes the 

routing information of the whole cluster so that its size is greater than that of the control 

message. The member nodes will confirm this reception. It is supposed that re-clustering 

occurs P times when the nodes are moving at the lowest speed. The energy consumed by 

updating intra-cluster routing information within interval Tis (6.14): 

E update routing = k 2 X P x E conmess X k 3 (6.14) 
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Sometimes, the cluster size will not be in the limited range which is pre-determined 

according to the node speed. The cluster size then needs to be adjusted. In RBBPC, the 

control messages are sent out adaptively to actually meet the requirements of different 

node speeds. Any changes of the cluster topology will be found out immediately, and only 

those that have sizes larger or smaller than the limitation will send node to or request node 

from other clusters. The communication complexity is therefore much less than that of the 

cluster organization phase when the network just starts to work. Thus no ripple effect 

occurs during the cluster maintenance phase. It is assumed that L times of size balance 

occur within this interval T. Then the energy consumed by balancing cluster size is (6.15), 

in which k4 is the coefficient of the communication complexity - how many information 

exchanges occur when size balance happens. 

E shebalallce = L x k 4 x E COil mess (6.15) 

RBBPC sets the relationship between the timer of the cached inter-cluster routing 

information and the period of broadcasting as (6.3). Wang assumes a relationship between 

broadcasting and timer as Ttimer=3xTbroadcasting [149]. RBBPC considers a more realistic 

application and determines the coefficient to be the ratio between the transmission range 

of intra-cluster communication Rmembemode and of inter-cluster communication RCH as 

shown in (6.16), in which !,imer is the frequency that the cached backbone routing 

information needs to be updated. 

T RCH T => -F = Rmembernode X -F 
timer = R X broadcasting J timer R J broadcasting 

m~~~~ rn 
(6.16) 

The energy of sending routing request Eroute to the next hop is (6.17), in which k5 is a 

coefficient of power attenuation (refer to (4.1) in Section 4.2.1) in the energy model, of 

the ratio between the intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication ranges. 

( J
k5 

R E - CH X 
roure - R E conmess 

membernode 

(6.17) 
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It is assumed that the total number of hops of routing discovery is k6. The energy 

consumed by inter-cluster routing discovery Er- dis can be described as (6.18): 

( J
k5 

R R 
E "= Tx membernode X 2x x X CH X 

r-dls R k itowest,peed k 6 R E con mess 
CH membernode 

(6.18) 

During interval T, each node in the network sends q packets to a destination node, the size 

of each packet is A. The distance between the CH of the source node and the CH of the 

destination node is k7 hops. The member node needs k8 hops to access the CH. Then the 

energy consumed in delivering these packets is (6.19): 

l (Jk5 J A RCH A 
Ed-comm = M xqx 2xk8x-Econmess +k7x R X-X Econmess 

a membernode a 

Therefore, the total consumed energy within interval T can be determined (6.20): 

E I = E I + Eb d " + Ed" + E " b I + E d" + Ed = tota rec u-re raa castmg up ateroutmg size a ance r- IS -comm 

k 1 x M x E con mess + T X k 2 X !Iowestspeed X E con mess X M + 

k2 X P X Econmess X k3 + Lx k4 X Econmess + 

Tx Rmembernode xk2x F Xk6X( RCH Jk5 xE + 
R J lowestspeed R con mess 

CH membernode 

MXqX(2Xk8X
A 

Econmess+k7X( RCH Jk5 X A X EconmessJ l a Rmembernode a 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

The values assigned to the parameters are shown in Table 6-4, in which P and !braadcasting 

are from Steps 1 and 2. 

Fig. 6-8 shows the results of power consumption of these three algorithms when each node 

sends out one packet within IOOs. When the node speed is low, the improvement of 

RBBPC is more obvious. This is because that the unnecessary broadcasting to maintain 

the clusters and the unnecessary flooding to discover the inter-cluster route are reduced 

significantly. At 20mls, however, the power consumption in RBBPC is slightly higher 
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than that of the MSPB. This is because at 20m/s, the broadcasting frequencies of RBBPC 

and MSPB are the same. However, RBBPC needs extra power consumption to balance the 

cluster size and thus more energy is needed. 

Table 6-4. Values assigned to the parameters. 

T M N Econmess a A Rmembernodes 

100 (s) 100 10 0.005 (unit) 25 bytes 250 bytes 200 (m) 

RCH kl k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 

400 (m) 2 1-10 5 15 3 25 

k7 k8 P howestspeed q L 

5 1.5 250 0.125 (at 2m1s) 1,4 10 

Each node sends out one packets within 100s 

4 
I ---+-- RBBPC - -+- - MSSAB -. - MSPB I 

2 LI --------------~--------------------------~ 

2 5 8 11 14 17 20 

Speed of node (m/s) 

Figure 6-8. Power consumption when each node sends out one packet. 

Fig. 6-9 shows the power consumption of these three algorithms when each node sends 

out four packets within 100s. It can be seen that the improvement of RBBPC is less 

significant compared to that when each node sends out one packet. This is because the 

power consumption of data communication plays a major role so that the improvement 

achieved by reducing unnecessary broadcasting becomes less significant. 

Both Fig. 6-8 and Fig. 6-9 show that RBBPC and MSSAB have similar power 

consumption. This is because, similar to RBBPC, MSSAB also broadcasts control 

message adaptively. However, this similar result does not necessarily illustrate that 
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RBBPC and MSSAB have similar first-node lifetimes. Unlike MSSAB, RBBPC 

distributes the higher burden of the CH among the nodes and furthermore balances power 

consumption throughout the network. RBBPC thus has a much longer lifetime than does 

MSSAB (refer to Section 6.3.1). 

Each node sends out four packets within 100s 
10 

z __ --~ 
'§ ----------~.-- . = 9.5 ."-'-----.... ~ , 
.~ ------_ .. - .-.-~ 
§ ....--~ 
I:a 9 c------~-::- ... -- -- -- --
8 i....-+-'---~ V- 'I --+---R-B-B-P-C--' .-.-. -. -M-S-S-AB----.---M-s-p-B--.I 

~ 
o 

Q" 8.5 ,<-----------------------

2 5 8 11 14 17 20 

Speed of node (m/s) 

Figure 6-9.Power consumption when each node sends out four packets. 

6.3.3 Inferences from the result 

From the simulation results, the following inferences can be achieved: 

The periodic broadcasting to maintain the network topology wastes energy of clustered 

MANETs. Broadcasting the control messages according to the node speeds reduces 

unnecessary broadcasting, thus improving energy efficiency. The improvement achieved 

becomes more significant when the nodes are moving at a low speed. 

The movement of the nodes changes the cluster sizes from time to time, which alleviates 

the difference in cluster size, especially when the nodes are moving at a high speed. 

6.4 Summary and discussions 

6.4.1 Summary 

An algorithm named RBBPC has been proposed in this chapter. This RBBPC broadcasts 

control messages adaptively according to various speeds, thereby reducing unnecessary 
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broadcasting and improving energy efficiency of the network. Furthermore, it achieves the 

balance of cluster sizes adaptively according to the speed, thereby further balancing power 

consumption throughout the network. The performance evaluation by NS2 shows that (i) 

the control messages are really broadcast adaptively, (ii) energy efficiency is improved 

and (iii) the first-node lifetime is extended. 

However, the proposed algorithm RBBPC and the performance evaluation only focus on 

energy related issues. Other questions like QoS, security, and data loss rate are beyond 

this research. Further work in improving the design can be undertaken by considering 

more related questions and by conducting more comprehensive performance evaluations. 

6.4.2 Discussions 

RBBPC has exempted energy-hungry CHs from relaying data. However, during the 

simulation, it is assumed that the selection of backbone route in RBBPC, MSPB and 

MSSAB, when inter-cluster communication occurs, is the same. Further research can be 

conducted to evaluate the routing performance of the inter-cluster communication. 
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7 Conclusion and future work 

The emergence of ad hoc networks enables communication between wireless nodes by 

multi-hop routes more conveniently without any infrastructure. This technique, however, 

also has many challenges due to the infrastructure less topology structure, such as routing 

protocols, security, QoS, network scalability, energy efficiency and real-world 

implementation [150-158]. 

This thesis investigates energy efficiency in ad hoc networks. More specifically, it 

contributes to improving energy efficiency in clustered ad hoc networks, which is 

potentially one of the most promising topology structures for further application. 

7.1 Summary of contributions 

This dissertation addresses energy efficiency as one of the primary challenges in ad hoc 

networks. As WSNs and MANETs have different characteristics and different nodes, this 

dissertation treats these two types of networks separately. Based on the investigation of 

existing clustering algorithms for energy saving, different clustering algorithms have been 

proposed for WSNs and MANETs. The following summarizes the key contributions of 

this dissertation. 

7.1.1 Clustering algorithm for WSNs (Chapters 4 and 5) 

1. Balancing power consumption throughout the network in BRPC (Chapter 4) 

The main contribution of the proposed clustering algorithm is to balance power 

consumption throughout the network. This is empirical work in the improvement of the 

energy efficiency by consideration of the directional data traffic towards the sink in a 

clustered homogeneous WSN in which the CHs send data to the sink over a multi-hop 

route. It builds the relationship between the data traffic and the power consumption so that 

the clusters are organized in such a way that their energy store is proportional to their 

respective power consumption. The cluster lifetimes are therefore equalized, thereby 

preventing premature node death caused by directional traffic. The simulation results 
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show that this equalization not only improves the energy efficiency but also improves the 

performance of delivering data to the sink significantly. 

2. Maintaining the CH in the central area of the cluster in BRPC (Chapter 4) 

Some traditional clustering algorithms consider reducing power consumption of intra

cluster communication by locating a CH in the central area of the cluster. This localization 

is usually realized by re-clustering the nodes with ripple effect, but this fails to optimize 

energy efficiency. By contrast, the proposed algorithm realizes this localization by re

clustering without ripple effect. Furthermore, it maximizes the service time of the CH in 

the central area of the cluster and thus further improves energy efficiency. 

3. Joint clustering and scheduling to balance power consumption in BPC (Chapter 5) 

This dissertation also presents an algorithm to improve power consumption for WSNs 

with high node density. By joint clustering and scheduling, the power consumption is 

balanced throughout the network and the network is better covered. The simulation results 

show that both the energy efficiency and the performance of delivering data to the sink are 

significantly improved with the proposed BPC. 

4. Centralized and distributed clustering algorithms (Chapters 4 and 5) 

This dissertation considers a more realistic scenario in which the sink usually has 

sufficient resources and is the actual destination for all nodes in the network. The 

proposed algorithms therefore make better use the resources of the sink and combine the 

merits of centralized and distributed features. The proposed algorithms are distributed yet 

they are centralized to start cluster organization. This combined action makes equalizing 

cluster lifetime feasible and thus improves energy efficiency. 

5. New methods to evaluate clustering algorithms (Chapters 4 and 5) 

Most existing algorithms are evaluated by the use of a lifetime definition of (i) when any 

node dies (first-node lifetime) and/or (ii) when all nodes die (last-node lifetime). However, 

although the connectivity between the network and the data sink is usually not always lost 

after the first-node lifetime, it usually has been lost long before all nodes have died. This 
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dissertation considers a more realistic scenario. First, it uses the first-node lifetime to 

measure the effective balance of power consumption throughout the network. Secondly, it 

uses a new method referred to as the connectivity lifetime to measure the period of the 

network life. 

Besides the measurement of the lifetimes, it also defines the entire-network data (which 

are delivered to the sink before the first-node lifetime) and the partial-network data (which 

are delivered to the sink after the first-node lifetime). This is done to more reasonably 

evaluate the performance of the clustering algorithms on delivering data to the sink. 

7.1.2 Clustering algorithm for MANETs (Chapter 6) 

1. Adaptive broadcasting according to speeds 

In a MANET, the traditional clustering algorithms broadcast control messages 

periodically to maintain the cluster. Typically, a higher node speed needs a higher 

broadcasting frequency. Therefore, this periodic broadcasting needs to meet the 

requirement of the potentially highest node speed to efficiently maintain the clusters. 

When the speed is low, the unnecessary broadcasting wastes network energy. The 

proposed algorithm RBBPC therefore broadcasts the control messages adaptively 

according to the node speeds. This reduces unnecessary broadcasting and results in higher 

energy efficiency. Furthermore, it optimizes the broadcasting frequency to make it 

actually meet the requirement of each speed. This optimized broadcasting frequency both 

improves energy efficiency and reduces the data loss rate. 

2. Adaptive cluster-size balance according to speeds 

Power consumption of the cluster, especially of the CH, is affected by the cluster size. 

Balancing cluster sizes equalizes power consumption among the clusters and CHs. 

However, if the cluster sizes are limited within a strict range, the frequent re-clustering 

triggered by the requirement of size maintenance will consume significant energy, thus 

defeating the advantage of balance in sizes. The proposed algorithm balances cluster sizes 

adaptively according to the node speed. When the speed is high, a more relaxed size range 

is applied whereas when it is low, a stricter size range becomes effective. This adaptive 
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limitation makes the algorithm more suitable for the mobile environment and is more 

energy efficient. 

3. New method to evaluate the clustering algorithm 

This dissertation also proposes a new method to evaluate the first-node lifetime of a 

clustered MANET. There appears to be no literature or record of the first-node lifetime 

being evaluated in such a way. A WSN usually has stationary nodes and has a data sink. 

The first-node lifetime of a WSN can therefore be evaluated by all nodes sending data to 

the sink. However, a MANET does not have a sink and is formed by mobile nodes. Each 

node in a MANET can communicate with others freely. It is therefore difficult to 

determine how many nodes are sending data and to which destination nodes. This 

dissertation builds the relationship of the power consumption between the algorithms by 

mathematical analysis to make measurement of first-node lifetime easier. 

7.2 Discussion and foreseen challenges 

Although the simulation results show that all proposed clustering algorithm have 

(significantly) improved the energy efficiency of the network and thus extended lifetime, 

some future work is still necessary. This subsection summarizes some of the challenges 

foreseen. 

7.2.1 Clustering algorithm for WSNs 

The proposed BRPC in Chapter 4 assumes homogeneous WSNs with identical sensor 

nodes and with uniform node distribution. Sometimes, however, different nodes are 

uniformly distributed in a WSN. Though the discussion in Section 4.4.2 indicates that 

BRPC is also applicable in such a network, more detailed analysis and the extension of the 

algorithm can be conducted in future. Furthermore, some recent research shows the 

interest in WSNs in which the nodes can move freely [29-31]. Such a network combines 

the key challenges in WSNs and MANETs, which makes balancing power consumption 

and maintaining CH in the central area more challenging. Future extension of the 

algorithm may also consider such networks. 
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The proposed BPC in Chapter 5 is for homogeneous WSNs with higher node density. In 

this algorithm, as concluded in Section 5.5.2, the data are forced to be relayed by 

neighboring CHs nearer the sink. This forced relaying makes that the selected route may 

not be the most energy efficient one, thought the main objective of BPC to balance power 

consumption throughout the network is realized (refer to Section 4.3.3), future work can 

focus on achieving further improvement in energy efficiency by optimizing the route 

selection. 

In a WSN, there are numerous issues that need to be taken into account. The proposed 

BRPC and BPC, however, only focus on energy efficiency. The conducted simulations 

also only evaluate the performance of energy related issues, such as different lifetimes and 

different data packets that the network delivers to the sink. Other challenges of sudden 

link failure, data re-transmission, QoS and security need to be further explored to make 

the proposed algorithm be more suitable for realistic application. 

7.2.2 Clustering algorithm for MANETs 

The proposed RBBPC for MANETs in Chapter 6 shows higher energy efficiency than 

those of some traditional algorithms from the simulation results and the mathematical 

analysis. The improvement of RBBPC for MANETs with low data traffic is significant. 

Though the low data traffic is the more realistic outcome as the nodes in the network 

usually do not keep sending data to others, some MANETs may experience busy data 

traffic. The simulation results and analysis show that the improvement of RBBPC for such 

a network is not significant. In a MANET with busy data traffic, most energy is consumed 

in routing data. Further work can be therefore conducted to optimize the route that is 

selected to relay data by considering the total energy of the route. 

Similar to the proposed algorithms BRPC and BPC for WSNs, the proposed RBBPC for 

MANETs is based on energy efficiency consideration. The conducted simulations and 

analysis also only evaluate the performance of energy related issues, such as the power 

consumption in networks with different traffic density and the first-node lifetime. The 

issues like security, delay, network scalability and hidden-terminal are beyond the scope 
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of this dissertation and will be taken into account in further research to make the proposed 

algorithm be more suitable for realistic application. 

7.2.3 Implementation of the proposed algorithms 

Only the simulations have been conducted so far during this research. The implementation 

of the proposed algorithms for WSNs and MANETs will be considered in future. 

The algorithms BRPC and BPC for WSNs require the nodes to be aware of their location 

information. The implementation of these algorithms requires that the node to be 

supported by GPS technology or that each node can be carefully arranged before they are 

deployed into the network. The latter means that each node can get the relative location 

information so that the distance of the neighboring nodes can be easily acquired. The 

methods to acquire node location information in [98, 99], however, will be considered to 

incorporated into the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, the assumption made for BRPC 

and BPC that each node can adjust its transmission power in accordance with the 

necessary power for each hop may somehow be ahead of the realistic situation. However, 

many sensor nodes today may have several power levels. The power level which is most 

similar to yet higher than the necessary one can be selected in that case. This selection not 

only improves energy efficiency, but also avoids data loss caused by short of transmission 

range. 

The algorithm RBBPC for MANETs only requires the nodes to have two power levels. 

Many mobile terminals today have more than one power level, making the implementation 

of RBBPC into MANETs quite convenient. 

Besides the requirements of the hardware, other issues such as how to optimize the 

number of clusters in the network also need to be considered when such proposed 

algorithms are being implemented. This optimization is relative to both the transmission 

power of the nodes and the energy efficiency of the networks in WSNs or MANETs. 
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